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Abstract
Virtualization is very common and widely used in many data-centers nowadays.
Easy management and administration of virtual machines and hosts is a crucial
part of Virtualization. Currently there are automated virtual machine management
systems that are in use. But the tools lack consideration of the needs of organi-
zations with dynamically changing virtual machine environment, like Universities
and Collages. They are also limited to specific virtualization platforms and don’t
have host management capability. In this thesis an entirely new approach of vir-
tual machine management based on mathematics Set-theory, Logic and Statistics
is suggested. This approach provides a new virtual machine naming method that
creates relationships between virtual machines. This makes the virtual machine
and Host management automation simple, flexible and powerful.
The suggested approach is implemented as a tool named buna using Perl program-
ming language and libvirt management tools: virsh, virt-clone and virt-top. Buna
has two major parts: automationt and plugin part. The automation part enables ac-
tions like create, start/stop and delete virtual machines; upgrade CPU and Memory
and attach/detach devices on mass number of virtual machines. The plugin part
controls host resources and status of virtual machines based on rules, where rules
have conditions and actions those are set by system administrators. This avoids the
need to perform routine tasks for administrators and it makes the virtual machine
and host management easy and effective. In addition, critical system level tasks
like load-balancing and power-saving can be done by giving organized rules.
buna is tested on an environment with three hosts running KVM/QEMU virtualiza-
tion system. It successfully performed the automatic virtual machine management
actions between the hosts. It’s also given some rules to test its ability to perform
actions based on resource usages of virtual machines.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Virtualization is one of the current indispensable technologies in the computer in-
dustry. It is a method of creating fully functional software based VMs (commonly
referred to as guest OSs) that can give equivalent service as a physical computer
[19, 21]. There are different types of platforms (like Xen, KVM and VMwere)
called hypervisors. Each hypervisor has a special benefit and has its own tools
those give a common VM management service (sec. 2.1.1). Managing includes
creating, starting, stopping, migrating and updating VMs, and controlling resource
usage from hosts. When the number of VMs increases, managing individual VMs
becomes a problem for administrators. For this, administrators need automating
tools that can do routine tasks with minimum human intervention.
There are known and effective tools working in VM management automation, such
as MLN, RHEV, VMwere vCenter and VMwere vSphere (sec. 2.3). These tools min-
imize routine and time-taking tasks, but all of them have the following drawbacks:
1. They are limited to specific hypervisors, and some of them are commercial
(sec. 2.3).
2. They lack simplicity and flexibility to be applied in some organizations like
universities, colleges and training centers, with dynamically changing VMs.
For example, Universities accept and graduate thousands of students each
year, students are adjusted to departments, in each department there are stu-
dents at different levels. To use these tools, every time, thousands of VM
names must be adjusted and added into groups. It is clear how much the
overload will be for administrators (sec. 3.10).
3. They don’t have features or not flexible enough to be used for managing
resources between hosts (like CPU and Memory) and controlling statuses of
virtual machines (like running, idle and down).
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1.2. PROBLEM STATEMENT
On the other hand, libvirt is a free software that creates a Common Application
Programming Interfaces(APIs) for most virtualization platforms. That means, ap-
plication tools developed by using libvirt APIs will work on all libvirt supporting
hypervisors (KVM/QEMU, Xen, LXC, OpenVZ, User Model Linux, Virtual Box,
VMwere, UML)[7, 20, 16]. This eases the burden of understanding and operat-
ing different hypervisors’ managing tools. There are known VM managing tools
that are working on libvirt such as virsh [10], virt-clone [11], virt-install [12], Virt-
manager [12] and guest-fish. All these managing tools give complete administra-
tion on VMs, but they lack an automated management system to ease the routine
tasks of system administrators.
Considering the fact that libvirt supports the majority of current hypervisors, im-
plementing an automated management system using libvirt environment will be a
considerable enhancement in solving the above drawbacks.
1.2 Problem Statement
Effective management of virtual machines is a crucial part of system administra-
tion. As the number of virtual machines in an organization increases, management
of the virtual machines gets more and more complex. This will add too much load
on the day to day tasks of system administrators; which in turn affects the well
being of the IT system in general. To deal with such problems, automation of the
manual management process is an effective solution. There are some automated
virtual machine management tools that are already in use. Basically these tools are
limited to specific hypervisors; don’t manage VMs with respect to the resources
usage on hosts, and they lack consideration of the needs of organizations with a
dynamically changing virtual machine environment.
1.3 Scope and Limitations
This thesis works on providing a solution for problems stated above. It focuses on
devising a simple, flexible and powerful virtual machine and host automation man-
agement system, especially for dynamically changing environments. As a proof of
concept a tool named buna is developed that works on libvirt APIs.
The functionalities of buna are limited to the functionalities provided by libvirt
managers : virsh, virt-clone and virt-top. So, fine-grained control of VMs, like set-
ting IP address, installing packages and changing user names are not included. It’s
possible to enable usage of additional libvirt mangers with buna to control VMs
at a fine-grained level, but this thesis is limited to 17 weeks work and that is not
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covered.
1.4 Approach
This thesis is an investigative research work given the fact that it suggests solutions
based on well defined mathematical set theory, logic and descriptive statistics. And
the solutions are applied on the development of the prototype tool buna. There is
a basic approach difference in the naming of VMs compared to existing VM man-
agement tools, which makes buna simple-to-use, flexible and powerful. The tool
is developed in the Perl programming language as it is powerful in string manipu-
lation and file handling.
buna has two major parts : automation and plugin. The automation part deals
with automating the VM management tasks. The plugin part enables controlling
resources of hosts and statuses of virtual machines by using the automation part.
1.4.1 Automation Part
Using the existing VM management and automations tools, each VM is managed
either one by one or VMs name must be listed down into files/groups; which in-
creases the management complexity and is also time consuming.
But by giving a logical and meaningful name for VMs, it’s possible to create math-
ematical relationships between VMs. This can be done by adding common sub-
string on the name of VMs. When there is a need to access these VMs, one can
filter them from the whole through their relationship (common substring).
To implement this idea, the Cartesian product from mathematics set-theory is ap-
plied together with the text manipulating capabilities of the Perl programming
language. This approach makes the automation system to be done with a sim-
ple command, and avoids the need to refer group files or complex configuration
files (sec. 4.1).
1.4.2 Plugin Part
The plugin part controls resources between hosts and statuses of VMs. Normally,
every host has resources like CPU, Memory and Network. Virtual machines re-
siding on hosts will be in one of the states like: active, inactive, running, blocked
and paused. This thesis refers both the resources of hosts and the status of virtual
machines as properties.
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By periodically collecting data about these properties from hosts and finding de-
scriptive statistics from the data (like minimum, average and mode), it is possible
to take automatic actions based on the fulfillment of some conditions; where con-
ditions are numeric comparative expressions written with respect to the collected
statistics.
To implement this idea descriptive statistics and logic will be applied, where the
mathematics logic makes writing rules user-friendly.
1.5 Research Goals
The goal of this thesis work is to facilitate the VM management and minimize the
burden of system administrators by applying a novel mathematical approach and
design and develop an Automated Virtual Machines and Host Management System
named buna.
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1.6 Thesis Structure
The structure of the thesis is as follows:
• Chapter-1: Introduced readers about virtualization, the existing VM man-
agements and libvirt. Problems on existing VM management tools were
stated and a new approach to deal with such problems was discussed. The
scope, limitations and goals of the thesis were also discussed here.
• Chapter-2: Provides background information about the existing virtualiza-
tion platforms, their VM management systems and how to use them with
libvirt managing tools. The state-of-the-art of existing automation tools with
their prons and cons are explained here.
• Chapter-3: Detailed explanation of libvirt tool kit is shown, including but
not limited to its installation, functionalities, object(VM, device, network, ...)
representation format and existing libvirt application VM managers(virsh,
virt-clone, virt-top,guestfish, ...) with their drawbacks.
• Chapter-4: Explains the mathematical approach suggested by this thesis to
deal with the identified problems in virtual machine and host management.
• Chapter-5: The design of the prototype tool (buna) is set in detail with the
support of DFD and Flowcharts.
• Chapter-6: Discuss the implementation of buna. Basic parts of buna Perl
codes are explained; the full program is attached in the appendix.
• Chapter-7: Deals with buna testing based on a university scenario. The
functionalities of buna are tested & resulted both in actual & simulated form.
• Chapter-8: Discusses about alternative approaches, achieved goals, and
some limitations of buna.
• Chapter-9: Contains the conclusion statements of this thesis.
• Chapter-10: Contains suggestions for further work in the area of libvirt and
virtualization. From all, the one stated at the last position can be taken as a
master thesis.
• Appendix-A: Contains the full program of buna with its configuration file
(buna.conf ) and a default rules file. Some detail information related to this
thesis are also included here.
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Chapter 2
Background and Literature
Review
This chapter focuses on general explanation of virtualization (Xen and KVM hy-
pervisors), libvirt tool kit, and presents investigation on existing automated admin-
istration and management tools.
2.1 Virtualization
Virtualization which is started in the 1960s by IBM [27, 28], is one of the current
and very common applicable technologies in the computer industry. It is a method
of creating a fully functional software based computers called VMs, where this
VMs will give an equivalent service as an ordinary computer. Hence each VM
operating system will have its own specific virtual resources like CPU, memory,
storage, Ethernet, virtual I/O [17, 26]. All resource allocation and VMs manage-
ment tasks will be the responsibility of virtual machine manager software called
hypervisor. There are number of Open source and commercial hypervisor plat-
forms, the common ones are: KVM, Xen, VMwere, OpenVZ, Oracle VM. Where
KVM, OpenVZ and Xen are open source [19].
To get a clear understanding of virtualization it is better to see the two main open
source hypervisors that have a clear architectural differences: Xen and KVM. This
two hypervisors can represent the current existing approaches of virtualization
technologies.
2.1.1 Xen and KVM Overview
Architectural, compatibility and performance view of Xen and KVM will be ex-
plained in this section.
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2.1.1.1 Architecture
Xen
Xen is an open source platform developed at Cambridge University, UK. It supports
para virtualization; to work as full virtualization, Xen needs CPUs that support vir-
tualization [31, 18]. In Xen platform, all virtual machines, except Domain0, don’t
have direct access to physical resources; they will be set as a level 3 user. Do-
main0 is responsible to manage drivers and I/O requests to other virtual machines
[30]. Any virtual guest operating system will send request to domain0, when they
need to access a device driver (table 2.1). The Xen Hypervisor will be set as a
level 1 user, and it manages both CPU, memory, powers and scheduling of virtual
machines[26]. Xen has two scheduling approaches: Simple Earliest Deadline first
Scheduler and Credit Scheduler [31].
Figure 2.1: Xen 3.0 Architecture; Dom0 controls any driver request from other
VMs, the hypervisor manage and secure physical resources, and VM schedules
[24]
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KVM
KVM (Kernel Virtual Machine) is one of the latest open source full virtualization
platforms invented and sponsored by Qumranet [28, 9]. Its development focuses
on the new architecture hardware devices like Intel VTX and AMD-V CPUs that
support virtualization at hardware level [33, 26, 23]. KVM gets the advantage of
being the late comer to see the approach, benefit and drawbacks of Older open
source platform like Xen [23]. In addition to Linux, KVM is broadly supported by
RedHat, AMD, IBM, Intel, Nobel and others. At this time KVM has vast number
of customers spanning from small to large companies [33, 26].
In KVM, all virtual machines are considered as Linux processes like MySQL and
PHP. Which shows VMs can be killed like any process. Each VM has its own vir-
tual hardware resources; in fact KVM sets virtual CPUs a process to be used by
VMs [22, 25]. As can be seen on figure 2.2, KVM has a modified QEMU for each
VM that controls I/O services for invoking processes given by KVM kernel module
[36, 29]. KVM adds a third execution mode called guest mode in addition to the
kernel and user modes. The guest mode has its own kernel and user which lets it to
work as a normal machine [35, 36]. When the guest requests to get execution time,
the kernel makes resources ready. When the guest finishes execution, the kernel
will save the guest and shift back to host mode [23].
This architectural deference between Xen and KVM exists because Xen was cre-
ated when most hardware CPU didn’t implement virtualization intelligence, while
KVM is invented on new CPU generations that implement virtualization [22]. This
lets KVM to concentrate on how to manage VMs rather than focusing on hardware
emulation.
2.1.1.2 Compatibility
Xen
Xen supports x86-64 architectures, means it can work both in old and new CPU
architectures [33, 26, 31]. Linux kernel by itself didn’t include Xen at all; modi-
fying and shipping Linux with Xen is the responsibility of Xen distributors. Xen
host operating system must be Linux and Unix groups, but hosts could be Linux or
Windows Operating System [36, 27, 22].
KVM
KVM is a based on x86 hardware platform with latest CPUs that support virtual-
ization: Intel VTX, AMD-V, IBM, Intel, Nobel [33, 26, 28]. KVM supports Linux,
Windows, Solaris, and BSD based virtual machines but the host operating system
must be Linux with versions from kernel 2.6.2.3 [22, 28].
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Figure 2.2: KVM Architecture: Each VM has a user mode that used to execute
user commands and QEMU-KVM mode that controls I/O requests to access emu-
lated hardware. The KVM-kernel is responsible to create VMs, switch their mode,
assign VCPU for VMs [29]
2.1.1.3 Performance
Xen
Most researches show that Xen’s performance is good. During performance com-
parison between OpenVZ, VMWere and Xen performance, Xen performs better in
CPU usage, memory management, and fork services but a little bit slower in band-
width consumption and Gziping [33, 18]. Scheduling performance of Xen shows
good result with high throughput in non-real time applications but there is evaluat-
ing difficulty in low throughput real time applications [31]. Xen has guaranteed to
be the best for para virtualization bases [33].
KVM
Lots of researches showed that overall KVM performs better in I/O services when
compared to Xen and VMWere [33], great throughput performance was shown on
KVM when compared with Xen [27], KVM performance is better in full virtual-
ization bases [33].
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2.2 Libvirt Virtualization Modes
Libvirt is a group of C programs that creates a common application interface for
all hypervisors. When libvirt is installed with a hypervisor, the hypervisor will be
set at the back end and libvirt will create an application interface called API for
managing VMs. So any user or application tools will use the API for managing
VMs [6, 16].
2.2.1 Single Hypervisor
When libvirt is installed together with single hypervisor, it creates a common inter-
face for external users to communicate with the hypervisor. Using libvirt for this
case holds no value, rather it overloads the system, because the hypervisor manager
itself can do everything needed. Figure 2.3 shows how the hypervisor, libvirt and
management application tools are working on a single host
NB:In libvirt Virtual machines are called Domains.
Figure 2.3: The left side shows hypervisors without libvirt where as the right side
shows hypervisors are working with libvirt software
2.2.2 Multi Hypervisors
Libvirt can manage a number of hypervisors that run on same host; in this case
libvirt has a collection of API drivers that allows external applications to get access
to all hypervisors, but accesses is possible to only one hypervisor at a time (see
figure 2.4).
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Figure 2.4: Different hypervisors working in same host with the support of libvirt
APIs (drivers)
2.2.3 Multi Host Mode
In addition to different hypervisors, libvirt supports management of distributed hy-
pervisors on a number of hosts. That means the management application tools
installed in a host can manage VMs on other hosts. For this libvirt has a daemon
called libvirtd, which runs on a host that doesn’t have application management
tools. When application management tools request a domain on other hosts a re-
quest will be sent to that host with the daemon and the daemon will process the
task and give the response back to the application manager host [6]. See the figure
2.5
2.2.4 When to use Libvirt?
The main target of libvirt is to use the same management tools for different hyper-
visors. Hence it is not advisable to use libvirt if the system has only one host and
one hypervisor, the hypervisor itself can manage VMs. But it is advisable to use
libvirt on the area that different hypervisors and number of hosts exist; this will
help administrators to use a single tool for all. (Table 2.2.4 shows list of hypervi-
sors supported by libvirt.)
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Figure 2.5: Different hypervisors working in multiple hosts with the support of
libvirt APIs(drivers) and daemon(libvirtd)
2.3 Virtual Machine Management Automation Tools
In short virtual machine management means controlling VMs. The following are
functionalities in virtualization management system.
• Basic features: The very basic features of virtualization management are
able to create, delete, start, stop, halt, store, ... virtual machines
• Migration: A capability of moving CPU and Memory snapshots of running
VMs from one host to another. Live migration is an advanced feature that
enables migration of VMs without interrupting their execution.
• Power Saving: This is the capability of collecting running virtual machines
to as few hosts as possible to accommodate the VMs so that more hosts can
be idle.
• Maintaining: It is the capability of fixing VMs while they are live.
• Image Template: the capability of using template images to create new VMs.
This will save configuration time, system usage and power. This feature is
important to create a number of VMs at ones.
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Hypervisor Name Description
Qemu supports latest architectures that
have CPU virtualization capabil-
ities
KVM Kernel base virtualization.
Linux Containers Linux light weight virtual sys-
tem
OpenVZ Linux operating system level
virtualization
VirtualBox Hypervisor support X86
UML User Mode Linux
Storage storage pooling for local or net-
work disks and iSCSI
Table 2.1: libvirt supported hypervisors.
• Security: Protect the VMs from unauthorized access.
• Interface: Good user interface for external users (can be shell command,
GUI or web interface).
• Centralization: Capability of managing distributed VMs on different hosts
from a single host.
• Availability: Keeping the VMs running after a failure by using snapshots.
• Scalability: Capability of managing large virtual machines and their infras-
tructure.
• Automation: Capability of performing the above listed functionalities auto-
matically.
Current virtual machine management tools fulfill most of the above features, but
still there are only few tools (like RHEV manager) that are capable of automation,
and power management. Even though most management tools didn’t have automa-
tion, Command based management tools are flexible for shifting them to automatic
management system, but GUI and web based ones are expected to be changed from
the ground. MLN is the one that uses this chance to have automated management
in Xen, UML, and EC2 platforms.
2.3.1 MLN Manager (Linux open source)
2.3.1.1 Functions
Manage Large Area Network (MLN) is an open source virtual machine manage-
ment tool, developed in 2004 using Perl programming; it is designed to automate
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large virtual networks managements in Xen, UML, and Esxi platforms. Using
MLN it is easy to create, start, stop groups of VMs and to move VMs from one
network to another within a matter of minutes [2, 34].
2.3.1.2 Architecture
In MLN all Virtual machines are categorized into groups called projects; each
project has specific file and name. Then MLN manages virtual machines based
on the information of each group.
In each project file the project name and names of virtual machines must be stated.
Each virtual machine will be assigned with resources like CPU, Memory, Stor-
age, Network address, user name, image filed (installed OS going to be used as
template). To solve the burden of writing all resources for each VM, common re-
sources that will be given for a number of VM’s can be stated in an inheritable
class and included in each hostclasses. MLN class follows Object Oriented pro-
gramming approach [15]. See figure (2.6).
This approach of MLN lets it to create, start, stop and migrate VMs in project level.
The boundary of MLN management is extended from single machine to groups of
VMs in a project
2.3.1.3 How to use MLN?
To use MLN, first a project file must be created based on MLN syntax. This file
contains the whole structure of VMs and their network and groups. Then using
MLN command the file will be changed into real VMs and network (referred as
building a project). After the real network is deployed in to the system, it is pos-
sible to turn on/off and migrate VM groups in between different servers [15, 34].
Here below are steps of using MLN: -
• Plan the VMs, Servers and the network which are going to be created
• Write that into a file called project file, and save it with .mln extension.
• Build the planned project in to real VM and network using mln build com-
mand
• Then manage the network by starting, stopping, and migrating them.
2.3.1.3.1 Creating Project Files: Here is an example on how to create a
project called example which has one VM called VM1. When this project is built,
VM1 OS will be taken from the template, 128M memory, 2G storage, 1 CPU will
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Figure 2.6: Architecture of MLN. At the top there are resources grouped into inher-
ited class, at the middle grouped VMs take resources from class and at the bottom
all groups and VMs distributed to servers; where one server works as a manager of
the others.
be assigned and its network configuration will be done based on the information.
Sample MLN project file
global {
project example
}
host VM1 {
xen
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lvm
memory 128M
template ubuntu-server.ext3
size 2GB
nameserver 10.0.0.15
network eth0 {
address 10.0.0.2
netmask 255.255.255.0
gateway 10.0.0.1
}
users {
somebody te&47-dkkjk
}
}
MLN has its own block keywords named global, host, switch, network and users,
which are used for representing objects. Other key words like memory, cpu and
template can be set inside block key words (appendix A). This keywords have key
and value attributes. In short block key words are as like objects and others are as
attributes of an object.
The structure of the file is similar to object oriented programming; there is inheri-
tance from one to another block. A block is defined with the keywords and curly
braces, where as attributes are defined inside the curl bracket with key and value
combination. There are some attributes that do not have value like xen, uml which
shows that this project will be built in either Xen hyperviosr or UML. The full
structure of project file is shown in appendix ’A’.
2.3.1.3.2 Building VM’s & Networks: After creating the project file the
next step is building the network based on the project file. Run the mln command
using build option as follows.
Building a project from localnet.mln file
mln build -f localnet.mln
Before building the project, this command checks whether the project file is written
in MLN syntax and then it checks the amount of memory and storage to deploy the
project against the available hardware resources.
When MLN builds projects, it will copy the template file to each individual VM
and do the configuration change based on the VM information in the project and
save it with the the VMs name in the projects directory on the destination server;
in addition the configuration file and start and stop bash scripts of each VM will
be created.
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2.3.1.3.3 Managing Projects: After building projects using the above steps,
managing the existing projects will be easy for MLN. Managing projects will be
done by using the following MLN commands.
Managing projects using MLN command
To Start a project: mln start -p project-name-here
To Stop a project: mln stop -p project-name-here
To get infor about a project : mln status -p project-name-here
NB: to address a single VM add the following
’-H host_name’
2.3.1.4 Adding Plugin
MLN has a frame work that allows researchers to add any type of plugin that
can work for automating hypervisors. For the time being MLN supports Xen,
UML(User Mode Linux), VMware Server platform and Amazon EC2 systems. So
it is possible to add plugin for non supported hypervisors like KVM.
To use MLN, administrators have to know a number of keywords and the basic
structure of writing a project.
2.3.2 RHEV Manager (Red Hat commercial)
2.3.2.1 Functions
Red Hat Enterprise Virtualization (RHEV) manager is commercial web interface
based centralized management system that supports RHEV-H and Red Hat Enter-
prise Linux 5 or latest with KVM virtualization platform. RHEV manager has the
capability of managing hosts, guests and storage media. In addition to the common
features of virtual management, RHEV adds advanced feature to manage VLANs
[32].
Using RHEV manager it is possible to :
• group VM’s called clustering, which makes the management like changing
Memory size, migrating, installing a software, ... easier.
• filter VM’s with their host, network, CPU usage, operating system.
• live migration from host to host when it is needed.
• manage all VMs residing in different hosts at a central place (figure 2.7)
• manage storages like NFS, iSCSI, FCP.
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• adjust VM’s into a power save mode.
• create templates that can be used for quick duplication of identical VMs.
NB: But RHEV doesn’t have the capability of creating VM’s in mass and in an
automatic manner; VMs have to be created one by one. But managing them, after
creation is automated. However, MLN has this automation capability.
2.3.2.2 Architecture
RHEV manager runs only on AMD (AMD-v and AMd64) and intel(intel IV and
64) CPU extensions. To run the client side RHEV on windows 2008, it needs SQL
server, IIS enabled, Putty and WinScp.
All VMs, storages together with their hypervisor will be set at the back end; RHEV
manager will be between hypervisors and external users. The manager uses LDAP,
Active Directory and Database to control and manage the communication between
the hypervisor and end user. RHEV manager has different types of interfaces that
can be categorized in to two:
• Web server used by administrators and users to get access to RHEV server
and RHEV client environments from web browsers.
• Rest and Sops systems that are used for administrators to get access through
power Shell, Python and WPF.
RHEV manager supports the following operating systems to run on virtual ma-
chines:
• Red Hat Enterprise Linux 3 and newer with 32 bit and 64 bit
• Windows XP SP3 and newer for 32 bit only
• Windows server 2003 SP2 and newer
• Windows server 2008 and Windows 7
2.3.2.3 How to Use RHEV?
RHEV has two types of web interface ports named RHEV Admin and RHEV User.
The RHEV Admin console is used to manage VMs and storages; whereas RHEV
User allows specific users to access their own VMs.
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Figure 2.7: Red Hat Enterprise Virtualization Management architecture that shows
its communication between users, storages and hypervisors [32].
2.3.2.3.1 RHEV for Administrators: This interface shows a list of exist-
ing VMs and clickable buttons to see or add data centers, clusters, hosts, storages,
VM’s, Pools, templates and users. The central part of the page is used to show
selected VM’s name, node, storage and status. At the top there is a search bar that
used to search existing VM’s, storages and hosts with different characteristics. For
example "VM’s: WiondwsXP and apps=RHEV-USB" is used to search virtual ma-
chines running WindowsXP and have RHEV device installed (see figure 2.8)
The ’new’ button is used to add new user or storage pools. It has options to
select template name, to insert VM name and description, to choose the clus-
ter(group), default host, storage, memory, number of CPU, Operating system and
check/uncheck option about availability level. The highly available option lets the
VM to be stored in different nodes to increase its availability.
2.3.2.3.2 RHEV User Console: This interface allows users to access their
own virtual machines. Users can access VMs from browsers by using the server
name followed by their ID.
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Figure 2.8: Home page of RHEV manager [32]
2.3.3 Other Automation Tools
There are VM automation tools working in the cloud such as VMware vSphere
CLI, which is a command line that is working for ESX and ESXi host; VMware
vCenter which automates resource usage and configuration; Opalis intros Virtual-
ization is used to automate fault managements, backup and recovery operations [8].
NB: Because libvirt is the core part for the development of this paper it needs
detailed explanation. The next hapter, "Libvirt Software", comprises an extended
discussion of Libvirt.
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Libvirt Software (Tool-kit)
3.1 Overview
Libvirt is free software, which consists of a number of programs written in C,
which creates a common Application Programming Interface (API) for most virtu-
alization platforms( KVM/QEMU, Xen, LXC, OpenVZ, User Model Linux, Vir-
tual Box, VMwere, Microsoft Hyper-V). The main goal of libvirt is to create a
common environment called API to manage VMs in all platforms and reduce the
burden of creating application tools for each virtualization platform. It is free and
available under GNU Lesser General Public License. Basically libvirt have been
working on Linux OS; for windows the trial version is released this year [7]. Libvirt
was originally designed for Xen but now it pools most of virtualization platforms
[6, 20]
3.2 Installation
It is possible to download libvirt form http://www.libvirt.org FTP and Http Servers.
It is also possible to get from git repository; here a hourly snapshots are taken, so
there is no stability grant.
Downloading from git
git clone git://libvirt.org/libvirt.git
From the repository, it’s possible to download by using apt and yum commands.
From the tar-ball it has to be untard by using gzip command and use make and
install tools.
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3.3 Connecting to Libvirt API
After installation has completed it is possible to connect to any hypervisor (Qe-
mu/KVM, Xen) through libvirt API. There are different application tools (like virt-
install, virsh, virt-clonede) that uses libvirt APIs for VM management. To connect
to libvirt APIs using command line managers looks like
< command− to− be− used >< hypervisor − uri >
; here the first part must be the application tool that is going to be used, the second
part is the URI of the machine where the hypervisor is located.
The syntax of URI looks like as shown on the table 3.3.
Local URI Remote URI Description
xen:/// remote:/host-xen/ creates connection to Xen hyper-
visor from local and remote ma-
chine called host-xen.
NULL remote:/host-xen/ creates connection with the de-
fault hypervisor running on local
and host-xen machine.
Xen:/// Xen+ssh://host-xen/ use ssh for creating the connec-
tion.
Table 3.1: Connecting to local and remote hypervisors.
Here below are some examples that uses virt-manager tools to connect to hypervi-
sors.
Connecting to different Hypervisors
using virsh connect to default host
which was set to environment variable VIRSH_DEFAULT_CONNECT_URI
virsh -c test:///default list
# connecting to remote host Xen hypervisor through ssh
virsh -c xen+ssh://remote-machine-name or ip/
virt-manager -c test:///default
3.4 Firewall and Network Filtering:
Libvirt supports firewall and network filtering capabilities at a high level. Still
there are two ways of network and filter options, called virtual network driver and
network filter driver.
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• Virtual network driver: creates a software based virtual bridge which is in-
dependent on any physical NICs. All domains virtual network port will go-
ing to connect to this virtual bridge and any filter rule will be attached to
each domain network port. This virtual bridge allows all outgoing requests
and internal communications between virtual machines, and blocks a request
coming from outside; but NATing is possible.
• Network filter driver: the driver is fully configured capability that could ac-
cept any IP table rules (IP4, IP6). The rules have to be written the XML for-
mat. The example below drops all outgoing requests with priority of ’500’.
Sample filtering rule
<filter name=’no-spamming’ chain=’XXXX’>
<uuid>d217f2d7-5a04-0e01-8b98-ec2743436b74</uuid>
<rule ...>
<rule action=’drop’ direction=’out’ priority=’500’>
....
</rule>
<filterref filter=’XXXX’/>
</filter>
There is also a new third idea called ’QEMU driver MAC filter. This focuses on
filtering MAC address to prevent spoofing attacks
3.5 Limitation of APIs
APIs are limited to access one Node at a time and have the right to access resources
that are used for managing domains like, Networking, firewall, storage and CPU.
All APIs can access the node remotely. APIs are not allowed to apply multi node
managements policies like load balancing [7, 16].
3.6 Security and Stability
Libvirt has Libvirt-CIM that provides a virtualization platform for Linux operating
system which supports Common Information Model Object Manager. It supports
security techniques like TLS encryption and certifications, remote management au-
thentications using Kerberos and SASL is also available. Libvirt has strong base
that will keep working all application tools without modification even if there ex-
ists modification on libvirt system [7, 6].
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3.7 Libvirt Architecture
Libvirt loads all hypervisors on top of it without disturbing them; then it will cre-
ate an interface through API to external users. Libvirt supports management of
distributed hypervisors on multiple nodes [20]. That means the management ap-
plication tools installed in a node can manage all other nodes. For this libvirt has a
daemon called libvirtd, which is going to be run on nodes that do not have applica-
tion management tools. When application management tools request a domain on
another node, a request will be sent to that domain through network, the daemon
will process the task and give response to the application manager node[6, 20]. See
the figure 2.5
3.7.1 Application Programming Interface (API)
Libvirt handles all resources existing in the host domain as object form and expose
the objects those are necessary to manage virtual machines to the requesting appli-
cation, then application tools can use this objects to manage virtualization on any
platform. Libvirt expose objects in the XMl format (see Fig. 3.1). An application
is limited to get connection to only one domain at a time on a hypervisor [20]. Here
below is a list of objects used to mange virtual machines.
Figure 3.1: libvirt application objects exposed to application tools which is used to
manage VMs [7]
From the figure above there are four libvirt objects used for virtualization manage-
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ment.
• VirConnectPtr: it is the main interface to access other objects. All tools
have to request for connection through this object and can access equivalent
hypervisor drivers.
• VirDomainPtr: represent a domain in the hypervisor. It identifies each do-
main by their name (that is unique in the host), ID (which is a dynamic ID
given to running VMs) or UUID which is a permanent identifier through the
all nodes.
• VirNetworkPtr: represents a network existing in the hypervisor.
• VirStoragePoolPtr: represents the storage pool(disk) that all VMs are using.
• VirStorageVolPtr: represent a storage volume of a VM
• VirHostPtr: presents the physical host hardware resources.
3.7.2 Hypervisors
Currently libvirt has drivers for Xen, Qemu for Qemu/kvm, UML, OpenVZ, LXC
hypervisors. When an application requests to connect to a specific hypervisor, lib-
virt APIs searches the right driver from the kit. Then the selected driver starts
communicating with the back end hypervisor and gives responses back to the ap-
plication [6, 20, 16].
Hosts and Domains
Libvirt has a host object called VirNodeDevPtr, which gives information about all
hardware resources of existing hosts (like Disk, USB, CD, BIOS, CPU, NIC,Sound
and VGA cards). It also has a domain object called VirDomainPtr, which gives re-
source usage summary about each virtual machine.
3.7.3 Network
Networking provides a communication media that allow domains to be grouped
into subnets and also have external communication. By default libvirt create a vir-
tual network called default, any new domain will going to connect to this network
unless it is configured to have other networks. This default network is fully soft-
ware based (does not use physical Ethernets), it uses NATing to get external com-
munication, but domains could not be accessed from outside if worked through this
network.
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Figure 3.2: It shows when an application request an ssh connection to Qemu hy-
pervisor located at a remote host called host1.
There are two types of virtual networks called permanent and dynamic. In perma-
nent virtual network the network structure (configuration and XML files) are stored
in the host permanently. But in the dynamic virtual network, the structure of the
network alive only if there are running hosts on the network, otherwise it will be
destroyed from the host. The function of network object is called VirNetworkPtr.
To create additional networks existing physical Ethernet devices must be assigned
to virtual bridges and then a new network can be created by using this bridge. Once
the Ethernet card is assigned to a bridge, it will not be used for other services.
3.7.4 Storage
The storage APs management has two basic concepts called pool and volume. The
storage pool is used to manage the whole storage types that could be subdivided in
to storage volumes. Storage types can be local disk, NFS, iSCSI, logical volume.
Storage volume is some part of defined storage pools, which is going to be given
for a number of domains (it is similar to a disk partition) [7, 6, 20]. The represen-
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tative function for pool objects it is called VirStorgePoolPtr and for volume object
is VirStorageVolPtr
3.8 Libvirt XML Object Definitions
Libvirt uses XML format to represent every type of objects like domains, storages,
bridge and network. This section explains about the XML presentation of basic
objects.
3.8.1 Domain
Domain is a virtual machine that is created on a hypervisor which is going to be
controlled by libvirt applications.
3.8.1.1 General Definitions
The top level general definition of a domain contains:
• Hypervisor: Assigning the hypervisor name of the domain, where this do-
main is hosted (can be xen, kvm, qemu, lxc and kqemu). The example indi-
cates the host is managed by Xen,
• Host name: An alpha numeric type that holds the name of the domain, name
can include underscore and hyphen characters. This name is unique with in
a node. The example below shows the name is VM1 [20]
• UUID: a 32 byte global unique identifier, it could be given by manually or
by system random generator.
libvirt uses either the Name or UUID to call VMs for management
<domain type=’xen’ id=’3’>
<name>VM1</name>
<uuid>hj7a34531d59iuy32516782e98ab3k9u</uuid>
<description>template domain</description>
...
3.8.1.2 CPU
vcpu definition represents the amount of virtual cpu assigned to a domain. In the
example below the domain is assigned one cpu, but if it needs more that one it
could take upto two cpus. Here the attribute cpuset contains the list of available
physical cpus that could be used to print the virtual cpus.
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<domain>
...
<vcpu cpuset="1-4,^3,6" current="1">2</vcpu>
...
</domain>
3.8.1.3 Memory
Assigns the maximum memory and current memory that the VM will get when it
boots (measure is in kilobytes).
<domain>
...
<memory>524288</memory>
<currentMemory>524288</currentMemory>
...
</domain>
3.8.1.4 Life Cycle Controls
Life cycle definitions locate the function going to be run when the domain or-
ders an action. There are three attributes called on_poweroff, on_reboot, on_crash.
And also there are numbers of values for them like destroy, restart, preserve, re-
name_restart. The first line of the example below says when the domain requests
power off, the domain will be destroyed, just like unplugging the power cable.
<domain>
...
<on_poweroff>destroy</on_poweroff>
<on_reboot>restart</on_reboot>
<on_crash>restart</on_crash>
...
</domain>
3.8.1.5 Device and File System
The device XML block of a domain is used to assign the devices going to be given
to the domain for its use, this is just like an administrator enabling and disabling
CD rooms, floppy drives for some users.
An attribute called type holds the data type of the device going to be given to the
domain; this could be a file, directory, network, block. By default all this types
will be exposed to the domain as a disk type, but there is an option called types
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that shows in what way the device will be exposed to the domain. Type values are
floppy, disk and CDrom.
The device XML block has an attribute called source which takes the full path of
the file going to be referred; and the target attribute is the disk path where the
source file going to be mounted as root when the operating system runs. The ex-
ample below shows the source file is stored in /var/lib/libvirt/images/ directory as
vm2.img where as the target is on an ide type disk called had.
It is also possible to share common files from the host to number of domains by
adding some rules on it like read only, rewritable, ... . This option specified inside
filesystem block with source and target attributes.
In addition to this main attributes, there are also other options that the device could
take such as adjusting boot sequence, allow encryption and type, make read-only.
<devices>
<emulator>/usr/bin/kvm</emulator>
<disk type=’file’ device=’disk’>
<driver name=’qemu’ type=’raw’/>
<source file=’/var/lib/libvirt/images/vm2.img’/>
<target dev=’hda’ bus=’ide’/>
</disk>
<disk type=’block’ device=’cdrom’>
<driver name=’qemu’ type=’raw’/>
<target dev=’hdc’ bus=’ide’/>
<readonly/>
</disk>
<filesystem type=’mount’ accessmode=’passthrough’>
<source dir=’/export/to/guest’/>
<target dir=’/import/from/host’/>
<readonly/>
</filesystem>
...
</devices>
3.8.1.6 Network Interfaces
This line is used to give which network the host has to use to get its virtual eth0
and eth1. But the network must be defined in libvert before going to be assigned to
VMs. The example below shows the default network is assigned to this host.
<interface type=’network’>
<mac address=’00:16:36:3c:e0:0e’/>
<source network=’default’/>
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</interface>
3.8.1.7 Other Definitions
In addition to the above main configuration parts of a domain XM, there are also a
number of attributes that are used to access input devices like mouse, hub devices
like USB, Graphic and video displays, sound, and log and security functions.
3.8.2 Network
Using libvirt it is possible to have a number of virtual networks, there is a default
network called default, where all domains by default going to join it. The network
XML definition contains the network name with unique UUID, bridge name where
the network going to be deployed and the IP ranges that will be given to domains.
The following network example is called students, which is using virbr1 ( defined
at eth1); any domain that is going to use this network will be given an IP address
within 192.168.122.0/24 network.
<network>
<name>Students</name>
<uuid>23a3cb5a-95f4-58f5-cc7c-caae3d47140a</uuid>
<forward mode=’nat’/>
<bridge name=’virbr1’ stp=’on’ delay=’0’ />
<ip address=’192.168.122.1’ netmask=’255.255.255.0’>
<dhcp>
<range start=’192.168.122.2’ end=’192.168.122.254’ />
</dhcp>
</ip>
</network>
3.8.3 Storage
There are two object parts for storage, pool and volume, where pool represents the
total storage area and volume represents the specific area which is given to some
domains [20]. The XML structure contains unique name and UUID of the pool,
storage type (iSCSI, file, local disk ...) and its path.
3.9 Libvirt Virtual Machine Managing Tools
There are lots of applications that have been developed that uses libvirt APIs, below
are the common applications used to manage virtual machines both in command
line, web and graphical user interface technologies. Virtual Machine Manager is
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the known one which is used to create, delete and configure virtual machines.
3.9.1 Virsh (command line)
Virsh (virsh <subcommand> [args]) is a command line user interface manager for
Libvirt that is used to manage one VM at a time.
Getting Information: It could show the status of VMs(running, paused, crashed
or stopped); it also used to editing XML files with no error and shows the CPU,
memory and devices used by each VM [10, 5]
List existing VMs
root@ubuntukvm:~# virsh list --all
Id Name State
----------------------------------
6 vm1 running
7 vm4 running
- vm11 shut off
root@ubuntukvm1:~# virsh list
Id Name State
----------------------------------
1 vm4 running
root@ubuntukvm1:~# virsh dominfo vm4
Id: 1
Name: vm4
UUID: 1dd8c9cb-9d75-877e-5ef5-9bdc878b6957
OS Type: hvm
State: running
CPU(s): 1
CPU time: 17551.1s
Max memory: 524288 kB
Used memory: 524288 kB
Autostart: disable
Security model: apparmor
Security DOI:
Security label: libvirt-1dd8c9cb-9d75-877e-5ef5-9bdc878b6957 (enforcing)
Taking Actions: Using virsh command, it is possible to create a new VM, mi-
grate VMs between hosts, and change the state of a VM like start, stop, undefine,
pause and resume.
command to unplug the power of a VM
root@ubuntukvm1:~# virsh destroy vm4
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To do virtual machines migration between host the following requirements must
be fulfilled:-
1. Images of virtual machines must be stored in a shared place of both hosts
and mounted at same path name on each host. This can be done using iSCSI
and NFS.
2. Both hosts must run same type of hypervisors.
3. The necessary ports must be opened.
4. Both hosts must have identical network configuration that supports the mi-
grated host.
Updating VM’s: Virsh command is able to change the number of CPUs and
Memory size of a VM on the fly. It is also possible attach and detach devices like
storage, Ethernet card, USB. but still it is possible to edit the XMl file of VMs
manually.
changing memory and CPU of a VM
root@ubuntukvm1:~# virsh setmem vm4 524288
root@ubuntukvm1:~# virsh setvcpus vm4 2
Virsh uses environment variables that could be seen as a default. For example the
varialbe VIRSH_DEFAULT_CONNECT_URI contains the default hypervisor that
could be connected if virsh is used without this option [10].
3.9.2 virt-clone (command line)
Virt-clone (virt-clone [OPTION]...) is a command line interface for libvirt hyper-
visors that used to clone(copy) the image of an existing domain and create a new
domain. The new domain will have the same resource configurations as the origi-
nal one, but unique identifiers of a domain will be changed like domain name, disk
storage path, domain IP, UUID...[11, 7]
If the necessary information is not available Virt-clone will display error message.
But option ’–auto-clone’, is used to set the new machine configuration from the
cloned one by appending the text ’.clon’. For example the name of the clone one
is vm1 the new domain name will be vm1.clon. Virt-clone can also have –prompt
option that used to get necessary information from the user [11, 7].
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Minimum required options are: –original or –original-xml (to specify the guest to
clone), –name, and -file( storage path).
Cloning VMs using virt-clone command
This example clones a VM called VM1 to VM2 in the local qemu hypervisor.
Two file paths have assigned to VM2, because VM1 have had two storage media.
virt-clone --connect qemu:///system --original VM1
--name VM2 --file /var/lib/qemu/images/VM2a.img
--file /var/lib/qemu/images/VM2b.img
For more information see the manual page of virt-clone [11]
3.9.3 virt-install (command line)
virt-install (virt-install [OPTION]...O) is a command line tool used for creating
and installing a new machine on libvirt hypervisors. It has the features of both a
command and graphical base tool [12]. While creating the VM it is possible to
configure to use more than virtual disks, network interfaces, audio devices, and
physical host devices like USB, PCI etc. Installing the OS could be possible from
remote servers using NFS, HTTP, FTP [12, 7].
If virt-install runs with all necessary option, it will do the installation automatically,
but it has also a –prompt option that enables intermediate interaction with external
users. Virt-install lacks an automated way of creating and installing a number of
VMs continuously; that means that creating new VM’s needs human intervention.
Basic command options of virt-install are listed below:
Creating new VM using Virt-install command
Installing a guest by creating a new storage file, virtual network, boot from
the host CDROM, using +VNC server/viewer.
# virt-install --connect qemu:///system --name VM1 --ram 500
--disk path=/var/lib/libvirt/images/VM1.img,size=5
--network network=default,model=virtio
--vnc --cdrom /dev/cdrom
To get more information see the manual page [12]
3.9.4 virt-(top, what, df)
There are some other virt command line tools like virt-what, virt-top, virt-df which
are equivalent to Linux what, top and df commands. Virt-top collects data from
a host about the numbers of VM’s in a status( like running, idle, crashed and
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down)Virt-viewer, and CPU and Memory usage. Virt-viewer is a light weight in-
terface that used to interact with domain operating systems who has graphical user
interface; it uses GTK-VNC technology which is similar to the old VNC service.
[7]
3.9.5 virt-manager (GUI/command manager)
virt-manager is a very simple graphical and command line user interface man-
agement tool for libvirt hypervisors. By clicking on buttons it is possible to create
new domain and install OS, crate and configure networks and storages, cloning
domains. It is very easy to boot up, shutdown, pause, resume, suspend, restore
domains. But it is not possible to manage more domains automatically at a time
[13, 7].
Virt-manager also show live resource usage of domains (CPU, Memory and I/O)in
graph form. It has also options in the mine that gives a basic information about
each domain (see figure 3.3) .
Figure 3.3: Graphical interface of virt-manager tools. By right-clicking on each
domain it is possible to start, stop, migrate, clone and configure the domain [29]
3.9.6 Guestfish: interactive manager
Guestfish is a command line interactive tool used to modify and manage virtual
machine file systems through libvirt. Using guestfish it is possible to play as a
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root user can do inside the VM. It is similar to getting the machine directly and
running linux commands such as list files, adding users, controlling file system, etc.
Guestfish can edit different types of file systems ext2/3/4, btrfs, FAT and NTFS,
LVM, and any partitions. Guestfish could be used in C, C++, Java, Python, Perl
programming languages [1]. The general structure of guestfish is shown follows.
Sample guestfish program
/* this program is used to get access create a
* file called /hello on an image file called VM1.img
*/
guestfs_h *g = guestfs_create ();
/* adding image file */
guestfs_add_drive (g, "VM1.img");
/* Letting the image file to work */
guestfs_launch (g);
/* Accessing partitions in the image file */
char **partitions = guestfs_list_partitions (g);
char **logvols = guestfs_lvs (g);
/* Mounting the partition to access the file system */
guestfs_mount (g, "/dev/sda1", "/");
/* It is now ready to do any action on the file system
* the example below creates a hello file */
guestfs_touch (g, "/hello");
/* Saving the action */
guestfs_sync (g);
/* Ending the session of ’g’. */
guestfs_close (g);
3.10 Drawbacks of Existing Management Tools
3.10.1 Automation tools
Even though both MLN and RHEV have lots of features, they still have some draw-
backs:
Both have a principle of adding VM names into groups to take automatic actions.
But this principle increases the management complexity in some organizations
those are managing continuously changing VMs, like Universities, Collages, Train-
ing Centers. For example, Universities accept/graduate thousands of students each
year, students are adjusted to departments, in each department there are different
level students. Imagine, every time thousands of VM names must be added into
groups, which will create overload to administrators. In addition to that RHEV
lacks creating number of VMs automatically and MLN creates new VMs automat-
ically but each group must be written into files based on MLN language.
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3.10.2 Libvirt Management Tools
Even though all the above libvirt VM management tools have the power to manage
a VM in all aspects but they lack an automated approach. From this point of view
this paper will going to develop a new tool that is going to automate VM manage-
ments using the above libvirt management tools. The tool will have the capability
of creating and managing number of VMs without the need of grouping VMs and
configuration files, which will minimize automation complexities and increases us-
age simplicity.
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Chapter 4
"buna": Methodology
The prototype, buna, promises to simplify virtual machine management in all hy-
pervisors that libvirt supports. buna methodology has two parts called automation
and plugin part, which are explained in the following sections.
4.1 Automation Part
The methodology of automation part makes virtual machine management simple,
flexible and powerful through the help of a naming algorithm. This has a consid-
erable benefit for organizations that require large numbers of virtual machines that
change dynamically, like training centers and universities.
University Scenario: Consider a university is managing thousands of students
and plans to give Windows7 operating system for all students. Engineering stu-
dents need Ubuntu-Desktop in addition to the windows7 machines, and Network
and System Administration (NSA) department students need both Ubuntu and Win-
dows2010 servers.
Based on the existing automaton tools, each VM must be created either one by one,
or all VMs must be listed down in files (called groups) for further process; which
is time consuming and becomes a burden for administrators. This thesis suggests
to create relationships between virtual machines using their names and then use the
relationship to easily manage them.
If a VM has a name related to its purpose, group of VMs with same purpose shall
have names with at least one or more similar character. The common substring can
then be used to apply an action on a group of VMs.
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4.1.1 Creating Name Based Relationship Between VMs
It is known in a virtualization environment that:
1. libvirt managers, including all hypervisors are using VM-IDs or VM-Names
to access virtual machines (sec. 3.8.1.1); for this buna follows using the
names of virtual machines for management.
2. giving meaningful names for VMs is not difficult as long as they are created
for certain purposes. This can be done based on the virtual machines’ pur-
pose, resources type and operating system they are using. For example the
name of a Windows7 virtual machine that is created for a first year Biology
department student can be ’Win7-1st-VM1’.
While giving meaningful name if some care is taken on the substring, like grouping
and ordering them, to formulate a mathematical relationship between the names,
then it is possible to access a number of VMs through their relationships (common
substring).
From the University scenario, the meaningful names for VMs can be given based
on the tree structure shown on figure 4.1. Hence, the Biology department virtual
machines can be accessed using the common substring ’Bio’; also to get all Win-
dows7 virtual machines one can use the substring ’Win7’. This creates an environ-
ment to manage thousands of VMs in a simple way.
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Figure 4.1: Generating a meaningful name for a VM can be done by concatenating
all/some substring existing through a path beginning from the root to each leaf
node.
4.1.2 Generating Meaningful Names
Once the relationship tree structure is formulated, by categorizing all substrings
into sets and then by applying the one direction cross-product between subsets of
these sets, meaningful names for virtual machines can be generated. The available
sets from the University scenario tree structure are listed below.
Available sets from University scenario
same level elements are listed in a set :
OS = { UbuS10, WinS10, UbuD, Win7}
department = {NSA, Eng, Bio, ...}
year={1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, ...}
postfix = {vm}
number ={1, 2, 3, ..., N}
The one directional cross product between sets, to generate meaningful names of
virtual machines, can be done as follows.
Sample for one direction cross-product for NSA department
{UbuS10, WinS10} X {NSA} X {1st, 2nd} X {vm} X {1,2, 3, ..., N}
Result of one directional cross product looks:
{(UbuS10, NSA, vm1), ...,(WinS10, NSA, vmN)}
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Meaning full names can be generated as:
UbuS10-NSA-1st-vm1, ..., WinS10-NSA-2nd-vmN.
Once virtual machines are assigned these names, it is possible to access them using
the wild-character, ’*’ and take automatic actions using libvirt managers like virsh
and virt-clone. E.g. to refer all virtual machines existing in the NSA department,
one can use *NSA*. Similarly to get access only Ubuntu server virtual machines,
one can use UbuS10*.
4.1.3 "buna" Naming Convention
To implement this naming method in a simple way, buna imposes the following
syntax rules as buna convention on its users.
1. A name should contain alphabets, digits and special characters "-" and "_";
all other characters are not considered and shall be escaped if they are used.
2. Elements in a set must be separated by space and listed after opening curly-
brace ’{’ (there is no need to put closing curl-brace ’}’ at the end). This will
make the name listing simpler. E.g. {Win2010-server Ubuntu-server {vm1
vm2 vm3 vm4 {1st-year
3. Sequential numbers can be expressed using two dots without space. ex
vm{1..20 or vm1..20 =⇒ generates vm1, vm2, vm3 upto vm20
4. Cross-product will be applied between a series of listed sets until the first
closing curly-brace is encountered. All sets listed after the closing brace will
be treated as a new name pattern. e.g. WinS10 UbuS10{-NSA-{vm1....20}Win7-
{Bio Chem Phy{vm1..10 =⇒ this expression has two name patterns. The
first one is WinS10 UbuS10{-NSA-{vm1....20 and the second one is Win7-
{Bio Chem Phys{vm1..10. Applying cross product on the first name pattern
generates names as WinS10-NSA-vm1, ... WinS10-NSA-vm20, UbuS10-NSA-
vm20, ..., UbuS10-NSA-vm20, and the second pattern generates names as
Win7-Bio-vm1, ..., Win7-Chem-vm1, ..., Win7-Phy-vm10.
5. Add period "." at the end of an element to terminate further forward cross-
products through that element. e.g. Win7-{ assistant. Bio {-vm1..2 =⇒
generates Win7-assistant, Win7-Bio-vm1 and Win7-Bio-vm2. The sub-string
’assistant’ is exempted from further cross-products with the set {-vm1..2 }
6. Use the wild-character ’*’ to represent any substring on VMs’ names.
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7. When new VMs are created, the template-VM-names must be given by using
colon(:) next to a group element. e.g. WinS10:WinServer-template{-NSA-
{vm1..20 =⇒ create VMs like WinS10-NSA-vm1, ... WinS10-NSA-vm20
using the template VM called "WinServer-template".
For more examples of naming expressions, see appendix ’B’.
If virtual machine names are given to buna by following the above rules, buna will
expand, generate, polish and filter the input to get the right names of virtual ma-
chines; and then takes any given action on each virtual machine with the support
of libvirt managers such as virsh and virt-clone. The next chapter explains in detail
the design of buna following this methodology.
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4.2 Plugin Part
This section shows the method for managing resources of hosts and controlling the
status of VMs based on the automation part.
4.2.1 Methods of Managing Hosts
Consider there are two hosts named H1 and H2 that are connected to each other
and have a number of virtual machines managed by libvirt.
A host has resources usage like CPU, Memory and Network; all VMs residing in
the host are in a particular state like active, inactive, running, blocked and paused.
Let’s name both these resources and states as properties.
Using virt-top, collect data about the properties from each host with in a given
time interval and sample size. Once the data is collected, perform some descriptive
statistics (like mean, mode and median) about each property of each host. On the
other hand, allow the user to insert rules, where each rule has a condition and an
action part. The condition part is a logic and numeric based expression related to
the statistics. Lastly evaluate the rule-condition part against the collected property
statistics: if the condition is fulfilled, then execute the action part. The action part
can be buna automation or any Linux command, program and/or script.
To implement this idea, buna has a program named skeleton and a file named rules-
file which are described below.
4.2.2 Skeleton Program
The skeleton is the main program that is copied into a daemon file with some mod-
ifications on variables and if-condition-action codes from rules-file. It will then
execute as a Linux daemon process.
Basically the skeleton program has three blocks of codes named variable-block,
statistics-block and rules-block. The variable-block contains a list of global vari-
ables that are used to represent host-names, host properties and statistics param-
eters. Some of the variable values will be modified based on the rules-file. The
statistics-block is not a user modifiable part. Within a given time interval and sam-
ple size, it collects data and generates statistics about the properties of each host.
The rules-block of the skeleton is a free space that can be filled with if-condition-
action codes translated from the rules-file. Then the codes in the rules-block will
be executed after the periodic statistics calculation is completed (fig. 4.2).
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In short, when buna runs as a plugin, the following steps will be processed:
1. Copy the skeleton program to a new program file that is given by the user,
which is referred as daemon-plugin.
2. Update the variable values based on the rules from the rules-file. E.g. if
H1 and H2 are used in the rule condition part, they will be included in the
host variable; and statistics and actions will be done on them. Rules will be
discussed latter (sec. 4.2.2).
3. Convert each rule from rules-file into if-condition-action code and write into
the rules-block part of the daemon-plugin file.
4. Finally execute the daemon-plugin as a Linux process (fig. 4.2).
Figure 4.2: The figure shows the approach to manage resources between hosts in
an efficient way. The doted-square-area shows the skeleton program while it is
modified with rules-file to generate the complete daemon-plugin.
Statistics Variable
The statistics that is done for hosts of each property will be stored in a variable,
where the name of the variables have a format: [Host-Name].[property].[statistic].
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Having this similar format for all variable names makes the way of referring their
value through rules-file simpler.
The presentation format for host property statistics result.
[Host-Name].[property].[statistic]
{H1 H2}.{memory cpu running idle crashed}.{mean mode percentile median min max}
H1.running.max =Y
H1.guestmemory.percentile =X
H2.cpuusage.mean=Z
H2.active.mean=A
It’s a file created by the user that contains some global variables and a number of
rules that are written based on buna-rule-syntax. Host names that are used in the
rules file will be filtered, evaluated and then added into the variable-block of the
copied skeleton program. Then each rule will be converted into if-condition-action
code and written into the rules-block of the copied skeleton program. After this,
the complete daemon plugin program is formulated and executed.
buna-Rules-Syntax
Rules are written by using already existing hosts, which are listed in buna.conf file,
and following buna-rules-syntax:-
Each rule has to be written as $rule( CONDITION; ACTION; FLAG). The CON-
DITION is written by using the mathematical logic ( AND/OR) & inequality sym-
bols (=, >, <). The value between the inequality symbols must be an integer or a
variable written as <host-name>.<property-name>.<statistics-name>. Anything
included in the ACTION part will be executed when the CONDITION part is ful-
filled. The ACTION part can be a buna automation command or any Linux com-
mand, program and/or script. An example on how to write rules is shown below:
Sample rules file structure
1
2 $interval= 120; # time interval in second to collect each sample
3 $percent= 75; # number of samples going to be collected
4
5 ------Example user defined
6
7 $rule(H1.running.max <= 4; buna --action start --vm backup-vm4);
8 $rule(H1.running.max > 4; buna --action destroy --vm backup-vm4);
9
10 $rule(H2.running.mean > 10 or H1.running.mean > 8;echo overload!!!!!);
11 $rule(H2.running.max > 10 and H1.running.max < 3 ; buna --action migrate\\
12 --source remote --dest local -- --vm running --count 3);
13 $rule(H1.memory.mean < 150%; start a backup program or VM);
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Variables that are generated by rules-block of the skeleton program and used in the
rules file must be similar. This is because it will make the rule translation from the
rules-file to the rule-code simpler.
Based on this approach, buna can control resources and virtual machines as per
the needs of users. Writing rules is user friendly and flexible enough. Also rules
can be constructed do effective tasks like load balancing and power saving. The
plugin part of buna design (sec. 5.4) explains it in detail.
Alternative Approach
There is also another approach for the plugin part: Every time after collecting and
doing the statistics; read each rule in the rules-file and take actions by evaluating
the given conditions. But this will affect the performance of the system because the
file will be opened and closed every time; and it has a risk if the rule-file is missed,
corrupted or changed.
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Chapter 5
"buna": Design
This chapter discusses the design of buna, which follows the method stated in the
previous chapter. The explanation starts from high level structure of buna that
shows its interaction with external users and libvirt, and then it goes deep down to
each individual process that is used in the automation and plugin parts. The expla-
nations are supported by DFD, Flowcharts, tables and examples.
5.1 Context Diagram
buna is a command line tool that creates a communication environment between
users and libvirt APIs. buna gets input values through the following three sources:
1. Input options: buna has numbers of input options those can be used while
running it as a Linux command.
2. Configuration file called buna.conf.
3. From rules those are written in a file called rules-file.
By using the values from the above three sources, buna interacts with libvirt APIs
to automatically manage virtual machines on different hypervisors. If any error is
occurred, while using the above inputs, buna replies to users with errors and addi-
tional information (DFD 5.1).
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Figure 5.1: Context Diagram of buna. buna interacts with external user directly
with command options or indirectly through storage files, and interact with libvirt
APIs through commands.
5.1.1 Input Options
As it is common in many command line tools, buna also has number of options
that are used for both automation and plugin parts.
buna available options and structure
buna [--connect <Host-list>] \\
[--<information | action | device | plugin> <command>] \\
[--vm <VM-name-list>] \\
[--destination <dest-host>] \\
[--directory <full-path] \\
[--count [<memory-size | number-of-cpu | nmber-of-VMs] \\
[--change <old-substring-of-VMs-name> <new-string-for-VMs-name>] \\
[--xml <directory-of-VMs-xml-file>] \\
[--<live | remove | help>]
From these options, –plugin is used for the plugin part of buna; while the rest are
used for the automation part. The functionalities of these options are described
bellow:-
–information <command>: can be shortened as -inf. This option will take
virsh manager commands that allow users to get information about VMs on a host.
It works together with –vm, –connect and –count options. When these options are
fulfilled, buna formulates a virsh command that is used to gather information and
executes it on libvirt APIs automatically (sec. 5.3.1). The available commands of
information are listed below.
• running : to see all running VMs in a specified host
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• idle: to see all idle VMs
• paused: to see all paused VMs
• down: to see all down VMs
• off : to see all switched off VM
• crashed: to see all not working VMs
• dying: to see VMs that are on the process of shutting down
• all: to see the status of all VMs
• dominfo: to get information about each VM that includes: the VM id, name,
running operating system, current state, number of assigned CPUs, Max and
current memory size, security model,...
• domuuid: to get VM’s global domain identification number
• domid: to get the temporary identification number given for running VMs
• vcpuinfo: to get the number of virtual CPUs used by each VM.
• ttyconsole, vncdisplay : to see the type of console and VNC display used by
each VM.
–action <command>: can be shortened as -act. This option takes selected
commands working in virsh and virt-clone. Commands are those used for doing
some action on VMs like start, stop and clone. The ’–action’ command works with
–vm, –connect, and –count options. When these options are fulfilled, buna will
generate and execute an automatic virsh manager command on libvirt APIs (sec.
5.3.2). The available commands of –action option are stated below.
• Start, destroy, suspend, resume, reboot, shutdown, undefined: all these com-
mand values are used to take action according to their dictionary meanings.
For example start value is used to start all given VMs in all given hosts.
• setmem setmaxmem setvcpus : all this command values are used to set the
current or maximum memory size in kilobyte, assign number of virtual CPUs
for all VMs given by –vm option.
• rename : is used to change names of virtual machines and it has great sup-
port for regrouping virtual machines. It works with ’–change’ option (sec.
5.3.2.2).
• clone: is used to duplicate template VM to new VMs given by –vm option.
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• migrate: is used to take CPU and memory snapshot running VMs given
by –vm option from one host (given as –connect) to the other (given as –
destination). This functionality has great support to implement load balanc-
ing and power saving operations.
• save , restore : these options are used to save running VMs or to restore and
use saved snapshot of VMs.
–device[<command><values>]: can be shortened as -dev, This option takes
an action to attach or detach devices to/from VMs. The value of this option is a
virsh device command with its value. The values of these commands are either a
device-XML-file (to attach the device) or device-name (to detach the device). When
these options are fulfilled, buna will generate and execute an automatic virsh man-
ager command on libvirt APIs (sec. 5.3.3). The available options are listed below.
• attach-device [FILE-xml-of-the-device]
• detach-device [DEVICE-FILE]
• attach-disk [SOURCE-file-access-path] [TARGET-device-access-path]
• attach-disk [TARGET-of-the-device]
• attach-interface [TYPE-network-or-bridge] [SOURCE-device]
• attach-interface [TYPE-network-or-bridge]
see virsh manual[10] for detail understanding.
–connect <Host-list>: is used in all virsh, virt-clone and virt-top managers,
and that is also used in buna. It can be shortened as -conn. It inputs list of hosts
that are going to be targeted by information, action, and device processes.
–vm <VM-Name-syntax>: it takes an expression written based on buna-naming-
convention (sec. 4.1.3). The expression will be processed to generate the right VM
name and get ready for information, action and device processes (sec. 5.2.3).
–directory <full-path>: can be shortened as -dir, it is a directory path where
the memory and CPU snapshot of running VMs are going to be stored. This option
will be used during –action save and –action resume action values.
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–destination <dest-host>: can be shortened as -des, it is the host name of a
destination hypervisor where VMs are going to migrate into. This option will be
used with ’–action migrate’ option.
–count [<memory-size | number-of-cpu | number-of-VMs]: the value of
–count can be memory size in kilobytes, number of CPUs going to be assigned to
VMs. Or the number of random VMs going to be selected from a state. This has
a benefit for different operations like migrating any running VMs from one host to
another.
[–change <old-substring-of-VMs-name> <new-string-for-VMs-name>]
: This option is used when renaming virtual machines. The first input is a sub-
string from existing virtual machine names and the second one is a new string that
will replace the first one. This option works with ’–action rename’ (sec. 5.3.2.2).
–live, –remove –help: –live is used to migrate VMs without interrupting them
from running, this option works with ’–action migrate’. –remove is used for delete
image files while VMs are undefined from the system; this option works together
with ’–action undefined’. By default image files are not removed even if VMs are
undefined. Option –help is used to see buna usage.
5.1.2 Configuration File (buna.conf)
this is a configuration file used to change the values of some global variables. At
the initial stage of running buna, it reads the file to change the global variable
values. The available variables which can be changed using buna.conf are:
1. $Host: it is used to list all available hosts with their name and hypervisors’
uri. So that host hypervisors are referred using their name through buna with
option like –connect host-name. Any host not listed in buna.conf will not be
considered for further process.
2. $USER: it is a common ssh user for all hosts, default is root.
3. $FILE_DIR: it lists the available disk paths that are ready to store image files
of new VMs. Storages are listed here based on priority, the higher priority
path will be used first and then if this storage becomes full the next storage
directory will be used. Any storage path that is not included in buna.conf
will not be considered.
4. $DIRECTORY: it is used to give a directory path that is going to be used for
storing CPU and Memory snapshots of running VMs.
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5. $XML: it is a directory path where the virtual machines of XML file are
located. The XML file of VMs will be referred here when renaming VMs.
Syntax of writing on buna.conf looks like as follows (appendix ’C’):
buna.conf.
# --> \$HOST(alayses-name, uri);
$HOST=(local,qemu:///system);
$HOST = (remote, qemu+ssh://192.168.0.27/system) ;
.
.
.
# --> \$FILE_DIR = full_file_path, priority;
$FILE_DIR=/home/tow/dev/rule,3;
$FILE_DIR=/var/lib/libvirt/images/iscsi,1;
.
.
.
# --> \$DIRECTORY = full_directory_path
# default is /var/lib/libvirt/store/
$DIRECTORY= /your/full/storage/directory/path;
5.1.3 Rules File
It is a file created by users and contains list of user defined rules, which are written
in accordance with buna-rule-syntax (sec. 4.2.2) and feed to buna using –plugin
option. The file also used to modify some global variables while a plugin-process
is generated and executed as a Linux daemon (sec. 5.2.5).
5.2 High Level Structure
All options’ values given by users will be analysed through the first process called
Option-Manager and then further process will be done in one of the processes
called information, action, device and plugin (DFD 5.2).
5.2.1 Option-Manager
It is responsible to validate inputs, change global variables using buna.conf, trans-
late the given host names to their uri, and generate full VMs’ names given by –vm
option. These all processed values will be feed to one of the processes:- informa-
tion, action, device and plugin. During the process, any information or error will
be replied to the user. To fulfil all these tasks, Option-Manager has sub-processes
stated below.
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Figure 5.2: High level structure of buna, input options will be sensed by sub-
processes and forwarded for further processes if they are free from error. Further
processes are plugin, information, automation and device.
Grouping Option Values
Buna listed down all available option values into groups named STATE, INFO,
EVENT_ACTION, UPDATE_ACTION, DEVICE_ACTION, ACT_INACT. All com-
mands existing in virsh, virt-clone and new buna values are categorized into the
above groups. Values in the same group are those that need same type of additional
options during execution time. For example to start, stop, pause or destroy a VM
using virsh manager, the command looks like "virsh [start | stop | pause | destroy
] <vm-name-here>". So listing these commands in the same group and writing a
code that represents each group will simplify the management system. Each group
values are shown on table 5.1.
Most of the values listed in the last column are virsh and virt-clone commands. In
the STATE group, there is a value named "all", it is used to represent all values in
the group. Values listed in ACT_INACT will be used for –vm option that is used to
refer all, active or inactive VMs. E.g. if a user need to stop all active VMs, "–vm
active and –action destroy" options will be combined.
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Table 5.1: Grouping buna option values.
Group Description (used
option)
Values
@STATE get VMs with their
statuses (–info)
running, idle, paused, down, off,
crashed, dying, all
@INFO detail information
about VMs (–info)
dominfo, domuuid, domid,
vcpuinfo, ttyconsole, vncdisplay
@DEVICE_ACTION device attach/de-
tach to VMs
(–device)
’attach-disk’, ’attach-interface’,
’detach-device’, ’detach-disk’,
’detachinterface’
@EVENT_ACTION basic actions on
VMs (–action)
clone, start, destroy, suspend, re-
sume, reboot, ’shutdown’, save,
restore, migrate, undefine
@UPDATE_ACTION updating CPU and
Memory (–action)
setmem, setmaxmem, setvcpus
@ACT_INACT referring VMs in
their status (–vm)
all, active, inactive
All input options given to buna will be checked in which group it is in and then
forwarded to the corresponding process (sec. 5.2.5).
5.2.2 Global-Variable-Updater
This process is used to update the values of global variables if there is a change
in buna.conf. While reading this file, if there is a declaration like $HOST=(host-
name, uri), the host-name and uri will be arranged as key and value combinations
and feed to %HOSTS global variable. If there is a declaration like $FILE_DIR=
VM-image-store-dir, priority-number), then it will be feed to @FILE_DIR and
the directory that is used for storing snapshots will be assigned to $DIRECTORY
(Flowchart 5.3). Then after, these variables are ready to be referred by other pro-
cesses (Flowchart 5.3).
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Figure 5.3: Flowchart for updating global variables like host-uri, VMs image and
snapshot storages path through buna.conf configuration file.
5.2.3 Name-Generator
This process is called when buna runs with –vm <vm-name-syntax> option. It ex-
tracts the syntax and generates full names of the targeted VMs and then for further
investigation it forwards the names to Name-Filter. The procedure of extracting
the given syntax is done as follows (Flowchart 5.4):-
To make it clear, consider a user needs to create new VMs using a vm-name-syntax
like: –vm win2010 ubuntu-server{-NSA-{assistant vm1..5}win7-{john pitter}{-vm1
-vm2.
1. By using the closing curl brackets, separate the string that represents each
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cross product area from the given vm-name-syntax. Any substring before or
after the closing curl bracket is considered as a set area that is going to be
used for cross product. The example has two cross product area: ’win2010
ubuntu-server{-NSA-{assistant vm1..5’ and ’win7-{john pitter}{-vm1 -vm2’.
2. By using the opening curl brackets, separate the substring of each set existing
in the cross product area. At this time each new substring represents a set of a
cross products. From the previous step, the first cross product area substring
will be divided into string sets as ’ win2010 ubuntu-server’, ’-NSA-’ and
’assistant vm1..5’. The second cross product substring will be divided into
string sets as ’win7-’, ’john pitter’, and ’-vm1 -vm2’.
3. Expand the substring of each set if continuous numbering is shown through
the substring. From the previous step the set substring ’assistant vm1..5’ will
be extracted to a new set substring like ’assistant vm1 vm2 vm3 vm4 vm5’.
4. Collect all elements of each set in a cross product area, which is done by
splitting each set substring using space character (because elements of a set
is separated by space). From the previous step, elements of the sets in the first
cross product area are: @set1={win2010 ubuntu-server}, @set2={-NSA-},
@set3={-assistant, vm1, vm2, vm3, vm4, vm5}. The second cross product
area string looks like @set1={win7-}, @set2={john, pitter} and @set3={-
vm1, -vm2}.
5. Generate the full name by applying the forward cross product rule between
sets in the same cross product area. The first cross product area generates full
VMs’ names in the order of: win2010-NSA-assistant,win2010-NSA-vm1, ...,
ubuntu-server-NSA-assistant, ... ubuntu-server-NSA-5. Similarly the second
cross product area will generate full names like win7-john-vm1, win7-john-
vm2, win7-pitter-vm1, win7-pitter-vm1 in the same generate the VMs full
name.
6. Finally give the whole generated names to Name-Filter, that filters and pol-
ishes the names (Flowchart 5.4).
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5.2.4 Name-Filter
This process accepts the extracted VMs’ names from Name-Generator and does
filtering and some polishing on the VMs’ names based on the value given through
–action. The steps used for filtering names are shown below:
1. If names are going to be used for creating new VMs, then it will remove
characters which are not allowed to use for naming. From the above exam-
ple, if the substring ’win7’ is written as ’win;7’, or ’win/7’, then buna will
automatically remove the wrong characters and takes the properly used parts
(in this case ’win7’).
2. If the generated names are used for referring the existing VMs in a host, then
it filters out the names of requested VMs from hosts using wild character "
* " . buna uses " * " for string matching in a similar way as it is used in
most systems like Linux shell and SQL (E.g. ’ –vm *server*’).
3. Buna has some special keywords called ’all’, ’active’, and ’inactive’, which
can be a value of ’–vm’. These keywords are used to list all VMs, active VMs
and inactive VMs respectively. For example, if a user runs buna by ’–vm
inactive’ option, then ’virsh –connect $uri –inactive’ will be executed. From
the result of this execution, all virtual machines which are in the generated
VMs’ name list will be filtered.
4. Finally it returns the filtered VMs’ name to the main processor called Option-
Manager (Flowchart 5.5).
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5.2.5 Type-Checker
This sub-process of Option-Manager decides which process is going to be trig-
gered to accomplish the user task; and then forwards both the uri and filtered names
to the selected process (Flowchart 5.6). The available processes are information,
action, device and plugin. The decision of selecting a process is done by the fol-
lowing input options taken from users:-
1. –plugin <value>: calls plugin process to be used
2. –information <value>: calls information process to be used
3. –action <value>: calls action process to be used
4. –device <value>: calls device process to be used
From the above, only ’plugin’ processes is used for plugin part. The rest three pro-
cesses (i.e. information, automation and device) are all used for automation part.
The next section will give detail explanation about these four processes categorized
as Automation and Plugin part (Flowchart 5.6).
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Figure 5.6: Flowchart for Type-Checker process: It decides which process is going
to be triggered to process the users task.
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5.3 Automation Part
The automation part of buna is designed to do any automatic events on VMs within
a simple, flexible and powerful way.The options are –information, –action and –
device. Most of the values of these options are directly taken from virsh and virt-
clone managers (sec. 5.2.1), so that users who are already familiar with these
managers will not get difficulty to use buna. Any automatic event ordered by users
is processed with one of the processes: information, action, device and plugin.
5.3.1 Information Process
When buna runs with –information <command> option, the Information process
will be selected to give information about the selected VMs from Name-Filter pro-
cess. The information option runs with the combination of –connect, –vm and
–countoptions. When this options are fulfilled, the Information-Automation pro-
cess will generate virsh command using the name of each VM and execute it on
libvirt APIs (Fig. 5.7).
Figure 5.7: DFD of Information-automation: It collects information about VMs
through virsh command and returns the result to users.
Information-Automation
All input values (the filtered VMs’ names (sec. 5.2.4), uri and the value given to
–information (sec. 5.2.1)) will be given as an input to Information-Automation. If
the information value is ’all’, then ’virsh list –all’ command will be executed and
the result will be returned to the user. If the value is an element of @STATE, then
VMs with the given status will be listed. If the value is in @INFO elements, detail
information about each VM will be collected (Flowchart 5.8).
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5.3.2 Action Process
This process will be selected when users run buna with option –action <com-
mand>. It’s designed to take action on the given VMs and hosts by orchestrating
virsh and virt-clone manager. Any information and error generated during the pro-
cess will be forwarded to the user (see image 5.9).
Figure 5.9: DFD of Action-Automation process, it collects all names of VMs and
apply the given action on each VMs by using virsh/virt-clone commands.
The available actions in this process are categorized as Event_Aaction & Up-
date_Action (sec. 5.2.1). From all actions, ’clone’ & ’rename’ are a very basic
actions that need to be seen first.
5.3.2.1 Clone-Action
This action is used to create Vms by cloning the template VMs. Cloning needs
a lot of considerations like generating VM names, filtering the assigned template
VMs and cross checking the free storage space against the size of image files of new
VMs. From this point of View a new function named Clone-Function is developed.
The Clone-Function accepts filtered names from Name-filter, gets template VMs
from –vm, collects available storage path from buna.conf and the flag –live (for
live migration). The function orchestrates all these inputs to generate and execute
the virt-clone command for each virtual machine (Flowchart 5.10) . The steps of
this function are:-
1. Filter out all templates VMs’ given from –vm input, where template names
are included as "group-string:template-vm-name" (sec. 4.1.3).
2. Check whether the available storage space is enough to store images of new
virtual machines. The user will be informed if the space is not enough.
3. Finally for each virtual machine a virt-clone command will be generated and
execute on libvirt API.
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5.3.2.2 Rename-Action
Changing virtual machine names can be done by modifying their XML file. Most
of the time the images of virtual machines are saved with their names, so that
renaming their image file name and modifying the link path in their XML file is
necessary. buna options that are used for renaming VMs are –action ’rename’, –vm
<vm-name-syntax> and ’–change <old-substring-of-VM-name> <new-string-for-
VM-name>’. First buna gets the targeted virtual machine names from Name-Filter
process, then renames each virtual machine as follows:
1. The new virtual machine name is formulated by replacing a substring from
the old VM name with a new string, strings are taken from –change option.
2. Open the virtual machine XML file using ’virsh –dump’ command, and
change the old name with the new name on the line that contains <name>new-
VM-name </name>. The line that contains its image path shall also be
changed with the new name. After doing that save the modified XML file
with the new name and delete the old XML file.
3. Finally, change the name of image file of the VM to the new one as it is
modified in the XML file.
After applying the above modification for each virtual machine, restart libvirt dae-
mon to refresh the system (Fllow-chart 5.11).
Figure 5.11: Flowchart of Rename-Automation: It is used to change the names of
virtual machines, which has a grate impact for regrouping VMs.
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5.3.2.3 Event-Action
Includes : ’clone’, ’start’, ’destroy’, ’suspend’, ’resume’, ’reboot’, ’shutdown’,
’save’, ’restore’, ’migrate’ and ’undefine’. From these, ’clone’ will be done using
virt-clone manager. Actions named ’start’, ’destroy’, ’suspend’, ’resume’, ’reboot’
and ’shutdown’ will be done using virsh manager with same input parameters. But
actions called ’save’, ’restore’ and ’migrate’ needs different types of input param-
eters, this shows that specific functions are needed for them.
Categorizing EVENT_ACTION
1
2 # To clone a VM:
3 virt-clone --connect [$uri] --original [$original] --name [$vm] --file [$file_path]
4
5 # here original is the template virtual machine name
6
7 # To pause(suspend a VM):
8 virsh migrate --suspend $vm [$DESTINATION_URI] [$SOURCE_URI];
9
10
11 # To save the snapshot of a VM in $snapshot-path
12 my $command = ’virsh --connect $uri save $vm $snapshot-path;
13
14 # To restore a VM from already saved snapshot:
15 virsh --connect $uri restore $snapshot-torage-path;
16
17 # Other actions named $action= start, destroy, suspend, resume, reboot, ’shutdown’
18 virsh --connect $uri $action $vm;
From this point of view five different functions named Clone, Suspend, Save, Re-
store and other are developed. Each function has a simple loop that runs virsh/virt-
clone command with the name of each VM (Flowchart 5.12).
5.3.2.4 Update-Action
Includes: ’setmem’, ’setmaxmem’, ’setvcpus’, and ’rename’. All of them, except
’rename’, will be done by using virsh manager with the same input options. The
value ’setname’, included by buna, is used to change the name of virtual machines
(Flowchart 5.11). By running the below command with a simple loop for each VM,
automatic updating on CPU and Memory can be done (Flowchart 5.12).
Using virsh manager for UPDATE_ACTION
1
2 # To change the CPU and Memory size of a VM, $action= setmem, setmaxmem, setvcpus
3 my $command = ’virsh --connect ’ . "$CONNECT_URI $action $vm $count";
4
5 # Here count is the number of CPU or memory size in kilobyte
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5.3.3 Device Process
This process is called when buna runs with –device <option>. This option takes
actions to attach or detach devices (like USB and printer) to the selected VMs. The
Device-automation orchestrates the virsh command with the name of each virtual
machine and executes it on libvirt APIs (Fig. 5.13). The device that is going to be
attached must be a libvirt XML file that contains information about the device. To
detach a device from a virtual machine, it needs to give only the device name.
Figure 5.13: DFD of Device-automation process: It automates the virsh command
to attach/detach devices on each virtual machine.
Virsh commands that is used to attach or detach devices on virtual machines are
shown below.
1
2 pattern : virsh [device-command] [vm-name] [other-options]
3
4 # To attach/detach other devices:
5 virsh attach-device $vm-name [xml-of-the-device];
6 virsh detach-device $vm-name [device-file-path];
7
8 # To attach/detach disks
9 virsh attach-disk $vm-name [SOURCE-file-access-path] \\
10 [TARGET-device-access-path];
11
12 # To attach/detach interface:
13 virsh attach-disk $vm-name [TARGET-of-the-device];
14 virsh attach-interface $vm-name [TYPE-network-or-bridge] [SOURCE-device];
15 virsh detach-interface $vm-name [TYPE-network-or-bridge];
16
17
As shown on the above commands, it is difficult to formulate a common pattern
that can be repeated for each VM; but the virtual machine name is always posi-
tioned at the second place. To add a simple automatic action on it, the better way
is to allow users to insert all the necessary values (except the VM name) as they
are used in virsh manager, and give VM names through –vm option. After that
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the Device-Automation will automatically insert the name of each virtual machine
at the second place into the value given through the –device option and executes it
using virsh command (Flow-chart 5.14).
Figure 5.14: Flow chart for Device-Automation : that shows a way to attach/detach
devices on virtual machines.
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5.4 Plugin Part
The objective of buna plugin part is to manage resources between hosts and control
status of VMs (sec. 4.2). When buna runs with an input option –plugin <daemon-
name rules-file>, the plugin-process will be invoked and it starts writing a new
daemon-plugin program. Writing the daemon-plugin is done by copying the skele-
ton program and updating it as per the rules-file; and finally it is executed as a
Linux daemon. Once the daemon-plugin is executed, it starts collecting data using
virt-top manager, does descriptive statistics about each host properties, and per-
form the given actions based on the fulfilment of some conditions that are based on
values from the statistics. The daemon will do these tasks periodically and forever
unless it is killed by the user itself (DFD 5.15).
Figure 5.15: DFD of plugin-process: A daemon-plugin program is generated by
combining the skeleton program and rules-file. The program will run as a Linux
process that is used to control resources between hosts.
Detail design of skeleton and plugin-process programs are explained and discussed
in the next section.
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5.4.1 Skeleton Program
Skeleton is the steam program that will be copied for all daemon-plugins. The
skeleton by itself can’t do anything, unless some additional variables and if-condition-
action codes are included from the rules in rules-file. For this, the skeleton program
has three main blocks of codes named variable, statistics and rules (Flowchart
5.16).
5.4.1.1 Variable-Block
The variable block of skeleton program has defined global variables, and some of
them needs a value from rules-file. These variables are grouped as host and rule
based variables.
=⇒ Host Property Variables: are global and unchangeable variables that is used
to collect statistics (mean, mode, median,...) results about hosts (DFD 5.16).
1. %count: collects the number of VMs existing on a host
2. %running: collects the number of running VMs on a host
3. %blocked: collects the number of blocked VMs on a host
4. %paused: collects the number of paused VMs on a host
5. %shutdown: collects the number of shutdown VMs on a host
6. %shutoff : collects the number of shutoff VMs on a host
7. %crashed: collects the number of crashed VMs on a host
8. %active: collects the number of active VMs on a host
9. %inactive: collects the number of inactive VMs on a host
10. %cpuusage: The percentage of host CPU usage
11. %guestmemory: The percentage of host Memory usage
=⇒ Rules-file Variables : These variables are collected from rules file and added
into the skeleton program when a daemon-plugin is generated (sec. 5.4.2.1):
1. %hostlist : it contains the list of hosts (host-name,uri), which are going to be
managed. Host names are added to this variable if and only if they are used
in the rules file and they are also defined in buna.conf.
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2. $samplesize=<Number> : this variable contains the number of samples go-
ing to be collected to do a periodic statistics about each host properties listed
above.
3. $interval=<seconds> : the sleep time interval between each sample collec-
tion.
4. $percentile : this value is used to calculate the percentile of the collected
sample.
If $samplesize, $interval and $percentile values are not set in rules-file, plugin-
process will define them with some default values.
5.4.1.2 Statistics-Block
The statistics-block of the skeleton program is designed to collect data about each
host properties through virt-top manager, and perform descriptive statistics about
the properties. All these tasks are done with the limited sample size and time inter-
val, which are given through buna.rules. The descriptive statistics which are done
by this program are stated below (DFD 5.16).
1. mean: the average value of the sample collected about each property
2. median: the middle value from the sorted sample that are collected about
each property
3. mode: the highly repeated value from the sample collected about each prop-
erty
4. percentile: a value that is taken from the sample where the given percent
($percentile) of the sample data are under that value.
5. range: the difference between the minimum and maximum value of a prop-
erty
6. min: the minimum value from the samples collected about each property
7. max: the maximum value from the samples collected about each property
The value of each statistical parameter of each property of each host will be saved
for some period of time on a unique variable that is generated by the concatenation
of host-name, property and statistics elements. That means if there are two hosts
H1 and H2, then 2 X 11 X 7 = 154 variables will be created to save the statistics
result (table 5.2).
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Table 5.2: Variables, that are used to store statistics results, are generated by con-
catenating elements of the three sets.
Host-name
list
Host-Properties Statistics parame-
ters
( H1, H2, H3
...... )
(count, running, blocked,
paused, shutdown, shut-
off, crashed, active, inac-
tive, noofcpu, cpuusage,
guestmemory )
( mean, median,
mode, percentile,
range, min, max )
Perl has a variable type called %hash, which fits for such types of variable decel-
eration. The following table shows the structure of these variables in Perl:-
The structure of variables to store the statistics reasult for each host and property
1
2 # variable format : $statistics{$host}{$property}{mean}= result;
3
4 $statistics{Host1}{count}{mean}= average-number-of-VMs-on-Host1;
5 $tatistics{Host1}{running}{mean}= average-number-of-running-VMs-Host1;
6 .
7 $statistics{Host1}{cpuusage}{percentile}=percentile-result-of-CPU-usage; .
8 .
9 $statistics{HostN}{guestmemory}{max}=the-maximum-memory-used-on-hostN;
10
11
For example if a user writes rules using a host name ’HostN’, then data will be
collected from this host, descriptive statistics about each property will be done and
stored in a temporary variable that is generated as shown above. If the host name
is set by a keyword ’all’, then the statistics considers the whole network resource
usage.
5.4.1.3 Rules-Block
This part of the skeleton program is processed after each periodical statistics cal-
culation is completed. Originally this is a blank space on the skeleton program.
By the time of creating a daemon-plugin, this block will be filled with rule-codes.
Rule-codes are generated from each rule in the Rules-file. Each Rule-code has if-
condition-action structure that checks whether the given condition matches with
the collected statistics values (from statistics-block) and executes the given actions
(DFD 5.16). Translating rules into rule-codes is done by the Plugin-process (sec.
5.4.2.2).
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5.4.2 Plugin Process
It’s discussed that the purpose of the Plugin-process is to create a daemon-plugin
by copying the skeleton program, and doing some modification on the skeleton’s
variable-block and rules-block. The steps involved from the beginning of creating
a daemon-plugin to executing it are:-
• The process starts by creating a new file for the daemon-plugin, the name of
the file is taken from –plugin <daemon-name> <rules-file> input.
• Copy the variable-block of the skeleton program to the daemon-plugin file.
• Validate rules file: check each of the rules if hey are written based on buna-
rule-syntax or not.
• Update variables: read rules-file to find the host names that are used in
each rule and some variables’ values, and take the necessary modification
on daemon-plugin.
• copy the statistics-block of skeleton program to the daemon-plugin file.
• Copy the empty rules-block of skeleton program to the daemon-plugin file.
• Read each rule in rules-file, translate to rules-code, and then write it into the
rules-block area inside the daemon-plugin.
• Finally run the daemon-plugin as a Linux daemon program.
5.4.2.1 Updating Variables & Validating Rules
As stated in the previous section, this part of the Plugin-Process is used to check
whether each rule is written based on buna-rules-syntax or not. If a rule is written
incorrectly, it removes that rule from the system. In addition to that if some global
variable values are given by the user, it updates them. These values are the host-
names that are used in each rule, $samplesize that limits the number of samples
going to be collected to do statistics, and $interval that limits the time interval for
collecting a sample (Flowchart 5.17).
Once the rule validation and variable updating is completed, it forwards the up-
dated variables to the next step for writing them into the Daemon-Plugin program.
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Figure 5.17: Flowchart of plugin-process: the process takes the names of used
hosts, modifications of some variables, and checks the syntax of rules written in
the rule file.
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5.4.2.2 Generating Rule-Codes
Because rules are written in a simple structure that has a condition and action
part, translating each rule to a simple if-condition-action code can be done eas-
ily. The condition parts are written by applying mathematical logic on the known
host names and keywords; and the action part is any executable program (4.2.2).
The translation is done as follows:-
1. Separate the condition and action part of the rule by using ";" character
2. Add prefix and postfix strings on the condition part to get a full if-condition-
code, which looks like "if(condition){"; and write it inside rules-block of the
skeleton program.
3. Adjust the action part by adding some strings to get the executable structure,
which looks like system( action );", and write it next to its opened condition
part.
4. Finally close the condition by using "}" at the end.
5. If the one time flag is on, create and write a unique variable that controls the
number of times the action will be done.
By repeating the above steps for each rule the full if-condition-action code will be
generated and added into the plugin program (Flowchart 5.18).
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Figure 5.18: Flowchart for generating rules-code (if-condition-action code) for
each rule of rules-file.
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Samples of rules while they are converted to if-condition-action codes:-
Rules written in rules-file
1
2 $rule(local.running.mean <= 4; buna --action start --vm vm4);
3 $rule(local.running.mean > 10; buna --action destroy --vm vm4);
4
5
6 $rule(remote.running.max > 10; buna --connect remote --action destroy --vm net*; 1);
7 $rule(remote.running.max > 15 or local.running.max > 8;echo overload!!!!!);
8
9
10 $rule(remote.running.max > 2; buna --connect remote --action destroy --vm net* );
The plugin-process converts the above rules into if-condition-block and writes in-
side the skeleton program as follows:-
Converting the above rules into if condition
1
2 #Begin_Rule#
3 if($statistics{local}{running}{mean} <= 4){
4 system( " buna --action start --vm vm4");
5 }
6 if($statistics{local}{running}{mean} > 10){
7 system( " buna --action destroy --vm vm4");
8 }
9
10
11 if($statistics{remote}{running}{max} > 10){
12 unless($onetime3 eq ’yes’){
13 system( " buna --connect remote --action destroy --vm net*");
14 $onetime3=’yes’;
15 }
16 }
17
18
19 if($statistics{remote}{running}{max} > 15 or $statistics{local}{running}{max} > 8){
20 system( "echo overload!!!!!");
21 }
22 if($statistics{remote}{running}{max} > 2){
23 system( " buna --connect remote --action destroy --vm net* ");
24 }
25
26 #End_Rule#
5.4.2.3 Running Daemon-Plugin as a Linux Process
Once the Daemon-Plugin program is generated, the program will be compiled and
executed as a Linux daemon program using a simple command as follows:-
Running Daemon-plugin
1 # change the Daemon-Plugin file into executable mode:
2 chmod 755 Daemon-Name
3
4 # execute it as a daemon:
5 ./Daemon-Name &
6
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5.5 Summary of Buna Design
When a user runs buna with the necessary input options, the ’Option-Manager’ ac-
cepts them and takes the necessary activities like validating input values, changing
the default values of global variables, and generating and filtering virtual machine
names. Finally it forwards all the ready made data to one of the processes that can
accomplish the given task.
There are four major processes ready to do different tasks. A process named
Plugin-Generator will be called to manage resources between hosts(like power
saving and load balancing on CPU and Memory), and to keep VMs status. The
other processes named Action, Information and Device automations are used to
take actions (like start, stop and create virtual machines); get information (like sta-
tus of VMs and amount of Memory assigned); and attach/detach devices on virtual
machines (DFD 5.19).
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Chapter 6
"buna": Implementation
buna can be implemented in many programming languages like C, C++ and Python
with some modifications on the design as some of the flow charts contain Perl lines
of code. This chapter shows the implementation of buna design using Perl pro-
gramming language, version 5. Perl is selected as it is powerful to manipulate
strings, easy to work with files, easy to execute system commands and has flexible
modules used for system administration purposes [4]. It is also becoming a fully
Object Oriented language in its newest version called rakudo Perl6 [14, 3].
Because buna has more than 1,400 effective lines of code, with lots of functions,
this chapter explains only the basic code that give a general overview of the whole
program. The entire code set is shown in appendix ’E’.
This chapter has two sections: The first section shows implementation of the "au-
tomation part" and the second section shows the "plugin part" of buna.
6.1 Configuration File
The buna configuration file is located at ’/etc/buna/buna.conf’, this is used to list
ssh-users, available-hosts, storage-media, snapshot-storage-directory and XML file
storage directory of virtual machines. For better understanding, comments are in-
cluded inside the code.
Listing 6.1: /etc/buna/buna.conf
1 # buna c o n f i g u r a t i o n f i l e c o n t a i n s f o u r t y p e s o f v a r i a b l e s
2 # F i r s t−V a r i a b l e i s −−> $USER , a common u s e r f o r s s h c o n n e c t i o n t o a l l ←↩
h o s t s . D e f a u t l i s ' r o o t '
3 #Uncoment and change i t i f r o o t i s n o t used as a u s e r .
4 $USER=User−Name;
5
6 # Second−V a r i a b l e i s −−> $HOST( a l a y s e s−name , u r i ) ;
7 # l i s t a l l s e r v e r s name wi th t h e i r u r i one by one u s i n g t h e above ←↩
f o r m a t
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8 # t h e name w i l l be used t o do any t a s k on t h e s p e c i f i c h y p e r v i s o r
9 # d e f a u l t i s ( l o c a l , qemu : / / / sys tem ) ,
10 # i f you need t o change t h e d e f a u l t h o s t use t h e name ' l o c a l ' f o r o t h e r s
11 $HOST=( l o c a l ,qemu : / / / sys t em ) ;
12 $HOST = (remote , qemu+ssh : / / 1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 0 . 2 7 / sys tem ) ;
13 . . .
6.2 Rules File
Rules can be written in a file and feed to buna. The default rules file is located in
’/etc/buan/buna.rules’; which is used as reference for property and statistics key-
words.
Listing 6.2: /etc/buna/buna.rules
1 #RESOURCE KEY−WORDS wi th d e s c r i p t i o n ( r e a d v i r s h and v i r t−t o p manual )
2 count : number of existing vms from a host
3 active : number working virtual VMs from a host
4 inactive : number of power−off VMs from a host
5 running : number of running vms form a host
6 . . .
7
8 # STATSTICS KEY−WORDS t h a t w i l l be used f o r each RESOURCES
9 mean : the average value of the give sample
10 median : the median value of given sample
11 mode : the more repeated value of given sample
12 percentile : a value where the given percent of samples are under i t
13 range : the ragne of sampleset
14 min : minimum value from sampleset
15 max : maximum value from sampleset
16
17 −−−−−−−−−−− parameters (can be changed ) −−−−−−−−−−−−
18 # " s a m p l e s i z e " −−> i s t h e number o f samples go ing t o be c o l l e c t e d a b o u t
19 . . .
20 $SampleSize= 1 0 ;
21 $Interval= 3 ;
22 $Percent= 7 5 ;
23
24 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− Example user d e f i n e d
25 . . .
26 syntax −−> $rule ( conditons ; any action [ ; flag ] ) ;
27 # f l a g l i m i t s t h e a c t o n e x e c u t i o n t o be done one t ime on ly
28 . . . .
29 $rule ( l o c a l . running .mean <= 4 ; buna −−action start −−vm vm4) ;
30 $rule ( l o c a l . running .mean > 1 0 ; buna −−action destroy −−vm vm4) ;
31 . . . .
6.3 Option-Manager
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Listing 6.3: Included Perl Modules & Command Definitions
1 # ! / u s r / b i n / p e r l
2 # buna : Simple , F l e x i b l e and P o w e r f u l Automated V i r t u a l Machine and Host ←↩
Management Tool Under L i b v i r t Envi ronment .
3
4 use Getopt : :Long ; # To a c c e p t i n p u t s t h r o u g h o p t i o n s
5 use List : : MoreUtils qw{ any } ; # To r e f e r e l e m e n t s i n an a r r a y
6 use List : : MoreUtils qw / uniq / ; # To remove redundancy i n an a r r a y
7 use List : : MoreUtils ; # To e a s e s t r i n g m a n i p u l a t i o n s
8
9 # Glo ba l V a r i a b l e s For Commands
10
11 @EVENT_ACTION=( ' c l o n e ' , ' s t a r t ' , ' d e s t r o y ' , ' s u spend ' , ' resume ' , ' r e b o o t '←↩
, ' shutdown ' , ' s ave ' , ' r e s t o r e ' , ' m i g r a t e ' , ' u n d e f i n e ' ) ;
12 @UPDATE_ACTION=( ' setmem ' , ' setmaxmem ' , ' s e t v c p u s ' ) ;
13 @STATE=( ' r u n n i n g ' , ' i d l e ' , ' paused ' , ' down ' , ' o f f ' , ' c r a s h e d ' , ' dy ing ' , '←↩
a l l ' ) ;
14 @INFO=( ' dominfo ' , ' domuuid ' , ' domid ' , ' v c p u i n f o ' , ' t t y c o n s o l e ' , '←↩
v n c d i s p l a y ' ) ;
15 @DEVICE_ACTION=( ' a t t a c h−d e v i c e ' , ' a t t a c h−d i s k ' , ' a t t a c h−i n t e r f a c e ' , '←↩
de t ach−d e v i c e ' , ' d e t ach−d i s k ' , ' d e t ach−i n t e r f a c e ' ) ;
16 @ACT_INACT=( ' a l l ' , ' a c t i v e ' , ' i n a c t i v e ' ) ;
Groups of commands that will be used as input through –information, –action, –
device options are stated (line 11-15). This grouping is based on the parameters
needed to process each command. Most commands are taken from virsh manager,
one from virt-clone, and some are written by us. Line 16 contains three values of
–vm option that are used to represent active, inactive or all virtual machines.
Listing 6.4: Variables’ assigned with default value or from buna.conf
1 # D e f a u l t Va lues
2 $USER = ' r o o t ' ; # common u s e r f o r s s h c o n n e c t i o n t o a l l h o s t s
3 %HOST=( ' l o c a l ' , ' qemu : / / / sys tem ' ) ; # d e f a u l t h o s t
4 $CONFIG_FILE= ' / e t c / buna / buna . con f ' ;
5 $SKELETON_PROGRAM= ' / e t c / buna / s k e l e t o n ' ; # s k e l e t o n f o r p l u g i n p a r t
6 $FILE_DIR_LIST[ 0 ] = ( ' / v a r / l i b / l i b v i r t / images / ' ) ; # f o r VMs image f i l e
7 $DIRECTORY = ' / v a r / l i b / l i b v i r t / s t o r e / ' ; # f o r s n a p s h o t
8 $XML = ' / e t c / l i b v i r t / qemu / ' ; # XML f i l e s t o r a g e d i r e c t o r y f o r VMs
9 # Reading from c o n f i g u r a t i o n f i l e t o u p d a t e d e f a u l t v a l u e s
10 open (MYFILE, "$CONFIG_FILE" ) or d i e " co u l dn ' t open \ ' $CONFIG_FILE \ ' f i l e←↩
: $ ! \ n " ;
11 w h i l e ( $line=<MYFILE>) {
12 chomp $line ;
13 $line =~ s / \ s / / g ;
14 $USER =$1 and n e x t i f ( $line =~ / ^ \ s * \$USER\ s * \ = \ s * ( . + ) \ s * ; / ) ;
15 $HOST{$1}= $2 and n e x t i f ( $line =~ / ^ \$HOST\ = \ ( ( . + ) , ( . + ) \ ) ; / ) ;
16 $FILE_DIR_LIST[$2]= $1 and n e x t i f ( $line =~ / ^ \$FILE_DIR\ = ( . + ) \ s * , \ s←↩
* ( \d+) \ s * ; / ) ;
17 $DIRECTORY= $1 and n e x t i f ( $line =~ / ^ \ s * \$DIRECTORY\ s * \ = \ s * ( . + ) \ s←↩
* ; / ) ;
18 }
19 c l o s e (MYFILE) ;
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20 uniq @FILE_DIR_LIST;
Assigning default values for global variables is done (line 1-9). Some of these de-
fault values can be changed through buna.conf. Each line of buna.conf will be read
and checked against the user input options; then if there is a difference the default
values will be changed (10-20).
Listing 6.5: Input Options
1 # Hand l ing F l a g s and Arguments
2 GetOptions ( " h e l p ! " => \ $help , # d i s p l a y buna usage
3 " s i m u l a t e ! " => \ $simulate , # To v i s u a l i z e o p e r a t i o n s .
4 " p l u g i n : s { ,} " => \@plugin , # To run t h e daemon−p l u g i n
5 "vm : s { ,} " => \@step , # To a c c e p t VMs−name as a s y n t a x
6 " c o u n t : i " => \ $count , # To l i m i t t h e number o f VMs
7 " i n f o r m a t i o n : s " => \ $info , # To g e t VMs i n f o r m a t i o n
8 " a c t i o n : s " => \ $action , # To t a k e a c t i o n s on VMs
9 " l i v e ! " => \ $live , # For l i v e m i g r a t i o n
10 " c o n n e c t : s { ,} " => \@connhost, # T a r g e t Host
11 " d e s t i n a t i o n : s " => \ $desthost ,
12 " d i r e c t o r y " => \$DIRECTORY,
13 " remove " => \$remove_vms_image,
14 " d e v i c e : s { ,} " => \@device
15
16 ) ;
All the above options are declared to interact with users. Options can be expressed
using a hyphen, " - ", followed by name of the option. It’s possible to use some
part of the option’s name if it is unique from all available options’ name. For ex-
ample, ’-con’ is equivalent to ’–connect’, but ’–co’ can’t be used as there are more
than one options that start with "–co" like ’–count’ and ’–connect’. Options named
’information’, ’action’ and ’device’ handle input values from the user, but these
values are limited and defined on listing 6.3.
Listing 6.6: Input Values Validator
1 # V a l i d a t i o n Area
2 i f ( $help ) {
3 usage ( ) ; # p r i n t s u s a g e s o f buan
4 e x i t 0 ;
5 }
6
7 u n l e s s ( @plugin or $info or $action or @device) {
8 p r i n t "−−he lp , −−p l u g i n , −−i n f o r m a t i o n , −−a c t i o n o r −−d e v i c e v a l u e ←↩
i s mandatory \ n " ;
9 e x i t 0 ;
10 }
11 i f (@connhost) {
12 i f ($connhost [ 0 ] eq ' a l l ' ) {
13 @connhost= keys %HOST;
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14 } e l s e {
15 f o r e a c h $connhost (@connhost) {
16 u n l e s s ($HOST{$connhost} ) {
17 p r i n t " no u r i w i th a l i a s e s : $ c o n n h o s t \ n " ;
18 l isthosts (%HOST) ;
19 }
20 }
21 }
22 } e l s e {
23 $connhost [ 0 ] = ' l o c a l ' ; # d e f a u t l h o s t h y p e r v i s o r
24 }
25 .
26 .
27 .
The above sample code is a part of input value validator. When a user runs buna,
whether the basic input options are used or not will be checked (11-14). Presence
or absence of uri records for host names, given through –connect option, is also
checked (14-22). If no uri is given, ’local’ will be taken as a default uri (line 23).
6.4 Name-Generator and Filter
Listing 6.7: Separating the cross product areas and also their sets
1 sub vm_syntax_filter{
2 # s e p a r a t e c r o s s p r o d u c t l i m i t
3 my @vms_all ; # s t o r a g e f o r f u l l names
4 my @cross= s p l i t ( ' } ' , $_ [ 0 ] ) ; # s e p a r a g e t h e c r o s s p r o d u c t a r e a
5 f o r e a c h my $cross (@cross) {
6 n e x t i f ( $cross eq " " ) ;
7 my @vms_cross=1;
8 # s e p a r a t e s e t s i n a c r o s s p r o d u c t r a n g e
9 my @sets= s p l i t ( ' { ' , $cross ) ;
10 f o r e a c h my $set (@sets ) {
11 chomp $set ;
12 n e x t i f ( $set eq " " ) ;
13 .
14 .
15 .
Full names of virtual machines will be stored in a variable (line 3). First the vm-
name-syntax given through –vm option will be taken and split into strings that
represent each cross product area (line 4); then sub-strings that represent each set
of cross product areas will be populated by using ’{’ (line 5). The next step is ex-
panding sequential numbers.
Listing 6.8: Expanding sequential numberings
1 w h i l e ( 1 ) {
2 i f ( $set =~ / ( [ ^ { } : \ s ] * ? ) ( \ d+) ( \ . ) { 2 , } ( \d+) ( [ ^ { } : \ s ] * ) / ) {
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3 my $pre = $1 ;
4 my $min=$2 ;
5
6 my $max=$4 ;
7 my $post = $5 ;
8 # i f ( $p re =~ / ( . * ) ( \ d +) / ) {
9
10 i f ($min>=$max) {
11 my $t=$min ;
12 $min=$max;
13 $max=$t ;
14 }
15 my $text ;
16 f o r e a c h my $i ($min . .$max) {
17 $text=" $ t e x t " . $pre . $i . $post ;
18 }
19
20 $set =~ s / ( [ ^ { } : \ s ] * ? ) ( \ d+) ( \ . ) { 2 , } ( \d+) ( [ ^ { } : \ s ] * ) /←↩
$text / ;
21
22 } e l s e {
23 l a s t ;
24 }
25 }
For each set of string, the presence of sequential numbers is checked and if exist, it
identifies the prefix, postfix and the minimum and maximum numbers (2-15). Then
name population will be done by concatenating the prefix, integer($i) and postfix;
where $i is a number between the minimum and maximum numbers (15-25). Fi-
nally these expression part will be replaced with the expanded string (line 20)and
searching the next one will continue(line 1 and 25). The next step will be generat-
ing the full names of virtual machines.
Listing 6.9: Generating full names of virtual machines
1 .
2 .
3 .
4 @set_expand = s p l i t ( ' \ s ' , $set ) ; # s e p a r a t e e l e m e n t s o f s e t s
5 @temp=@vms_cross ; # p u t t h e r o o t p a r t i n t e m p o r a r y s t o r e
6 @vms_cross= ( ) ;
7 # c r o s s p r o d u c t be tween s e t s t o g e t f u l l name
8 f o r e a c h my $temp(@temp) {
9 i f ($temp) {
10 i f ($temp =~ / \ . $ / ) { # s t o p f u r t h e r c r o s s p r o d u c t s ←↩
t h r o u g h i t
11 push @vms_cross, $temp ;
12 } e l s e {
13 f o r e a c h my $set_expand (@set_expand) {
14 i f ($set_expand ) {
15 my $string=$temp . $set_expand ;
16 push @vms_cross, $string ;
17 }
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18 }
19 }
20 }
21 }
22 }
23 push @vms_all , @vms_cross ;
24 }
Elements of a set will be separated from the sub-sting using white-space as delim-
iter (Line 4). Concatenating elements of the current set to the root part is done (line
10-16); but terminated elements of the root part, those with a period ". " at the end,
will not be appended (line 10). This procedure continues until all sets in the cross
product area are finished. The last line shows returning of the full name generated
in that cross product area.
6.5 Type-Checker
Listing 6.10: Calls the right process going to continue
1 . . .
2 } e l s i f ( $action eq ' c l o n e ' ) {
3 Sub_Clone ( ) ;
4 } e l s i f (any { $_ eq $action} @UPDATE_ACTION) {
5 Sub_Updat_Action ( ) ;
6 . . .
Based on the user input, it calls the function to process the appropriate task. For
example, line 2 calls the clone process if the user inputs ’–action clone’ to buna.
Line 4 calls the update process if the input value is any one from the specified array.
All if..else conditions are referring already defined values stated on listing 6.3.
6.6 Automation Part
6.6.1 Information Process
Listing 6.11: List Virtual Machines using the given status
1 # G a t h e r i n g t h e s t a t u s o f VMs l i k e runn ing , i d l e , c r a s h e d , . . . . , and a l l
2 i f (any { $_ eq $info} @STATE) {
3 p r i n t " from : $ c o n n h o s t ($CONNECT_URI) \ n " ;
4 # g a t h e r i n g i n f o r m a t i o n wi th o u t VMs
5 i f ( $info eq ' a l l ' ) {
6 $command = ' v i r s h −−c o n n e c t ' . "$CONNECT_URI l i s t −−a l l " ;
7 open (MYFILE, " $command | " ) ;
8 @lines = <MYFILE>;
9 s p l i c e @lines , 0 , 2 ;
10 } e l s e {
11 $command = ' v i r s h −−c o n n e c t ' . "$CONNECT_URI l i s t −−a l l | g r ep ←↩
$ i n f o " ;
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12 open (MYFILE, " $command | " ) ;
13 @lines = <MYFILE>;
14 }
15 # Ga th e r i n f o r m a t i o n f o r t h e g i v e n VMs
16 i f ( $step ) {
17 my @templines ;
18 @vms=vm_syntax_filter ( $step ) ; # c a l l VMs name g e n e r a t o r
19 f o r e a c h $line (@lines ) {
20 f o r e a c h $vm(@vms) {
21 i f ( $line =~ /$vm/ ) {
22 push @templines , $line ;
23 }
24 }
25 }
26 @lines=@templines ;
27 }
28 @lines = uniq @lines ;
29 @lines = @lines [0 . . $count − 1] i f ($count > 0 and $count < @lines ) ;
30 p r i n t " @l ines \ n " ;
31 }
32 . . .
Line 2 checks whether the input value exists in the @STATE (listing 6.3) through
–information option. If that value is ’all’(means the user needs all virtual machines
in any state), then the ’virsh list –all’ command will be executed on the targeted
hypervisor and unwanted dotes and spaces will be removed (line 9). Then it’s re-
turned to the user (line 30). But, if the request is getting the status of specific virtual
machines (16), full names of virtual machines will be generated (line 18); all vir-
tual machines with their status will be collected (line 11-13) and filtered(19-27).
Finally the filtered virtual machines will be returned to the user, including their
status (line 30).
6.6.2 Action Process
6.6.2.1 Clone-Action
Listing 6.12: Filtering Template Virtual Machines from the given name-syntax
1 w h i l e ( 1 ) {
2 i f ( $templateString =~ / ( [ a−zA−Z_0−9−]+) \ s * : \ s * ( [ a−zA−Z_0←↩
−9−]+) / ) {
3 $group=$1 ;
4 $template=$2 ;
5 chomp $group ;
6 chomp $template ;
7 $templateVM{$group} [ 0 ] = $template ;
8 chomp $2 ;
9 $command = " v i r s h −−c o n n e c t $CONNECT_URI dumpxml ←↩
$ t e m p l a t e | g r ep ' < s o u r c e f i l e = ' | awk −F \ \ ' ' {←↩
p r i n t \ $2 } ' " ;
10 $file_path= `$command` ;
11
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12 chomp $file_path ;
13
14 u n l e s s ( $file_path ) {
15 p r i n t " f a i l d t o g e t t e m p l a t e \ ' $ t e m p l a t e \ ' . \ n " ;
16 e x i t 0 ;
17 }
18
19 $command=" $ f u l l _ u s e r _ n a m e du $ f i l e _ p a t h | awk \ ' { p r i n t \←↩
$1 } \ ' " ;
20 my $temp_size= ` $command` ;
21
22 chomp $temp_size ;
23
24 u n l e s s ( $temp_size =~ / \ d+ / ) {
25 p r i n t " no image f i l e f o r \ ' $ t e m p l a t e \ ' t e m p l a t e . \ n " ;
26 e x i t 0 ;
27 }
28
29 $templateVM{$group} [ 1 ] = $temp_size ;
30 $templateString=~ s /$group : $template / / ;
31 } e l s e {
32 l a s t ;
33 }
34
35 }
36 $step =~ s / \ s * : \ s * [a−zA−Z_0−9−]+//g ;
37 i f ( $step =~ / : / ) {
38 p r i n t " Wrong t e m p l a t e VM naming or i m p r o p e r use o f ' : ' , s e e ←↩
−−vm v a l u e \ n " ;
39 e x i t 0 ;
40 }
Before full names of virtual machines are generated from the given vm-name-
syntax, the template virtual machines will be filtered out from the syntax. For this,
the vm-name-syntax ($templateString) will be checked if it has a template VM(1).
The virtual machines group together with the template virtual machine name will
be stored in a hash variable with key and value pairs (3-7). The file path of the tem-
plate will be checked (8-17) and its file size will be stored inside the hash variable
as a second element (19-35). The analyzed templates will be removed from the
string (36) and the process continues until all templates are cross-checked (36-40).
Doing these steps helps to give different templates for groups of virtual machines,
even if they are in the same vm-name-syntax. Next step will be checking the avail-
able free storage size from the host.
Listing 6.13: Checking the available storage space
1 $command=" $ f u l l _ u s e r _ n a m e df | awk \ ' { p r i n t \ $6 \ " , \ " \ $4 } \ ' " ;
2 @free_space= `$command` ;
3 f o r e a c h $line (@free_space ) {
4 ($path , $freeKB) = s p l i t ( ' , ' , $line ) ;
5 chomp $path ;
6 chomp $freeKB ;
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7 $df_result{$path}= $freeKB ;
8 }
9 # Checking where t h i s f i l e s y s t e m s s t o r a g e media i s
10 @temp_arr= ( ) ;
11 $i =0;
12 f o r e a c h $file_dir (@FILE_DIR_LIST) {
13 i f ( $file_dir ) {
14 $file_dir = $file_dir . ' / ' u n l e s s ( $file_dir =~ / \ / $ / ) ;
15 $temp_arr [ $i ] = $file_dir ;
16 $i ++;
17 }
18 }
19 @FILE_DIR_LIST=@temp_arr;
20
21 f o r e a c h $file_dir (@FILE_DIR_LIST) {
22 $file_dir_is { $file_dir }= ' / ' ;
23 f o r e a c h $path ( keys %df_result ) {
24 my $x = $path ;
25 $x =~ s / \ / / \ \ \ / / g ;
26 i f ( $file_dir =~ / $x \ / / ) {
27 i f ( l e n g t h ($path ) > l e n g t h ( $file_dir_is { $file_dir } ) ) {
28 $file_dir_is { $file_dir }=$path ;
29 }
30 }
31 }
32 }
33 f o r e a c h $file_dir ( keys %file_dir_is ) {
34 @{ $filter_dir { $file_dir_is { $file_dir }}}= ( $file_dir , $df_result{←↩
$file_dir_is { $file_dir } } ) ;
35 }
The available mounted storage space is collected using ’df’ Linux command(1-8).
Different mounts might represent a file system partition and to remove such redun-
dancy, checking their original partition is done to select a single mount place per
partition (9-35). Once this is done, cross checking of the required storage space for
the new virtual machine will be done.
Listing 6.14: List Virtual Machines going to be created together with the proposed
storage path.
1 @vms=vm_syntax_filter ( $step ) ; # c a l l VMs name g e n e r a t o r
2 my $size =0; # i n c r e m e n t o f s t o r a g e s i z e o f each VM
3 my $count=0; # c o u n t i n g VMs
4 my @groups= ( keys %templateVM) ;
5 my $group= j o i n ( ' | ' ,@groups) ;
6 my @groupedVMs = grep / ( $group ) / , @vms; # f i l t e r VMs t h o s e a r e i n a ←↩
t e m p l a t e group .
7 @vms= @groupedVMs;
8
9 f o r e a c h $path ( keys %filter_dir ) {
10 $size =0;
11 $full =0;
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12 my @thispathvms ;
13 w h i l e ($count <= $#vms) {
14 f o r e a c h $group ( keys %templateVM) {
15 i f ( ($vms[$count ] =~ / . * $group . * / ) and $group ) {
16 i f ( $filter_dir {$path } [ 1 ] > ( $size + $templateVM{←↩
$group} [ 1 ] ) ) {
17 push @thispathvms , $vms[$count ] ;
18 $size= $size + $templateVM{$group } [ 1 ] ;
19 l a s t ;
20 } e l s e {
21 $full =1;
22 l a s t ;
23 }
24 }
25 }
26 l a s t i f ( $full ) ;
27 $count++;
28 }
29 my $i=@thispathvms ;
30 p r i n t " \ nThe f o l l o w i n g $ i VMs f i l e w i l l be s t o r e d i n $ f i l t e r _ d i r {←↩
$ p a t h } [ 0 ] \ n " ;
31 @{$stack{ $filter_dir {$path} [ 0 ] } } =@thispathvms ;
32 p r i n t " @thispa thvms \ n " ;
33 }
34 i f ($count < $#vms) {
35 my $i= @vms − $count ;
36 p r i n t " \nWARNING no f r e e s p a c e f o r t h e f o l l o w i n g $ i VMs ! ! ! \ n " ;
37 p r i n t "@vms[ $co un t . . $#vms ] \ n \ n " ;
38 }
39 . . .
The variable %templateVM contains template-virtual-machines corresponding to
the assigned group-name as key and value pair. Where group-names are set as keys,
and template-names and their-size as values of the hash variable (listing 6.12). Af-
ter collecting the generated virtual machines’ names (line 1), names which don’t
have assigned template VMs will be rejected (4-6). Then the available storage
media will be checked to see how much virtual machines they can support(9-25).
Information will be displayed to the user (29-33) and also stored in the variable
$stack (line 31). The user will be warned if there is no enough space for some
virtual machines (34-38). If the user agrees to continue cloning will be done using
the collected information.
6.6.2.2 Rename-Action
Listing 6.15: buna code for renaming virtual machines
1 sub Sub_Rename{
2 . . . . . . . .
3 f o r e a c h $connhost (@connhost) {
4 @full_user_name=Sub_ssh_user ($connhost ) ; # a d j u s t f o r s s h ←↩
c o n n e c t i o n
5 @vms=vm_syntax_filter ( $step ) ; # c a l l VMs name g e n e r a t o r
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6 @vms = @vms[0 . . $count − 1] i f ($count > 0 and $count < @vms) ;
7 my $temp_modefied_vm_xml =" tempmodefiedvm . xml " ; # t e m p o r a r y XML ←↩
f i l e
8 f o r e a c h my $vm(@vms) {
9 $new_vm_name = $vm;
10 $new_vm_name =~ s /$name [ 0 ] /$name [ 1 ] / ;
11 n e x t i f ($vm eq $new_vm_name) ;
12
13 $command = " v i r s h −−c o n n e c t $CONNECT_URI dumpxml $vm" ;
14 my @old_xml_file= `$command` ;
15 e x i t 0 u n l e s s (@old_xml_file ) ;
16 my @old_file_path = grep ( / source f i l e = / , @old_xml_file ) ;
17
18 i f ( $old_file_path =~ / ( . * \ / ) ( . * ) ( \ . . * ) / g ) {
19 $new_file_path = $1 . $new_vm_name . $3 ;
20 $old_xml_path = $XML . $vm . ' . xml ' ;
21 $new_xml_path = $XML . $new_vm_name . ' . xml ' ;
22
23 open (NEW_XML, "> $temp_modefied_vm_xml " ) ;
24 f o r e a c h my $var (@old_xml_file ) {
25 i f ($var =~ / <name>$vm< \ /name> / ) {
26 $var=" <name>$new_vm_name </ name >\ n " ;
27 } e l s i f ($var =~ / <source f i l e = . * \ / > / ) {
28 $var=" < s o u r c e f i l e = ' $ n e w _ f i l e _ p a t h ' / > \ n " ;
29 }
30 p r i n t NEW_XML " $va r " ;
31 }
32 c l o s e (NEW_XML) ;
33 $command= " $ f u l l _ u s e r _ n a m e [ 0 ] mv $ o l d _ f i l e _ p a t h ←↩
$ n e w _ f i l e _ p a t h " ;
34 sys tem ( " $command " ) ;
35 $command= " scp $temp_modefied_vm_xml $ f u l l _ u s e r _ n a m e [ 1 ]←↩
$new_xml_path " ;
36 sys tem ( " $command " ) ;
37 $command= " $ f u l l _ u s e r _ n a m e [ 0 ] rm $o ld_xml_pa th " ;
38 sys tem ( " $command " ) ;
39 }
40 $command= " $ f u l l _ u s e r _ n a m e [ 0 ] s t o p l i b v i r t −b i n " ;
41 sys tem ( " $command " ) ;
42 $command= " $ f u l l _ u s e r _ n a m e [ 0 ] s t a r t l i b v i r t −b i n " ;
43 sys tem ( " $command " ) ;
44
45 }
46 }
47 }
At the beginning, the new virtual-machine-name is formulated(9-11), the XML
file is dumped into an array (13, 14), then the new XML and file-path of the virtual
machine is generated (18-21). Each line of the array is written in a temporary file:
through this process, the virtual-machine-name and image-file path will be modi-
fied with the new name (23-32). After the XMl modification is finished, the name
of image file is changed to the new virtual machine name (33, 34), the temporary
XML file is saved with the new name (35, 36), and the old XMl file is removed
from the host (37, 38). After doing the above steps for each virtual machine (8-39),
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libvirt daemon will be restarted (40-44).
6.6.2.3 Event-Action
Listing 6.16: Migrating Virtual Machines from one Host to another
1 sub Sub_Migrate{
2 p r i n t "−−vm i s mandatory \ n " and e x i t 0 u n l e s s (@step) ;
3 i f ($SOURCE_URI eq $DESTINATION_URI) {
4 p r i n t " m i g r a t i o n wi th same −−s o u r c e and −−d e s t i n a t i o n n o t ←↩
p o s s i b l e \ n " ;
5 e x i t 0 ;
6 }
7 @vms=vm_syntax_filter ( $step ) ; # c a l l VMs name g e n e r a t o r
8 @vms = @vms[0 . . $count − 1] i f ($count > 0 and $count < @vms) ;
9 f o r e a c h my $vm(@vms) {
10 i f ( $live ) {
11 $command = " v i r s h m i g r a t e −− l i v e " . "$vm $DESTINATION_URI ←↩
$SOURCE_URI" ;
12 } e l s e {
13 $command = " v i r s h m i g r a t e −−suspend " . "$vm $DESTINATION_URI←↩
$SOURCE_URI" ;
14 }
15 i f ( $simulate ) {
16 p r i n t " $command \ n " ;
17 } e l s e {
18 sys tem ( " $command " ) ;
19 }
20 }
21 e x i t 0 ;
22 }
First the source and destination host uri will be checked (3-6), and virtual ma-
chine names will be collected (7), then virsh migrate command will be formulated
and executed for each virtual machine (7-22). The input flag ’–live’, will also be
checked to see if the user needs live migration (10-12).
Listing 6.17: Undefine Virtual Machines. removing their images of necessary
1 sub Sub_Undefine{
2 .
3 . # a d j u s t s s h c o n n e c t i o n s
4 .
5 @vms=vm_syntax_filter ( $step ) ; # c a l l VMs name g e n e r a t o r
6 @vms = @vms[0 . . $count − 1] i f ($count > 0 and $count < @vms) ;
7 chomp ( $action ) ;
8 # u n d e f i n e VMs
9 f o r e a c h my $vm(@vms) {
10 chomp ($vm) ;
11 i f ($remove_vms_image) {
12 p r i n t " removing image f i l e . . . . \ n " ;
13 $command = " v i r s h −−c o n n e c t $CONNECT_URI dumpxml $vm | ←↩
g rep ' < s o u r c e f i l e = ' | awk −F \ \ ' ' { p r i n t \ $2 } ' " ;
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14 $file_path= `$command` ;
15 chomp $file_path ;
16 p r i n t " . . . . . . . . . . . . $ f i l e _ p a t h \ n " ;
17 sys tem ( " $ f u l l _ u s e r _ n a m e rm −r $ f i l e _ p a t h " ) ;
18 }
19
20 i f ($vm) {
21 p r i n t " . . . $vm:− " ;
22 $command= ' v i r s h −−c o n n e c t ' . "$CONNECT_URI u n d e f i n e ←↩
$vm" ;
23 i f ( $simulate ) {
24 p r i n t " $command \ n " ;
25 } e l s e {
26 sys tem ( " $command " ) ;
27 }
28 }
29 }
30 }
31 e x i t 0 ;
32 }
The above code removes virtual machines from the host. For each virtual machine,
virsh undefine command will be formulated and executed (20-30). Virsh can’t re-
move the image files of virtual machines when it removes the VMs. To do so, buna
adds an additional input option –remove. When these flag is added, buna removes
the image of the virtual machines before they are undefined (11-18).
Listing 6.18: Other event actions run with the same function
1 sub Sub_Event_Action{
2 .
3 . # a d j u s t s s h c o n n e c t i o n
4 .
5 @vms=vm_syntax_filter ( $step ) ; # c a l l VMs name g e n e r a t o r
6 @vms = @vms[0 . . $count − 1] i f ($count > 0 and $count < @vms) ;
7 chomp ( $action ) ;
8 # g e n e r a t e command and t a k e a c t i o n
9 f o r e a c h my $vm(@vms) {
10 chomp ($vm) ;
11 i f ($vm) {
12 p r i n t " . . . $vm:− " ;
13 $command= ' v i r s h −−c o n n e c t ' . "$CONNECT_URI $ a c t i o n $vm←↩
" ;
14 i f ( $simulate ) {
15 p r i n t " $command \ n " ;
16 } e l s e {
17 sys tem ( " $command " ) ;
18 }
19 }
20 $vm= ' ' ;
21 }
22 }
23 }
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All other actions in @EVENT_ACTION, like pause, resume and stop, will be pro-
cessed together with the above code. The users input value of –action option will
be validated (5); and for each virtual machine name the virsh command will be
formulated and executed (9-22).
6.6.2.4 Update-Action
Listing 6.19: Changing virtual machine names
1 .
2 .
3 f o r e a c h my $vm(@vms) {
4 $new_vm_name = $vm;
5 $new_vm_name =~ s /$name [ 0 ] /$name [ 1 ] / ;
6 n e x t i f ($vm eq $new_vm_name) ;
7 $command = " v i r s h −−c o n n e c t $CONNECT_URI dumpxml $vm | g rep ←↩
' < s o u r c e f i l e = ' | awk −F \ \ ' ' { p r i n t \ $2 } ' " ;
8 $old_file_path= `$command` ;
9 i f ( $old_file_path =~ / ( . * \ / ) ( . * ) ( \ . . * ) / g ) {
10 $new_file_path = $1 . $new_vm_name . $3 ;
11 $old_xml_path = $XML . $vm . ' . xml ' ;
12 $new_xml_path = $XML . $new_vm_name . ' . xml ' ;
13 open (OLD_XML, "< $o ld_xml_pa th " ) or d i e " Unable t o ←↩
open " ;
14 open (NEW_XML, "> $new_xml_path " ) or d i e " Unable t o open←↩
" ;
15 w h i l e (my $var = <OLD_XML>) {
16 i f ($var =~ / <name>$vm< \ /name> / ) {
17 $var=" <name>$new_vm_name </ name >\ n " ;
18 } e l s i f ($var =~ / <source f i l e = . * \ / > / ) {
19 $var=" < s o u r c e f i l e = ' $ n e w _ f i l e _ p a t h ' / > \ n " ;
20 }
21 p r i n t NEW_XML " $va r " ;
22 }
23 c l o s e (OLD_XML) ;
24 c l o s e (NEW_XML) ;
25 $command= " $ f u l l _ u s e r _ n a m e mv $ o l d _ f i l e _ p a t h ←↩
$ n e w _ f i l e _ p a t h " ;
26 sys tem ( " $command " ) ;
27 . . .
The above code modifies the name of virtual machines that is used for regrouping
VMs group. This code will be invoked when buna runs as ’buna –action chname
–vm vm-name-syntax –change old-string new-string’. From each virtual machine
name the new name will be generated by replacing the given old-string with the
new-string (2-6). The image storage path of the virtual machine will be handled
from its old XML file (7). The Old XML file of the virtual machine will be moved
to the a new XML file with the new name(13-24), while moving it the VMs name
and image-file-storage-path will be modified (16-20). Finally the VM image file is
changed from its old name to the New name (25-26).
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Listing 6.20: Changing the number of CPUs and Memory size of VMs
1 sub Sub_Updat_Action{
2 .
3 .
4 .
5 p r i n t " from : $ c o n n h o s t ($CONNECT_URI) \ n " ;
6 @vms=vm_syntax_filter ( $step ) ; # c a l l VMs name g e n e r a t o r
7 @vms = @vms[0 . . $count − 1] i f ($count > 0 and $count < @vms) ;
8 # u p d a t i n g a c t i o n
9 f o r e a c h my $vm(@vms) {
10 my $command = ' v i r s h −−c o n n e c t ' . "$CONNECT_URI $ a c t i o n $vm←↩
$c ou n t " ;
11 i f ( $simulate ) {
12 p r i n t " $command \ n " ;
13 } e l s e {
14 sys tem ( " $command " ) ;
15 }
16 }
17 }
18 e x i t 0 ;
19 }
The above simple code will be executed when the input value of –action is in the
list of @UPDATE_ACTION=(’setmem’, ’setmaxmem’, ’setvcpus’)(listing 6.10).
For each virtual machine, the virsh update command will be formulated and exe-
cuted (9-19).
6.6.3 Device Process
Listing 6.21: Attaching and Detaching devices to Virtual Machines
1 sub Sub_Device_Action{
2 i f (any { $_ eq " $ d e v i c e [ 0 ] " } @DEVICE_ACTION) {
3 .
4 . # a d j u s t s s h c o n n e c t i o n s
5 .
6 @vms=vm_syntax_filter ( $step ) ; # c a l l VMs name g e n e r a t o r
7 @vms = @vms[0 . . $count − 1] i f ($count > 0 and $count < @vms) ;
8 s p l i c e @device , 1 , 0 , vm;
9 # g e n e r a t e v i r s h command and t a k e d e v i c e a c t i o n
10 f o r e a c h my $vm(@vms) {
11 chomp ($vm) ;
12 s p l i c e @device , 1 , 1 , $vm;
13 # s p l i c e @device , 1 , 0 , $vm ;
14 $device=" @device " ;
15 $command= ' v i r s h −−c o n n e c t ' . "$CONNECT_URI $ d e v i c e " ;
16 i f ( $simulate ) {
17 p r i n t " $command \ n " ;
18 } e l s e {
19 sys tem ( " $command " ) ;
20 }
21 }
22 }
23 } e l s e { . . . .
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Attaching/Detaching device is a little bit different from information and action
virsh commands. virsh manager uses lots of different options to attach/detach a
disk, interface or other device. A better approach that buna follows is to allow the
users insert all options as they are used in virsh manager, but without the virtual
machine’s name. When the device is going to be attached/detached, each virtual
machine name will be inserted at the second place from the input value (line 12)
and virsh command will be generated and executed (14-21).
6.7 Plugin Part
6.7.1 Skeleton program/ Daemon-Plugin
Listing 6.22: Used Perl modules & Global Variables
1 # ! / u s r / b i n / p e r l
2 # Used p a c k a g e s
3 use Getopt : :Long ;
4 use List : : MoreUtils qw{ any } ;
5 use List : : MoreUtils qw / uniq / ;
6 use List : : MoreUtils ;
7 use Statistics : : Descriptive ;
8
9 # Glo ba l V a r i a b l e s
10 @head=( ' c o u n t ' , ' r u n n i n g ' , ' b l o c k e d ' , ' paused ' , ' shutdown ' , ' s h u t o f f ' , '←↩
c r a s h e d ' , ' a c t i v e ' , ' i n a c t i v e ' , ' noofcpu ' , ' cpuusage ' , '←↩
phys ica lmemory ' , ' guestmemory ' ) ;
11
12 # B e g i n _ V a r i a b l e #
13
14 # v a r i a b l e s f o r h o s t s , SampleSize , and T i m e l i m i t w i l l be s t o r e d h e r e ;
15
16
17
18 # E n d _ V a r i a b l e #
From the beginning, used Perl modules for the daemon are included (1-8). A vari-
able that contains list of host properties is defined (line 10), where data will be
collected about these properties from each host and statistics will be done. Rules in
rules-file also use these keywords to refer the statistics data. The free space shown
between line 14 and 18 will be filled with variables collected from Rues-File (list-
ing 6.2). When the new Daemon-Plugin is generated by the Plugin-Proces, the
free space will be filed as follows:-
, while the new Daemon-Plugin is generated suing the skeleton & Rules-File.
Listing 6.23: Variables Collected from Rules-File or filled with default values by
plugion-process
1 # B e g i n _ V a r i a b l e #
2 $SampleSize = 4 0 ;
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3 $Interval = 6 0 ;
4 $Percent = 8 0 ;
5 %hostlist =( ' l o c a l ' , ' qemu : / / / sys tem ' , ' r emote ' , ' qemu+ s s h : / / 1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 0 . 2 7 /←↩
sys tem ' ) ;
6 # E n d _ V a r i a b l e #
Listing 6.24: Collecting sample data from hosts using virt-tom manager
1 f o r e a c h $host ( keys %hostlist ) {
2 $pid = f o r k ( ) ;
3 i f ($pid ) {
4 # p a r e n t
5 $childs [$count]=$pid ;
6 } e l s i f ( $pid == 0) {
7 # c h i l d a r e a s
8 $datafile=" v i r t t o p " . " $ h o s t " ;
9 $command= " v i r t−t o p −−c o n n e c t \ ' $ h o s t l i s t { $ h o s t } \ ' −n ←↩
$SampleSize −d $ I n t e r v a l −−s c r i p t −−csv $ d a t a f i l e " ;
10 sys tem ( " $command " ) ;
11 e x i t 0 ;
12 } e l s e {
13 d i e " cou ld n ' t f o r k e : $ ! \ n " ;
14 }
15 $count++;
16 }
For each host a child process will be created using fork function (1-6). The child
process will execute the virt-top command using the given sample-size and time-
interval. Then data collection will start at the same time on all hosts (7-16).
Listing 6.25: Filtering Property data and call for statistics
1 f o r e a c h $host ( keys %hostlist ) {
2 $datafile=" v i r t t o p " . " $ h o s t " ;
3 open (MYFILE, " $ d a t a f i l e " ) or d i e " co u l dn ' t open t h e f i l e \ n " ;
4 @lines = <MYFILE>;
5 c l o s e (MYFILE) ;
6 # sys tem ( ' k i l l a l l −9 v i r t−t o p ' ) ;
7 s p l i c e @lines , 0 , 2 ;
8 $i =0;
9 f o r e a c h $line (@lines ) {
10 @columens= s p l i t ( ' , ' , $line ) ;
11 $data{$host}{noofcpu} [ $i ]= $columens [ 3 ] ;
12 $data{$host}{running} [ $i ]= $columens [ 5 ] ;
13 $data{$host}{paused} [ $i ]= $columens [ 7 ] ;
14 .
15 .
16 $data{$host}{guestmemory} [ $i ]= $columens [ 1 6 ] ;
17 $i ++;
18 }
19
20 f o r e a c h $type (@head) {
21 @statf=analyze (@{$data{$host}{$type} } ) ;
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22 $statistics {$host}{$type}{mean}=$statf [ 0 ] ;
23 $statistics {$host}{$type}{median}=$statf [ 1 ] ;
24 $statistics {$host}{$type}{mode}=$statf [ 2 ] ;
25 $statistics {$host}{$type}{ percentile}=$statf [ 3 ] ;
26 $statistics {$host}{$type}{range}=$statf [ 4 ] ;
27 $statistics {$host}{$type}{min}=$statf [ 5 ] ;
28 $statistics {$host}{$type}{max}=$statf [ 6 ] ;
29 }
30 }
31 # Begin_Rule #
32
33
34
35 # End_Rule #
36 }
The samples of each property of each host will be filtered from the collected data;
virt-top stores these samples in a line separated by comma (1-18). Then, using
these samples, descriptive-statistics will be done for each property of each host
(20-30). This will be done by calling the statistics function (listing 6.27). Initially,
the Rules-Block of the skeleton program is blank space (31-35). When a Daemon-
Plugin is generated, this space will be filed with if-condition-action codes; these
are translated from rules as shown in the example below.
Listing 6.26: Condition-Block of a Daemon-Plugin
1
2 # Begin_Rule #
3 i f ( $statistics { l o c a l }{running}{mean} < 4) {
4 sys tem ( " buna −−a c t i o n s t a r t −−vm vm4" ) ;
5 }
6
7 i f ( $statistics {remote}{running}{max} < 5) {
8 u n l e s s ($onetime3 eq ' yes ' ) {
9 sys tem ( " echo o v e r l o a d ! ! ! " ) ;
10 sys tem ( " buna −−c o n n e c t remote −−a c t i o n s t a r t −−vm n e t * " ) ;
11 $onetime3= ' yes ' ;
12 }
13 }
14 # End_Rule #
The above two if-condition-action codes are generated from two rules of a Rules-
File. The first condition checks if the number of running virtual machines in the
local host is less than 4 or not: If it’s less than 4, the virtual machine named ’vm4’
will be started using buna action command. The second condition checks if the
number of running virtual machines is less than 5; then all virtual machines whose
name begins with ’net’ will be started; an "overload!!!" message will also be dis-
played. The one time variables are used to take action only once (line 8 and 11).
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Listing 6.27: Descriptive Statistics Calculator
1 sub analyze {
2 my @array = @_;
3 my $stat = Statistics : : Descriptive : : Full−>new( ) ;
4 $stat−>add_data (@array) ;
5 my $mean = s p r i n t f ( " %.2 f " , $stat−>mean( ) ) ;
6 my $median = s p r i n t f ( " %.2 f " , $stat−>median ( ) ) ;
7 my $mode = s p r i n t f ( " %.2 f " , $stat−>mode( ) ) ;
8 my $percentile = s p r i n t f ( " %.2 f " , $stat−>percentile ( $Percent ) ) ;
9 my $min = s p r i n t f ( " %.2 f " , $stat−>min ( ) ) ;
10 my $max = s p r i n t f ( " %.2 f " , $stat−>max( ) ) ;
11 my $range = s p r i n t f ( " %.2 f " , $stat−>sample_range ( ) ) ;
12 r e t u r n ($mean, $median , $mode, $percentile , $range , $min, $max) ;
13 }
This function accepts samples of data as an array and does descriptive statistics.
Line 3 contains a CPAN module used for descriptive statistics calculation. The re-
sult will be used for if-condition-action evaluation part.
6.7.2 Plugin-Process
Listing 6.28: Listing keywords of host properties & descriptive statistics
1 sub Sub_Plugin{
2 @property=( ' c o u n t ' , ' r u n n i n g ' , ' b l o c k e d ' , ' paused ' , ' shutdown ' , '←↩
s h u t o f f ' , ' c r a s h e d ' , ' a c t i v e ' , ' i n a c t i v e ' , ' noofcpu ' , ' cpuusage←↩
' , ' phys ica lmemory ' , ' guestmemory ' ) ;
3 @stat=( ' mean ' , ' median ' , ' mode ' , ' p e r c e n t i l e ' , ' r a n g e ' , ' min ' , ' max ' )←↩
;
4 ($PLUGIN_NAME, $RULE_FILE) = (@plugin) ;
5 $RULE_FILE= ' / e t c / buna / buna . r u l e s ' u n l e s s ($RULE_FILE) ;
6 $PLUGIN_NAME =~ s / [ ^ a−zA−Z_0−9\−] / /g ;
7 # a s s i g n i n g d e f a u l t v a l u e s
8 $SampleSize= " 4 0 ; " ;
9 $Interval= " 6 0 ; " ;
10 $Percent= " 8 0 ; " ;
Lines 2 and 3 define the available host properties and descriptive statistics. Line
4 takes input values (Daemon-Plugin-Name and Rules-File) from –plugin option.
Lines 8-10 represent default values of some variables that will be modified through
Rules-File.
Listing 6.29: Validating Rules-File and updating values of global variables
1 $LineCount=1;
2 # V a l i d a t i n g r u l e s , f i l t e r i n g names o f used h o s t s and d e f i n e d ←↩
v a r i a b l e s ' v a l u e s
3 my %RuleHost ;
4 my @CancelledRules ;
5 open (MYFILE, "$RULE_FILE" ) or d i e " co u l dn ' t open \ ' $RULE_FILE \ ' f i l e←↩
: $ ! \ n " ;
6 w h i l e ( $line=<MYFILE>) {
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7 chomp $line ;
8 # r e a d i n g v a r i a b l e v a l u e t o u p d a t e t h e d e f a u l t
9 $SampleSize= " $1 ; " i f ( $line =~ / ^ \ s * \$SampleSize \ s * \ = \ s * ( \d+) \ s←↩
* ; / ) ;
10 $Interval= " $1 ; " i f ( $line =~ / ^ \ s * \ $Interval \ s * \ = \ s * ( \d+) \ s * ; / ) ;
11 $Percent= " $1 ; " i f ( $line =~ / ^ \ s * \ $Percent \ s * \ = \ s * ( \d+) \ s * ; / ) ;
12
13 # check t h e s y n t a x o f r u l e s ( hos t , p r o p e r t y and s t a t i s t i c s ←↩
keywords )
14 i f ( $line =~ / ^ \ s * \ $rule \ ( \ s * ( . + ) \ s * \ ) / ) {
15 my @rule= s p l i t ( ' ; ' , $1 ) ;
16
17 w h i l e ( $rule [ 0 ] =~ / ( \w+) \ . ( \w+) \ . ( \w+) / ) {
18
19 i f ($HOST{$1} ) {
20 i f (any { $_ eq $2} @property and any { $_ eq $3} ←↩
@stat ) {
21
22 $RuleHost{$1}=$HOST{$1} ;
23 } e l s e {
24 p r i n t "WARNING! ! ! p r o p e r t y / s t a t i s t i c s problem −> ←↩
$2 , $3 \ n " ;
25 p r i n t " $ l i n e \ n " ;
26 push @CancelledRules , $line ;
27 }
28 } e l s e {
29
30 p r i n t "WARNING! ! ! h o s t problem−>$1 , s e e t h e f o l l o w i n g←↩
r u l e \ n " ;
31 p r i n t " $ l i n e \ n " ;
32 push @CancelledRules , $line ;
33 }
34 $rule [ 0 ] =~ s / ( \w+) \ . ( \w+) \ . ( \w+) / / ;
35 }
36 $LineCount++;
37 }
38 }
39 c l o s e (MYFILE) ;
Line 3 defines a hash variable that stores host-names and their uri, which are used
in Rules-File. Line 4 defines a variable that is used to store rules that don’t follow
buna-rules-syntax. The Rules-File will be opened (5-6), and the default value of
some global variables will be changed, if there is a change written in Rules-File
(9-11). Each rule will be evaluated whether or not they are written using the avail-
able host-names and keywords (14-37). Rules that have problems will be exempted
from further process (23-28); also host-names will be collected from each rule and
added to $RulesHost variable (22), where these hosts will be considered in this
daemon-process. Next step is creating the daemon-plugin using skeleton program
and the collected information.
Listing 6.30: Writing the New Daemon-Plugin Program. Adding Variables
1 # W r i t i n g t h e new p l u g i n s c r i p t
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2 open (PLUGIN, ">$PLUGIN_NAME" ) or d i e " co u l dn ' t open \ ' $PLUGIN_NAME \ ' ←↩
f i l e : $ ! \ n " ;
3 f o r e a c h $SKELETON_PROGRAM(@SKELETON_PROGRAM) {
4 p r i n t PLUGIN "$SKELETON_PROGRAM" ;
5
6 # V a r i a b l e s p a c e h e r e
7 i f ($SKELETON_PROGRAM =~ / ^ \ # B e g i n _ V a r i a b l e \ # / ) {
8 p r i n t PLUGIN " \ $SampleSize = $SampleSize \ n " ;
9 p r i n t PLUGIN " \ $ I n t e r v a l = $ I n t e r v a l \ n " ;
10 p r i n t PLUGIN " \ $ P e r c e n t = $ P e r c e n t \ n " ;
11 p r i n t PLUGIN " \% h o s t l i s t \ = \ ( $ h o s t l i s t \ ) ; \ n " ;
12 }
Create a new file using the given daemon-plugin-name, and copy the top part of the
skeleton program into this file (2-5). Write the updated variables that are collected
before(listing 6.29) into the specified place (7-12). The next step will be converting
rules into rule-code and write them to this file.
Listing 6.31: Translating Rules into Rules code and write to the Daemon-Plugin
1 i f ($SKELETON_PROGRAM =~ / \ # Begin_Rule \ # / ) {
2 $LineCount=0;
3 $rulecount=0;
4
5 # Changing each r u l e t o a code
6 open (MYFILE, "$RULE_FILE" ) or d i e " co u l dn ' t open \ ' $RULE_FILE←↩
\ ' f i l e : $ ! \ n " ;
7 w h i l e ( $line=<MYFILE>) {
8 # r u l e s p a c e h e r e
9 chomp $line ;
10 i f (any { $_ eq $line} @CancelledRules ) {
11 n e x t ;
12 }
13 @onetime ;
14
15
16 i f ( $line =~ / ^ \ s * \ $rule \ ( \ s * ( . + ) \ s * \ ) / ) {
17 $rulecount++;
18 @rule= s p l i t ( ' ; ' , $1 ) ;
19 $rule [ 0 ] =~ s / ( \w+) \ . ( \w+) \ . ( \w+) / \ $statistics \ {$1←↩
\ } \ { $2 \ } \ { $3 \ } / g ;
20 p r i n t PLUGIN " i f ( $ r u l e [ 0 ] ) { \ n " ;
21 @order= s p l i t ( ' , ' , $rule [ 1 ] ) ;
22
23 p r i n t PLUGIN " u n l e s s ( \ $ o n e t i m e $ r u l e c o u n t eq ' yes ' ) { \ n←↩
" i f ( $rule [ 2 ] ) ;
24 f o r e a c h $order (@order) {
25 $command= ' sys tem ( ' . " \ " $ o r d e r \ " ) ; " i f ($order ) ;
26 p r i n t PLUGIN " $command \ n " ;
27 }
28 p r i n t PLUGIN " \ $ o n e t i m e $ r u l e c o u n t = ' yes ' ; \ n " i f ( $rule←↩
[ 2 ] ) ;
29 p r i n t PLUGIN " } \ n " i f ( $rule [ 2 ] ) ;
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30 p r i n t PLUGIN " } \ n " ;
31 }
32 $LineCount++;
33 }
34 c l o s e (MYFILE) ;
35 }
36 }
37 c l o s e (PLUGIN) ;
Incorrectly typed rules are removed (7-13) and correctly typed rules condition and
action part will be separated (16-19). The condition part will be formulated as Perl
if-condition and printed into the daemon-plugin-file (20). Each action of the action
part of the rule will be identified using comma as a delimiter (21) and printed into
the file in Perl executable form (24-27). If the One-time-flag is on, a new variable
to this rule will be generated and printed next to the if-condition part(23). Then
print the closing bracket symbol at the end to close the opened if-condition (30).
The final step is executing this file as a Linux daemon by the following steps.
Listing 6.32: Running the Daemon-Plugin as a Linux Process. It is done by chang-
ing the daemon-plugin-file into executable form and run as a background process.
1 # S t a r t r u n n i n g t h e new p l u g i n
2 sys tem ( " chmod 777 $PLUGIN_NAME" ) ;
3 sys tem ( " p e r l $PLUGIN_NAME &" ) ;
4 e x i t 0 ;
5 }
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Chapter 7
"buna": Testing &
Performance Evaluation
The previous chapter has shown the complete implementation of buna using Perl
programming language. In this chapter a buna testbed is created based on a uni-
versity scenario and then the performance of buna is tested for the following char-
acteristics:
1. Capability: Checking the availability of buna options for managing the re-
quired services of virtual machines.
2. Simplicity: To evaluate how simple buna is to install and configure. How
easy it is to understand and to be used for a accomplishing a task. For exam-
ple, to start a group of virtual machines, what is needed, which options have
to be used and how to use them will be the validation of its simplicity.
3. Flexibility: This is to evaluate how buna can be multi-operational to take
actions on virtual machines. For example the capability of accessing virtual
machines in different groups.
4. Powerfulness: How buna can handle the creation and managing of thousands
of virtual machines based on organizational needs.
To accomplish this experiment a naming plan of a university scenario is done on
the following section.
7.1 Naming Plan for a University Scenario
For the university scenario stated in section 4.1, assume system administrators plan
to deploy virtual machines for some departments in the following way ( see table
summery 7.1).
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Table 7.1: Sample plan for the university scenario.
Department No. of students Operating System Template VM
NSA
1st year – 10 both Ubuntu & UbuS10-Temp
2nd year – 6 Windows2010 server WinS10-Temp
Biology 3rd year – 12 Windows-7 Win7-Temp
Chemistry 3rd year – 12 Windows-7 Win7-Temp
Architecture 5th year – 8 Ubuntu-Desktop UbuD-Temp
1. The Network and System Administration (NSA) department has 10 first-year
and 6 second-year students. Each student needs two virtual machines, one is
installed with Ubuntu-server and the other is installed with Windows-2010
server. To deploy these virtual machines the administrators decide to have
two template virtual machines named UbuS10-Temp for Ubuntu server VMs
and WinS10-Temp for windows server virtual machines. The names of the
virtual machines are planned to be in the form of ’UbuS10-NSA-1st-vm1’
and ’WinS10-NSA-1st-vm1’.
2. The Biology and Chemistry departments each have 12 third-year students.
These students require one virtual machine installed with Windows-7. As-
sume administrators plan to create a template virtual machine called Win7-
Temp and duplicate it for these 24 students at a time. The names of the virtual
machines are planned to be in the form of ’Win7-Bio-3rd-vm1’.
3. The Architecture department has 8 fifth-year students, where these students
need Ubuntu-Desktop virtual machines. Assume administrators plan to cre-
ate one template called UbuD-Temp that is installed and configured with
Ubuntu-desktop, and duplicate it for all students. The names of the virtual
machines are planned to be in the form of ’UbuD-Arc-5th-vm1’.
7.2 buna Testbed
To implement the above plan, the testbed (Fig. 7.1) of buna is prepared using the
following steps:
1. Three hosts named H1, H2 and H3 have been connected to each other. H1
will be used for NSA, H2 is for both Biology and Chemistry, and H3 is
for Architecture department students. Each of these hosts has two Intel(R)
Core(TM)2 Duo CPU E7500 @ 2.93GHz, and two 250GB SCSI disks of
model ST9250410AS.
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2. For this testbed, assume that all hosts are installed with Ubuntu-server 10.04
and libvirt. In reality however, any Linux platform can be selected as long
as libvirt can be configured on it.
3. KVM/QEMU hypervisor is installed on all Hosts. Any combination of hy-
pervisors can be used as long as their virtual machines can be managed using
libvirt managers.
4. The libvirt management tools: virt-manager, virsh, virt-install and virt-clone
are installed and configured on all H1, H2 and H3. These libvirt managers
must be checked to see if they are functioning properly; because buna auto-
mates these tools at the background.
5. Create the template virtual machines. This task is not the responsibility of
buna, rather administrators have to do it using libvirt managing tools (eg.
virt-manager and ubuntu-vm-builder). But the template virtual machines
are going to be created based on the university’s plan (sec. 7.1). Because
of the resource and time limitations, all template virtual machines are made
from same type of operating system and then changed their names with the
given template virtual machine names. There shall not be any impact shown
on the experiment, because buna and the used libvirt-managers are not de-
pendant on the type of operating system running on virtual machines. So that
ubuntu-hardy virtual machines with default options (a user-name ubuntu,
password ubuntu) are created on H1, H2 and H3, and named as ’UbuS10-
Temp’, ’WinS10-Temp’, ’Win7-Temp’ and ’UbuD-Temp’.
Creating Ubuntu-hardy virtual machines as templates
root@H1:~# ubuntu-vm-builder kvm hardy --name UbuS10-Temp --libvirt qemu:///system
root@H2:~# ubuntu-vm-builder kvm hardy --name Win7-Temp --libvirt qemu:///system
root@H3:~# ubuntu-vm-builder kvm hardy --name UbuD-Temp --libvirt qemu:///system
6. buna will be installed and configured on H1, in such a way that it can manage
virtual machines and hosts’ resources of H1, H2 and H3. For the time being
buna doesn’t have a ready-made installation package (this can of course be
done on other versions). But to make it work now buna can be configured
as follows:
(a) Install Perl5 and CPAN modules Getopt::Long and List::MoreUtils on
H1 as buna depends on them.
Installing Perl and cpan modules.
apt-get install perl
cpan App::cpanminus
cpanm Getopt::Long
cpanm List::MoreUtils
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(b) Create a directory called ’/etc/buna/’ and copy the ’skeleton’, ’buna.conf’
and ’buna.rules’ into this directory. Copy the main program- buna into
’/bin/’ directory.
(c) Configure /etc/buna/buna.conf in the following way.
Configuring buna.conf
.
. default is taken for others
.
$HOST=(local,qemu:///system);
$HOST = (h2, qemu+ssh://192.168.0.27/system) ;
$HOST = (h3, qemu+ssh://192.168.0.47/system) ;
$FILE_DIR=/var/lib/libvirt/images/iscsi,0;
$FILE_DIR=/var/lib/libvirt/images/iscsi2,1;
$FILE_DIR=/var/lib/libvirt/images/iscsi3,2;
.
. default is taken for others
.
From the above, all hosts are listed with their host-name and uri; where
local is a synonym for H1. The last two iSCSI type storage files are set
to be used for common storage media. These storages will be used to
store images of virtual machines that are going to be migrated between
hosts. For example, if there are VMs’ to be migrated between H1 and
H2, their images must be stored in iscsi2 (sec. 3.9.1).
7. Finally, use buna to deploy virtual machines based on the university plan
(table 7.1), and use it for managing the whole network.
The figure below shows the complete structure of buna experiment setup and its
implementation.
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Figure 7.1: Testbed for buna experiment: both hosts are installed with ubuntu-
server-10.04 and libvirt. H1 is configured with buna, and also the template VMs to
NSA department are hosted here. Similarly H2 is ready for Biology and Chemistry
VMs, and H3 is for Architecture department VMs.
The actual implementation of the testbed (Fig. 7.1) is shown below. This is checked
by running buna to list all available VMs on all hosts. From the result below the
host name ’local’ is the synonym for ’H1’.
root@h1: # buna –inf all –vm all -con all.
From: H2(qemu+ssh://192.168.0.27/system)
- Win7-Temp shut off
From: local(qemu:///system)
- UbuS10-Temp shut off
- WinS10-Temp shut off
From: H3(qemu+ssh://192.168.0.47/system)
- UbuD-Temp shut off
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7.3 buna Testing
In this section the actual operation of buna is evaluated on the testbed.
7.3.1 buna Usage
The following table shows all options of the first version of buna:
root@h1: # buna -h
1 buna [--connect <Host-list>]] \\
2 [--<information | action | device | plugin> <command>] \\
3 [--vm <VM-name-list>] \\
4 [--destination <dest-host>] \\
5 [--directory <full-path>] \\
6 [--count [<memory-size | number-of-cpu | nmber-of-VMs] \\
7 [--change <old-substring-of-VMs-name> <new-string-for-VMs-name>]\\
8 [--xml <directory-of-VMs-xml-file>] \\
9 [--<live | remove | help>]]
10
11 to print this usage : buna --help
12
13 --simulate(-s) : is used to simulate actions
14
15 to run the plugin:
16 buna --plugin <PLUGIN-NAME RULE-FILE>
17
18 to get information:
19 buna --information <INFO-VALUES> \\
20 [--connect <LIST-OF-HOSTS>] \\
21 [--vm <VMs-name>] \\
22 [-count <number-of-VMs | memory-size-in-KB | number-of-CPUs>]
23
24 to take action:
25 buna --action <ACTION-VALUES> \\
26 [--connect <LIST-OF-HOSTS>] \\
27 --vm <VMs-name> \\
28 --change <The-Old-String-From-VMs-Name> <A-New-String-For-VMs-Name> \\
29 [--count <number-of-VMs | memory-size-in-KB | number-of-CPUs>]
30
31 to attach/detach device:
32 buna --device <DEVICE-VALUES> \\
33 [--connect <LIST-OF-HOSTS>] \\
34 --vm <VMs-name>
35
36 VALUES:
37
38 --plugin <PLUGIN-NAME RULE-FILE>
39 PLUGIN-NAME : the name of the plugin script when it runs as a daemon
40 .
41 .
42 .
As shown above the capability of buna is broad as far as virsh and virt-clone man-
agers are doing. In addition to that it has different capabilities like: changing VM
names and regroup them (line 7, 8), controlling resource of hosts (line 38).
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7.3.2 Automation Test
7.3.2.1 Creating all Departments’ Virtual Machines
1. To create all NSA department students of both Ubuntu and Windows servers
virtual machines, using the two templates: UbuS10-Temp and WinS10-Temp,
can be don by the following buna cloning command:
buna cloning command for NSA department
root@h1:~# buna -act clone -vm UbuS10-:UbuS10-Temp WinS10-:WinS10-Temp \\
{NSA-{1st-vm1..10 2nd-vm1..6
Executing the above command lists the name of the new virtual machines
with the path of their image file storage. It waits for users Yes/No answer to
continue:
The generated virtual machine names
from: local(qemu:///system)
The following 32 VMs file will be stored in /var/lib/libvirt/images/
UbuS10-1st-vm1 UbuS10-1st-vm2 UbuS10-1st-vm3 UbuS10-1st-vm4 UbuS10-1st-vm5
UbuS10-1st-vm6 UbuS10-1st-vm7 UbuS10-1st-vm8 UbuS10-1st-vm9 UbuS10-1st-vm10
UbuS10-2nd-vm1 UbuS10-2nd-vm2 UbuS10-2nd-vm3 UbuS10-2nd-vm4 UbuS10-2nd-vm5
UbuS10-2nd-vm6 WinS10-1st-vm1 WinS10-1st-vm2 WinS10-1st-vm3 WinS10-1st-vm4
WinS10-1st-vm5 WinS10-1st-vm6 WinS10-1st-vm7 WinS10-1st-vm8 WinS10-1st-vm9
WinS10-1st-vm10 WinS10-2nd-vm1 WinS10-2nd-vm2 WinS10-2nd-vm3 WinS10-2nd-vm4
WinS10-2nd-vm5 WinS10-2nd-vm6
if you agree type y:
If the response, from the administrator, is "Yes" then virtual machines will
be created automatically:
buna cloning process for NSA department
Allocating ’UbuS10-1st-vm 100% |=========================| 295 MB 00:03
Clone ’UbuS10-1st-vm1’ created successfully.
Allocating ’UbuS10-1st-vm 100% |=========================| 295 MB 00:03
Clone ’UbuS10-1st-vm2’ created successfully.
Allocating ’UbuS10-1st-vm 100% |=========================| 295 MB 00:04
Clone ’UbuS10-1st-vm3’ created successfully.
.
. continue
.
Then after if information is gathered about all VMs on H1, the result is
shown as follows:
root@h1: # buna -inf all
From: local(qemu:///system)
- UbuS10-NSA-1st-vm1 shut off
- UbuS10-NSA-1st-vm10 shut off
- UbuS10-NSA-1st-vm2 shut off
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......continue.......
- WinS10-NSA-2nd-vm4 shut off
- WinS10-NSA-2nd-vm5 shut off
- WinS10-NSA-2nd-vm6 shut off
- WinS10-Temp shut off
..... continue .....
As shown above, NSA department virtual machines are created; this shows
that how much buna is simple and powerful to create number of VMs within
a simple command. If someone needs to see the simulation rather than doing
the actual action, it is possible to use the ’-simulate’ option at the end of the
command.
2. To simulate the creation of 3rd year Biology and Chemistry department VMs
on H2, one can use the following command.
buna cloning command for Biology and Chemistry department
root@h1:~# buna -con H2 -act clone -vm Win7-:Win7-Temp {Bio Chem{-3rd-vm1..12 -simulate
The following table shows virtual machine names with the selected path.
Here, virtual machines are distributed into two storage paths.
Waiting the administrator response
from: H2(qemu+ssh://192.168.0.27/system)
The following 14 VMs file will be stored in /var/lib/libvirt/images/
Win7-Bio-3rd-vm1 Win7-Bio-3rd-vm2 Win7-Bio-3rd-vm3 Win7-Bio-3rd-vm4 Win7-Bio-3rd-vm5
Win7-Bio-3rd-vm6 Win7-Bio-3rd-vm7 Win7-Bio-3rd-vm8 Win7-Bio-3rd-vm9 Win7-Bio-3rd-vm10
Win7-Bio-3rd-vm11 Win7-Bio-3rd-vm12 Win7-Chem-3rd-vm1 Win7-Chem-3rd-vm2
The following 10 VMs file will be stored in /var/lib/libvirt/images/iscsi2/
Win7-Chem-3rd-vm3 Win7-Chem-3rd-vm4 Win7-Chem-3rd-vm5 Win7-Chem-3rd-vm6
Win7-Chem-3rd-vm7 Win7-Chem-3rd-vm8 Win7-Chem-3rd-vm9 Win7-Chem-3rd-vm10
Win7-Chem-3rd-vm11 Win7-Chem-3rd-vm12
if you agree type y:y
If the administrator types "y", then a full virsh-clone command of each vir-
tual machine, that was planned to be executed, will be displayed as follows.
simulation result
virt-clone --connect qemu+ssh://192.168.0.27/system --original Win7-Temp \\
--name Win7-Chem-3rd-vm3 --file /var/lib/libvirt/images/iscsi2/Win7-Chem-3rd-vm3.img
virt-clone --connect qemu+ssh://192.168.0.27/system --original Win7-Temp \\
--name Win7-Chem-3rd-vm4 --file /var/lib/libvirt/images/iscsi2/Win7-Chem-3rd-vm4.img
virt-clone --connect qemu+ssh://192.168.0.27/system --original Win7-Temp \\
--name Win7-Chem-3rd-vm5 --file /var/lib/libvirt/images/iscsi2/Win7-Chem-3rd-vm5.img
............. ......continue ...............
.
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3. Similarly to create Architecture department virtual machines, using the tem-
plate virtual machine called UbuD-Temp, can be done by using the following
command:
buna cloning command for Architecture department students
root@h1:~# buna -con H3 -action clone -vm UbuD-Arch-5th:UbuD-Temp {-vm1..8
7.3.2.2 Basic Automaton Actions
1. To start three randomly selected virtual machines from all hosts can be done
as follows:
root@h1: /final# perl buna –con all –act start –vm all -coun 3
From: H2(qemu+ssh://192.168.0.27/system)
... Win7-Bio-3rd-vm1:- Domain Win7-Bio-3rd-vm1 started
... Win7-Bio-3rd-vm10:- Domain Win7-Bio-3rd-vm10 started
... Win7-Bio-3rd-vm11:- Domain Win7-Bio-3rd-vm11 started
From: local(qemu:///system)
... UbuS10-1st-vm1:- Domain UbuS10-1st-vm1 started
... UbuS10-1st-vm10:- Domain UbuS10-1st-vm10 started
... UbuS10-1st-vm2:- Domain UbuS10-1st-vm2 started
From: H3(qemu+ssh://192.168.0.47/system)
... UbuD-Arch-5th-vm1:- Domain UbuD-Arch-5th-vm1 started
... UbuD-Arch-5th-vm2:- Domain UbuD-Arch-5th-vm2 started
... UbuD-Arch-5th-vm3:- Domain UbuD-Arch-5th-vm3 started
From the above experiments, it is seen that buna is powerful, flexible and
simple to handle thousands of virtual machines.
2. Actions like suspend, resume, reboot, shutdown, stop and undefine can be
done similarly to the previous start command. The –count option has good
impact to select random number of virtual machines for any action. For ex-
ample, migrating any two running virtual machines from H3 to H1 can be
done using the following command:
root@h1: # buna -con H3 -act migrate -dest H1 -vm active -count 2 -simulate
virsh migrate --suspend UbuD-Arch-5th-vm1 qemu:///system qemu+ssh://192.168.0.47/system
virsh migrate --suspend UbuD-Arch-5th-vm2 qemu:///system qemu+ssh://192.168.0.47/system
3. To start all Ubuntu virtual machines of first year NSA department students:
root@h1: # buna -act start –vm UbuS10*1st*
From: local(qemu:///system)
... UbuS10-1st-vm1:- error: Domain is already active
... UbuS10-1st-vm10:- error: Domain is already active
... UbuS10-1st-vm2:- error: Domain is already active
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... UbuS10-1st-vm3:- error: Domain is already active
... UbuS10-1st-vm4:- error: Domain is already active
... UbuS10-1st-vm5:- Domain UbuS10-1st-vm5 started
... UbuS10-1st-vm6:- Domain UbuS10-1st-vm6 started
... UbuS10-1st-vm7:- Domain UbuS10-1st-vm7 started
... UbuS10-1st-vm8:- Domain UbuS10-1st-vm8 started
... UbuS10-1st-vm9:- Domain UbuS10-1st-vm9 started
4. To start all inactive virtual machines of H2:
root@h1: # buna -conn H2 -act start –vm inactive
From: H2(qemu+ssh://192.168.0.27/system)
... Win7-Bio-3rd-vm3:- Domain Win7-Bio-3rd-vm3 started
... Win7-Bio-3rd-vm4:- Domain Win7-Bio-3rd-vm4 started
... Win7-Bio-3rd-vm5:- Domain Win7-Bio-3rd-vm5 started
...................continue..............
... Win7-Chem-3rd-vm7:- Domain Win7-Chem-3rd-vm7 started
... Win7-Chem-3rd-vm8:- Domain Win7-Chem-3rd-vm8 started
... Win7-Chem-3rd-vm9:- Domain Win7-Chem-3rd-vm9 started
5. To save the CPU and Memory snapshots of 2 active virtual machines:
root@h1: # buna -con H2 -act save -vm active -count 2
From: H2(qemu+ssh://192.168.0.27/system)
Domain Win7-Bio-3rd-vm1 saved to /var/lib/libvirt/store/Win7-Bio-3rd-vm1
Domain Win7-Bio-3rd-vm10 saved to /var/lib/libvirt/store/Win7-Bio-3rd-vm10
6. To suspend the first 5 virtual machines of Chemistry department students:
root@h1: # buna -con H2 -act suspend –vm *Chem*vm{1..5
From: H2(qemu+ssh://192.168.0.27/system)
... Win7-Chem-3rd-vm1:- Domain Win7-Chem-3rd-vm1 suspended
... Win7-Chem-3rd-vm2:- Domain Win7-Chem-3rd-vm2 suspended
... Win7-Chem-3rd-vm3:- Domain Win7-Chem-3rd-vm3 suspended
... Win7-Chem-3rd-vm4:- Domain Win7-Chem-3rd-vm4 suspended
... Win7-Chem-3rd-vm5:- Domain Win7-Chem-3rd-vm5 suspended
All the above test shows that buna is capable to give the basic services for manag-
ing virtual machines.
7.3.2.3 "Update" Automation Action
To change the number of assigned CPU of 2nd year NSA department students
Windows virtual machines:
root@h1: # buna -con H1 -act setvcpus -vm *Win* -count 2 -simulate
From: H1(qemu:///system)
virsh --connect qemu:///system setvcpus WinS10-1st-vm1 2
virsh --connect qemu:///system setvcpus WinS10-1st-vm10 2
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virsh --connect qemu:///system setvcpus WinS10-1st-vm2 2
virsh --connect qemu:///system setvcpus WinS10-1st-vm3 2
virsh --connect qemu:///system setvcpus WinS10-1st-vm4 2
virsh --connect qemu:///system setvcpus WinS10-1st-vm5 2
virsh --connect qemu:///system setvcpus WinS10-1st-vm6 2
virsh --connect qemu:///system setvcpus WinS10-1st-vm7 2
.........continue.......
’setmem’ and ’setmaxmem’ can also be done as the above command by only giving
the value of –count in KB.
7.3.2.4 Renaming Virtual Machines
Shifting virtual machines of all 3rd year biology students into 4th year can be done
by replacing substring ’3rd’ with ’4th’ as follows:
The below result is a simulated type.
root@h1: # buna -conn H2 -act rename –vm *Bio-3rd* -change 3rd 4th -simulate
replacing ’3rd’ with ’4th’ on virtual machine names
From: H2(qemu+ssh://192.168.0.27/system)
renaming Win7-Bio-3rd-vm1 to Win7-Bio-4th-vm1 ...
XML change on: <name>Win7-Bio-4th-vm1</name>
XML change on: <source file=’/var/lib/libvirt/images/Win7-Bio-4th-vm1.img’/>
ssh root@192.168.0.27 mv /var/lib/libvirt/images/Win7-Bio-3rd-vm1.img \\
/var/lib/libvirt/images/Win7-Bio-4th-vm1.img
scp tempmodefiedvm.xml root@192.168.0.27:/etc/libvirt/qemu/Win7-Bio-4th-vm1.xml
ssh root@192.168.0.27 rm /etc/libvirt/qemu/Win7-Bio-3rd-vm1.xml
renaming Win7-Bio-3rd-vm10 to Win7-Bio-4th-vm10 ...
XML change on: <name>Win7-Bio-4th-vm10</name>
XML change on: <source file=’/var/lib/libvirt/images/Win7-Bio-4th-vm10.img’/>
ssh root@192.168.0.27 mv /var/lib/libvirt/images/Win7-Bio-3rd-vm10.img \\
/var/lib/libvirt/images/Win7-Bio-4th-vm10.img
scp tempmodefiedvm.xml root@192.168.0.27:/etc/libvirt/qemu/Win7-Bio-4th-vm10.xml
ssh root@192.168.0.27 rm /etc/libvirt/qemu/Win7-Bio-3rd-vm10.xml
renaming Win7-Bio-3rd-vm11 to Win7-Bio-4th-vm11 ...
XML change on: <name>Win7-Bio-4th-vm11</name>
XML change on: <source file=’/var/lib/libvirt/images/Win7-Bio-4th-vm11.img’/>
ssh root@192.168.0.27 mv /var/lib/libvirt/images/Win7-Bio-3rd-vm11.img \\
/var/lib/libvirt/images/Win7-Bio-4th-vm11.img
scp tempmodefiedvm.xml root@192.168.0.27:/etc/libvirt/qemu/Win7-Bio-4th-vm11.xml
ssh root@192.168.0.27 rm /etc/libvirt/qemu/Win7-Bio-3rd-vm11.xml
.........continue.......
The above result shows the actions that are planned to be done for each VM name
change. If –simulate is removed, then the virtual machine name will be changed as
follows:
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root@h1: # buna -con H2 -inf all
From: H2(qemu+ssh://192.168.0.27/system)
- Win7-Bio-4th-vm1 shut off
- Win7-Bio-4th-vm10 shut off
- Win7-Bio-4th-vm11 shut off
- Win7-Bio-4th-vm12 shut off
- Win7-Bio-4th-vm2 shut off
- Win7-Bio-4th-vm3 shut off
- Win7-Bio-4th-vm4 shut off
- Win7-Bio-4th-vm5 shut off
- Win7-Bio-4th-vm6 shut off
- Win7-Bio-4th-vm7 shut off
- Win7-Bio-4th-vm8 shut off
- Win7-Bio-4th-vm9 shut off
- Win7-Chem-3rd-vm1 shut off
- Win7-Chem-3rd-vm10 shut off
- Win7-Chem-3rd-vm11 shut off
- ........continue .........
- Win7-Chem-3rd-vm9 shut off
- Win7-Temp shut off
Using the above simple way, it is possible to regroup existing virtual machines as
they are needed.
7.3.3 Information Test
1. To list all running virtual machines on all hosts:
root@h1: # buna -con all -inf running
From: H2(qemu+ssh://192.168.0.27/system)
From: local(qemu:///system)
49 UbuS10-1st-vm1 running
50 UbuS10-1st-vm10 running
51 UbuS10-1st-vm2 running
.......continue......
From: H3(qemu+ssh://192.168.0.47/system)
15 UbuD-Arch-5th-vm1 running
16 UbuD-Arch-5th-vm2 running
17 UbuD-Arch-5th-vm3 running
18 UbuD-Arch-5th-vm4 running
19 UbuD-Arch-5th-vm5 running
2. To list paused virtual machines from Chemistry department:
root@h1: # buna -con H2 -inf paused –vm *Chem*
From: H2(qemu+ssh://192.168.0.27/system)
13 Win7-Chem-3rd-vm1 paused
17 Win7-Chem-3rd-vm2 paused
18 Win7-Chem-3rd-vm3 paused
19 Win7-Chem-3rd-vm4 paused
20 Win7-Chem-3rd-vm5 paused
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7.3.4 Plugin Test
7.3.4.1 Writing Rules
Consider the university administrators plan to mange resource of these three hosts
based on the following rules:
1. Rule-1: When the maximum number of running virtual machines on H1
is greater than 10 and in H2 is greater than 15, administrators about to be
notified that "H1 and H2 are busy!".
Rule 1
$rule(H1.running.max > 10 and H2.running.max > 15; echo "H1 and H2 are busy!");
2. Rule-2: Consider students are using their machines occasionally; so admin-
istrators need to deploy four new virtual machines on H1, named ’admin-
vm{1..4’; where these are going to be used for some administration purpose.
These virtual machines are planned to run always, unless the 75 percentile
value of CPU usage of H1 is greater than 80%. That means, if the 75 per-
centile of CPU usage is less than 80%, these ’admin’ VMs will keep running.
Rule 2
$Percent= 75;
$rule(H1.cpuusage.percentile < 80; buna -con H1 -action resume -vm admin*);
$rule(H1.cpuusage.percentile >= 80; buna -con H1 -action suspend -vm admin*);
3. Rule-3: Administrators need to do load balancing between H2 and H3: If
the difference of the average number of running virtual machines between
H2 and H1 is greater than 6, then migrate any three running virtual machines
from the host with higher VMs to the other one.
Rule 3
$rule(H2.running.mean - H3.running.mean >= 6; echo migrating from H2 to H3, \\
buna -con H2 -act migrate -vm active -count 3 -dest H3 -simulate);
$rule(H3.running.mean - H2.running.mean >= 6; echo migrating from H3 to H2, \\
bima -con H3 -act migrate -vm active -count 3 -dest H2 -simulate);
The result of each of the above rules is a simulation that shows the appropri-
ate virsh migrate commands that would be executed. This is because virsh
migrate command is not working in my testbed; but it is not on the problem
of buna.
Consider all the rules are written in a file named ’student.rules’. The first two lines
limit the sample-size and time-interval of data collection for one statistical analysis
and rule validation. To make it visible, the last rule is written in two lines, but in
rule file it must be finished in one line.
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stu
$SampleSize= 10;
$Interval= 3;
$Percent= 75;
$rule(H1.running.max > 10 and H2.running.max > 15; echo H1 and H2 are busy!);
$rule(H1.cpuusage.percentile < 80; buna -con H1 -action resume -vm admin*);
$rule(H1.cpuusage.percentile >= 80; buna -con H1 -action suspend -vm admin*);
$rule(H2.running.mean - H3.running.mean >= 6; echo migrating from H2 to H3, \\
bima -con H2 -act migrate -vm active -count 3 -dest H3 -simulate);
$rule(H3.running.mean - H2.running.mean >= 6; echo migrating from H3 to H2, \\
bima -con H3 -act migrate -vm active -count 3 -dest H2 -simulate);
Now let us run buna as a plugin named ’student’ and the above rules file:
buna plugin command
root@h1:~# buna -plugin student student.rules
7.3.4.2 Plugin Test Results
The results of the plugin, which is displayed based on some instances, are listed
below:
1. When all virtual machines on all hosts are running, the result looks:
The student plugin result
1 H1 and H2 are busy!
2
3 From: H1(qemu:///system)
4 ... admin-vm1:- Domain admin-vm1 resumed
5 ... admin-vm2:- Domain admin-vm2 resumed
6 ... admin-vm3:- Domain admin-vm3 resumed
7 ... admin-vm4:- Domain admin-vm4 resumed
8
9 migrating from H2 to H3
10 virsh migrate --suspend Win7-Bio-3rd-vm1 qemu+ssh://192.168.0.47/system
11 qemu+ssh://192.168.0.27/system
12 virsh migrate --suspend Win7-Bio-3rd-vm10 qemu+ssh://192.168.0.47/system
13 qemu+ssh://192.168.0.27/system
14 virsh migrate --suspend Win7-Bio-3rd-vm11 qemu+ssh://192.168.0.47/system
15 qemu+ssh://192.168.0.27/system
16
The message displayed at the first line is right, because the number of run-
ning VMs on H1 is 20 and on H2 is 24. Lines between 3 and 7 show that
’admin’ virtual machines are resumed; this is because the CPU usage of H1
is less than 80%. Lines below 8, display three virsh-commands that are used
to migrate three running virtual machines from H2 to H3.
2. When the CPU usage in H1 is higher than 80%, the plugin takes a trigger
action to suspend the ’admin’ virtual machines. Here below is the result:
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When H1 is busy
From: H1(qemu:///system)
... admin-vm1:- Domain admin-vm1 suspended
... admin-vm2:- Domain admin-vm2 suspended
... admin-vm3:- Domain admin-vm3 suspended
... admin-vm4:- Domain admin-vm4 suspended
.....
3. Now let us see what it will be when 22 running virtual machines are stop
form H2 using the following command:
stop 22 virtual machines from running
root@h1:~# buna --con H2 -act destroy -vm active -count 22
Aster some time, the demon start replying as follows:
No action taken by Rule-1
root@h1:~# From: H1(qemu:///system)
... admin-vm1:- Domain admin-vm1 resumed
... admin-vm2:- Domain admin-vm2 resumed
... admin-vm3:- Domain admin-vm3 resumed
... admin-vm4:- Domain admin-vm4 resumed
migrating from H3 to H2
virsh migrate --suspend UbuD-Arch-5th-vm1 qemu+ssh://192.168.0.27/system
qemu+ssh://192.168.0.47/system
virsh migrate --suspend UbuD-Arch-5th-vm2 qemu+ssh://192.168.0.27/system
qemu+ssh://192.168.0.47/system
virsh migrate --suspend UbuD-Arch-5th-vm3 qemu+ssh://192.168.0.27/system
qemu+ssh://192.168.0.47/system
Rule-1, the busy message, is not replying because the number of running
virtual machines on H2 is less than 15. Rule-3 condition is now triggered to
migrate VMs from H3 to H2, this is because H2 has now only two running
virtual machines.
4. Now by using the following command, increase the number of running vir-
tual machines on H2 to 7; see what the demon will reply.
Running 5 virtual machines from H2
root@h1:~# buna -con H2 -act start -vm inactive -count 5
From: H2(qemu+ssh://192.168.0.27/system)
... Win7-Bio-3rd-vm1:- Domain Win7-Bio-3rd-vm1 started
... Win7-Bio-3rd-vm10:- Domain Win7-Bio-3rd-vm10 started
... Win7-Bio-3rd-vm11:- Domain Win7-Bio-3rd-vm11 started
... Win7-Bio-3rd-vm12:- Domain Win7-Bio-3rd-vm12 started
... Win7-Bio-3rd-vm2:- Domain Win7-Bio-3rd-vm2 started
The daemon start replying as follows:
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No action taken by Rule-1
From: H1(qemu:///system)
... admin-vm1:- Domain admin-vm1 resumed
... admin-vm2:- Domain admin-vm2 resumed
... admin-vm3:- Domain admin-vm3 resumed
... admin-vm4:- Domain admin-vm4 resumed
The above result shows that the action of Rule-3 is not executed, this is be-
cause the difference of the number of running virtual machines between H2
and H3 is less than 6. Rule-1 is not executed because the H1 and H2 are not
busy as pre the given condition. The result sows only Rule-2 is executed, the
’admin’VMs on H1 are resumed, this is happened because the CPU usage
on H1 is less than 80%.
7.4 Summery of buna Testing
The above ’Plugin part’ tests has shown that by writing meaningful and evenly ar-
ranged rules it is possible to manage resources between hosts and control statuses
of virtual machines in a simple and flexible manner. One can also construct rules in
a way that enables the network resources run in power-saving and load-balancing
modes. The test of ’Automation part’ has also shown the functionalities of buna
and its usage simplicity, flexibility and powerfulness.
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Discussion
System administration mainly focuses on installing, securing and maintaining soft-
ware/servers and giving related supports for customers. Most of the time, such
types of tasks create routine jobs for system administrators. In addition, humans
are often prone to making mistakes in doing repetitive tasks. But developing pro-
grams/scripts can solve such types of tasks. From this point of view, buna is a Perl
program that is developed for automating the management of virtual machines; so
that to ease the challenging and repetitive tasks of system administrators.
8.1 Alternative Approaches
While developing buna, the approach was automating the functionalities of libvirt
virtual machine managers called virsh, virt-manager, virt-clone, and virt-top. This
is because libvirt creates a common application interface (API) to access most hy-
pervisors and also have the plan to support more hypervisors.
But there are some already developed automated virtual machine tools. Even
though they support limited hypervisors, some of them (eg. MLN) have created
an environment that is used to add new plugins to support new hypervisors. Devel-
oping plugins for MLN to support unsupported hypervisors is a feasible alternative
approach.
The reason why this thesis work is based on libvirt environment than the alternative
approach is to address the particular needs of some organizations like universities
and training centers. Such organizations manage continually changing and large
number of virtual machines, to complicate the management process. The com-
plexity of the existing automation tools increases when they are applied in such
organizations.
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8.2 buna Accomplishment
buna has achieved its goals and in the near future the first version will be an-
nounced as an open and free tool. The approach is not difficult to implement if
someone has good understanding in software design, Perl programming languages
and basic CPAN modules related to system administration. Because of the limited
time given for this thesis some functionalities are left and suggested for further
work(section 10). Next versions of buna will try to accomplish that.
1. buna is able to create thousands of virtual machines at a time and take basic
actions like start, stop, delete and migrate groups of virtual machines with
simple, flexible and powerful commands. buna is able to change the vir-
tual machines’ assigned CPUs, and Memory size; and attach/detach devices
automatically on groups of virtual machines.
2. buna is able to change virtual machine names easily. This helps administra-
tors to group/regroup virtual machines to make buna smart. Group of virtual
machines are identified with a common string from virtual machines’ names.
Then actions can be applied on a group of virtual machines by combin-
ing that common string and wild-characters(*). To apply automatic actions
on the right virtual machines, administrators have to take care while giv-
ing/changing virtual machine names and referring them using group names.
3. With buna it is possible to manage resources between hosts. The buna-
plugin is ready to be run as a daemon and take any action based on the fulfil-
ment of conditions given by users. Condition evaluation will be done based
on CPU and Memory usage between hosts, and number of virtual machines
existing in some status like running, idle, paused, and so on. The action part
can be any of buna automation actions, Linux command, program or script.
8.3 buna Limitations
8.3.1 Code Optimization:
Some buna functions are written with lots of variables and repetitive loops, which
has to be optimized. For example, the Cloning-Function, when it checks the avail-
able storage space and evaluates it with the amount of storage space needed for
new virtual machines has such problem.
8.3.2 Validation Problem
To minimize the occurrence of internal errors and miss interpretations of input
values, buna has done lots of validation; but still it needs further analysis in the
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following points:
8.3.2.1 Validation on –vm Input Option
While using –vm option with input value which looks like ’{1..5}’, this expression
might be converted into ’1 2 3 4 5’, by the Linux-running-shell, before it reaches
to buna-name-generator. This might end with the result of wrong virtual ma-
chine names. For example ’–vm Ubu:vm1 {-vm{1..5}’ is expected to generate five
VMs’ name called ’Ubu-vm1’ ’Ubu-vm2’ ’Ubu-vm3’ ’Ubu-vm4’ ’Ubu-vm5’ , but
buna results only one VM name ’Ubu-vm1-vm2-vm3-vm4-vm5’. For the time be-
ing this problem is solved by giving space either between the opening or closing
curl bracket and the nearby number. To get the right result, the previous example
must be typed as ’Ubu:vm1 {-vm{ 1..5}’ (space before number 1).
8.3.2.2 More Validation on buna Rules
1. In buna, the approach of writing rules needs further optimization. Writing
rules requires users to type repetitive host-names and keywords. In some
cases this may make the rule too long. Further work is needed to make rule
typing simpler and shorter. One approach can be predefining variables like
$a=host1.running, and then use this predefined variables inside the rules like
$a.max <10.
2. While rules are converted into Perl if-condition-action code, validation is
done only on the existence of used host-names and the proper use of buna
property and statistics keywords. Other validations which are stated below
are left for Perl itself, but it is advisable if validation is done before reaching
the Perl-parser.
(a) The condition part of the rule can be written using round-brackets to-
gether with and/or Perl-keywords. But buna validation is not set to
check whether they are used in a proper way or not.
(b) In the condition part, comparison symbols (=, <, =<, > and >=) are
allowed but validation is not set to check whether they are used in a
proper way or not.
(c) Everything collected from the action part of a rule is converted to Perl
action codes, with no validation. It is better if some validation and
limitations are set.
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Conclusion
The thesis explored an untapped area of Virtual Machine Management. It basically
considered solving the challenges of System Administrators in manually managing
(like creating, starting, stopping, upgrading and updating) large number of virtual
machines, and resources management between hosts; especially in dynamically
changing environments like universities. A novel approach based on mathematical
theories is suggested and as a proof of concept a tool named buna is developed,
deployed and tested. The tool works with most hypervisors and it automates exist-
ing libvirt based virtual machine managers.
Buna is a very simple-to-use, flexible and powerful command line automated man-
agement tool; which is developed in Perl program. It’s tested on a lab environment
and found to be successful in automatically managing many virtual machines. It
also has a plugin that can be used to manage resources between hosts as per the
need of system administrators.
Using buna, managing virtual machines and hosts is more fun than a burden. Ac-
cordingly the thesis work has achieved its goals mentioned in section 1.5.
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Recommendations
Basically buna depends on virsh, virt-clone and virt-top managers. Not to be lim-
ited with only their functionalities, it is better to use the libvirt CPAN module
named Sys::Virt.
buna plugin part is limited to do statistics on some properties of hosts; further work
is needed to consider network and I/O usages. The statistics analysis is limited to
descriptive statistics and will be better if mathematics integration and probability
are also used.
Future works is needed to ground level automations on virtual machines, like instal-
l/remove software and add/delete users. It is suggested to explore a libvirt manager
called ’guestfish’ as it’s capable to perform such tasks.
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Appendix
A MLN
MLN project file Keys and values. It is copied from the MLN manual [15].
global {
project <name of the project>
}
(host|superclass) <name of the host or super classes> {
uml
[hvm]
[memory <memory size>M]
[lvm]
template <the full path of template image file>]
[size <storage size>(M|G)]
[free_space <free additional size>(M|G)]
[service_host <(host_ip|hostname)>]
[superclass <superclass>]
[boot_order <num>]
[network <interface name> {
[address (<ip>|dhcp)]
[gateway <ip>]
[netmask <netmask>]
[switch <switch>]
[bridge <br_if>]
}]
[users {
<username> <cryptpasswd> [uid] [homedir]
...
}]
[groups {
[groupname {
[user]
...
}]
}]
.
.
.
...continue listing hosts as above...
.
.
.
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B buna Naming Examples
Here are samples how to express names while using buna –vm option
University scenario eg: buna naming convention with –vm option
proper sets are :
OS = {Win7, Win2011-server, Ubuntu-desktop, Ubuntu-Server}
department = {NSA, engineering , Biology,...}
engineering{civil, architect, mechanics, ...}
state-of-students{1st-year, 2nd-year,3rd-year, 4th-year}
# to create 21 VMs for each biology and chemistry department
# where the template VM called win7_temp is used to be cloned:
--vm win7-:win7_temp{bio-, chem-{assistant vm1..20}
This line will generate names like:
win7-bio-assistant, win7-bio-vm1, ..., win7-bio-vm10
win7-chem-assistant, win7chem-vm1, ..., win7-chem-vm10
# To create 20 VMs for each engineering department of 1st, 2nd and
# 3rd year students using win7_temp and ubuntu_temp templates
--vm win7-:win7_temp, ubuntu-:ubuntu_temp{civil, architect{-1st-vm1..20 -2nd-vm1..15 -3rd-vm1..10
This line will generate names like:
win7-civil-1st-vm1, ..., win7-civil-1st-vm20
win7-civil-2nd-vm1, ..., win7-civil-2nd-vm15
win7-civil-3rd-vm1, ..., win7-civil-3rd-vm10
ubuntu-civil-1st-vm1, ..., ubuntu-civil-1st-vm20
ubuntu-architect-3rd-vm1, ..., ubuntu-architect-3rd-vm10
.
.
.
# To create both win2010 and Ubuntu server VMs for
# each NSA department 1st, 2nd, 3rd year students:
--vm Ubuntu:temp1 Win2010:temp2{-server-{1st 2nd 3rd{-vm-{1 .. 25
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C buna.conf
Listing A.1: Configuration file of buna called buna.conf
1 # buna c o n f i g u r a t i o n f i l e c o n t a i n s f i v e t y p e s o f v a r i a b l e s
2
3 # F i r s t−V a r i a b l e i s −−> $USER , a common u s e r f o r s s h c o n n e c t i o n t o a l l ←↩
h o s t s . D e f a u t l i s ' r o o t '
4 #Uncoment and change i t i f r o o t i s n o t used as a u s e r .
5 # $USER=User−Name ;
6
7 # Second−V a r i a b l e i s −−> $HOST( a l a y s e s−name , u r i ) ;
8 # l i s t a l l s e r v e r s name wi th t h e i r u r i one by one u s i n g t h e above ←↩
f o r m a t
9 # t h e name w i l l be used t o do any t a s k on t h e s p e c i f i c h y p e r v i s o r
10 # d e f a u l t i s ( l o c a l , qemu : / / / sys tem ) ,
11 # i f you need t o change t h e d e f a u l t h o s t use t h e name ' l o c a l ' f o r o t h e r s
12 $HOST=( l o c a l ,qemu : / / / sys t em ) ;
13 # $HOST = ( remote , qemu+ t c p : / / 1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 0 . 2 7 / sys tem ) ;
14 $HOST = (H1, qemu : / / / sys t em ) ;
15 $HOST = (H2, qemu+ssh : / / 1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 0 . 2 7 / sys tem ) ;
16 $HOST = (H3, qemu+ssh : / / 1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 0 . 4 7 / sys tem ) ;
17
18
19
20
21 # Thi rd−V a r i a b l e−i s −−> $FILE_DIR = f u l l _ f i l e _ p a t h , p r i o r i t y ;
22 # l i s t a v a i l a b l e s t o r a g e medias t h a t w i l l be used t o s t o r e image f i l e s o f←↩
VMs
23 # When one s t o r a g e becomes f u l l t h e sys tem a u t o m a t i c a l l y change t h e ←↩
s t o r a g e p a t h t o o t h e r s
24 # i f t h e r e a r e more VMs go ing t o be c r e a t e d .
25 # d e f a u l t s t o r a g e i s / v a r / l i b / l i b v i r t / images /
26 # The s m a l l e r p r i o r i t y number w i l l be s e l e c t e d f i r s t .
27
28
29 $FILE_DIR=/var / lib / l ibvirt / images / iscsi2 , 1 ;
30 $FILE_DIR=/var / lib / l ibvirt / images / iscsi3 , 2 ;
31
32
33 # Four th−V a r i a b l e−s −−> $SAVE_DIR = f u l l _ d i r e c t o r y _ p a t h
34 # i t i s a s i n g l e d i r e c t o r y o r s t o r a g e p a t h used f o r s t o r i n g s n a p s h o t s (CPU ←↩
and Memory )
35 # r u n n i n g VMs w h i l e save and r e s t o r e a c t i o n s a r e t a k e s p l a c e h e r e .
36 # d e f a u l t i s / v a r / l i b / l i b v i r t / s t o r e /
37
38 # $DIRECTORY = / your / f u l l / s t o r a g e / d i r e c t o r y / p a t h ;
39
40 # F i f t h−V a r i a b l e−i s −−> $XML= D i r e c t o r y _ o f _ V M s _ x m l _ f i l e _ i s _ s t o r e d
41 # t h i s d i r e c t o r y p a t h w i l l be r e f e r e e d t o h a n d l e t h e xml f i l e o f VMs ←↩
w h i l e name change i s a p p l i e d d e f a u l t i s shown below ; i f i t ' s ←↩
d i f f e r e n t uncomment and change t h e p a h t
42 #$XML = ' / e t c / l i b v i r t / qemu / ;
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D buna.rules
Listing A.2: Sample rules configuration file
1 # Sample r u l e s f i l e t h a t i s used d u r i n g buna p l u g i n
2
3 −−−−−−−−−−−−− Keywords Information ( not editable ) −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
4 # Keywords go ing t o be used t o g e t h e r wi th t h e a l i a s e s o f each URI
5
6 #RESOURCE KEY−WORDS wi th d e s c r i p t i o n ( r e a d v i r s h and v i r t−t o p manual )
7 count : number of existing vms from a host
8 active : number working virtual VMs from a host
9 inactive : number of power−off VMs from a host
10 running : number of running vms form a host
11 blocked : number of blocked VMs from a host
12 paused : number of paused VMs from a host
13 shutdown : number of shutdown VMs from a host
14 shutoff : number of shutoff VMs from a host
15 crashed : number of crashed Vms from a host
16 guestmemory : amount of memory in KB used by all VMs from the host
17 cpuusage : percentage of CPU usage by all VMs from the host
18
19 # STATSTICS KEY−WORDS t h a t w i l l be used f o r each RESOURCES
20 mean : the average value of the give sample
21 median : the median value of given sample
22 mode : the more repeated value of given sample
23 percentile : a value where the given percent from the samplesets are ←↩
under i t
24 range : the ragne of sampleset
25 min : minimum value from sampleset
26 max : maximum value from sampleset
27
28
29 −−−−−−−−−−− parameters (can be changed ) −−−−−−−−−−−−
30
31 # " s a m p l e s i z e " −−> i s t h e number o f samples go ing t o be c o l l e c t e d a b o u t
32 # each key words . D e f a u l t v a l u e i s 40 ,
33 # " i n t e r v a l " −−> i s t h e t ime frame between two samples . D e f a u l t i s 60 ←↩
s e c o n d s
34 # " p e r c e n t " −−> s t a t i s t i c s p e r c e n t i l e v a l u e f o r t h e g i v e n sample . ←↩
D e f a u l t i s 80
35
36 # example : a s p e r t h e d e f a u l t v a l u e t h e p l u g i n w i l l c o l l e c t 40 samples
37 with in 60 s interval about each RESOURCES and does stat ist ics based on
38 that sample . Then excute the action part i f the conditon part fu l f i l .
39 # I f you a c c e p t t h e d e f a u l t v a l u e s ment ioned above comment t h e f o l l o w i n g ←↩
t h r e e l i n e s
40 $SampleSize= 1 0 ;
41 $Interval= 3 ;
42 $Percent= 7 5 ;
43
44 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− default rules −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
45 # The f o l l o w i n g a r e DEFAULT RULES , uncomment them i f you need t o do l o a d←↩
b a l a n c i n g a u t o m a t i c a l l y
46 # t h e number shows l o a d b a l a n c e has t o be done when t h e memory or cpu
47 usage is more than the given number .
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48
49 # $LoadBalance ( l o c a l ; r emote ; memory ; 90) ;
50 # $LoadBalance ( l o c a l ; r emote ; cpu ; 70) ;
51 # $LoadBalance ( l o c a l ; r emote ; a l l ; 70) ;
52
53 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− Example user d e f i n e d
54 syntax −−> $rule ( conditons ; any action [ ; flag ] ) ;
55 # f l a g l i m i t s t h e a c t o n e x e c u t i o n t o be done one t ime on ly
56
57
58 $rule ( l o c a l . running .mean <= 4 ; buna −−action start −−vm vm4) ;
59 $rule ( l o c a l . running .mean > 1 0 ; buna −−action destroy −−vm vm4) ;
60
61
62 $rule (remote . running .max > 1 0 ; echo overload ! ! ! ! , buna −−c o n n e c t remote ←↩
−−action destroy −−vm net * ; 1 ) ;
63 $rule (remote . running .max > 15 or l o c a l . running .max > 8 ;echo overload←↩
! ! ! ! ! ) ;
64
65 $rule ( l o c a l . running .max > 5 or remote . running .max > 8 ;echo overload ! ! ! ! ! ,←↩
buna −−action destroy −−vm net *) ;
66
67
68 $rule ( localsdfsdf . running .max >4; perl buna −−action destroy −−vmg net←↩
* ; 1 ) ;
69 # $ r u l e ( ( l o c a l . paused . max >2 and l o c a l . i n a c t i v e . max == 3) o r l o c a l .←↩
r u n n i n g . max < 2 ; p e r l buna −−a c t i o n s t a r t −−vmg so2 so1 , p e r l buna ←↩
−−a c t i o n d e s t r o y −−vmg n e t * ) ;
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E buna.pl
sectionbuna Perl Program This is the full Perl program of buna for both automation
and plugin part.
Listing A.3: buna.pl
1 # ! / u s r / b i n / p e r l
2 ### buna : Simple , F l e x i b l e and P o w e r f u l Automated V i r t u a l Machine and ←↩
Host Management Tool Under L i b v i r t Envi ronment B a s i c f u n c t i o n a l i t i e s←↩
a r e : c r e a t e , s t a r t , s t o p VMs, change CPU and Memory a t t a c h / d e t a c h ←↩
d e v i c e s on VMs and manage r e s o u r c e usage l i k e CPU & Memory between ←↩
t h e i r h o s t s and keeps V i r t u a l Machines s t a t u s a s needed .
3
4 # Used Packages
5 use Getopt : :Long ;
6 use List : : MoreUtils qw{ any } ;
7 use List : : MoreUtils qw / uniq / ;
8 use List : : MoreUtils ;
9 use File : : Remote ;
10
11 # G lo ba l V a r i a b l e s For Commands
12
13 @EVENT_ACTION=( ' c l o n e ' , ' s t a r t ' , ' d e s t r o y ' , ' s u spend ' , ' resume ' , ' r e b o o t '←↩
, ' shutdown ' , ' s ave ' , ' r e s t o r e ' , ' m i g r a t e ' , ' u n d e f i n e ' ) ;
14 @UPDATE_ACTION=( ' setmem ' , ' setmaxmem ' , ' s e t v c p u s ' , ' rename ' ) ;
15 @STATE=( ' r u n n i n g ' , ' i d l e ' , ' paused ' , ' down ' , ' o f f ' , ' c r a s h e d ' , ' dy ing ' , '←↩
a l l ' ) ;
16 @INFO=( ' dominfo ' , ' domuuid ' , ' domid ' , ' v c p u i n f o ' , ' t t y c o n s o l e ' , '←↩
v n c d i s p l a y ' ) ;
17 @DEVICE_ACTION=( ' a t t a c h−d e v i c e ' , ' a t t a c h−d i s k ' , ' a t t a c h−i n t e r f a c e ' , '←↩
de t ach−d e v i c e ' , ' d e t ach−d i s k ' , ' d e t ach−i n t e r f a c e ' ) ;
18 @ACT_INACT=( ' a l l ' , ' a c t i v e ' , ' i n a c t i v e ' ) ;
19
20 # D e f a u l t Va lues
21 $USER = ' r o o t ' ; # f o r s s h c o n n e c t i o n t o a l l h o s t s
22 %HOST=( ' l o c a l ' , ' qemu : / / / sys tem ' ) ; # d e f a u l t h o s t
23 $CONFIG_FILE= ' / e t c / buna / buna . con f ' ;
24 $SKELETON_PROGRAM= ' / e t c / buna / s k e l e t o n ' ; # s k e l e t o n f o r p l u g i n p a r t
25 $FILE_DIR_LIST[ 0 ] = ( ' / v a r / l i b / l i b v i r t / images / ' ) ; # f o r VMs image f i l e
26 $DIRECTORY = ' / v a r / l i b / l i b v i r t / s t o r e / ' ; # f o r s n a p s h o t
27 $XML = ' / e t c / l i b v i r t / qemu / ' ; # XML f i l e s t o r a g e d i r e c t o r y f o r VMs
28
29 # Reading from c o n f i g u r a t i o n f i l e t o u p d a t e d e f a u l t v a l u e s
30 open (MYFILE, "$CONFIG_FILE" ) or d i e " Unable t o open \ ' $CONFIG_FILE \ ' : $←↩
! \ n " ;
31 w h i l e ( $line=<MYFILE>) {
32 chomp $line ;
33 $line =~ s / \ s / / g ;
34 $USER =$1 and n e x t i f ( $line =~ / ^ \ s * \$USER\ s * \ = \ s * ( . + ) \ s * ; / ) ;
35 $HOST{$1}= $2 and n e x t i f ( $line =~ / ^ \$HOST\ = \ ( ( . + ) , ( . + ) \ ) ; / ) ;
36 $FILE_DIR_LIST[$2]= $1 and n e x t i f ( $line =~ / ^ \$FILE_DIR\ = ( . + ) \ s * , \ s←↩
* ( \d+) \ s * ; / ) ;
37 $DIRECTORY= $1 and n e x t i f ( $line =~ / ^ \ s * \$DIRECTORY\ s * \ = \ s * ( . + ) \ s←↩
* ; / ) ;
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38 $XML= $1 and n e x t i f ( $line =~ / ^ \ s * \$XML\ s * \ = \ s * ( . + ) \ s * ; / ) ;
39 }
40 c l o s e (MYFILE) ;
41 uniq @FILE_DIR_LIST;
42
43
44
45
46 # Hand l ing F l a g s and Arguments
47 GetOptions ( " h e l p ! " => \ $help ,
48 " s i m u l a t e ! " => \ $simulate ,
49 " p l u g i n : s { ,} " => \@plugin ,
50 "vm : s { ,} " => \@step ,
51 " c o u n t : i " => \ $count ,
52 " i n f o r m a t i o n : s " => \ $info ,
53 " a c t i o n : s " => \ $action ,
54 " l i v e ! " => \ $live ,
55 " c o n n e c t : s { ,} " => \@connhost,
56 " d e s t i n a t i o n : s " => \ $desthost ,
57 " d i r e c t o r y " => \$DIRECTORY,
58 " xml " => \$XML,
59 " change : s { ,} " => \@name,
60 " remove " => \$remove_vms_image,
61 " d e v i c e : s { ,} " => \@device
62
63 ) ;
64
65 # V a l i d a t i o n Area
66 i f ( $help ) {
67 usage ( ) ;
68 e x i t 0 ;
69 }
70
71 u n l e s s ( @plugin or $info or $action or @device) {
72 p r i n t "−−he lp , −−p l u g i n , −−i n f o r m a t i o n , −−a c t i o n o r −−d e v i c e v a l u e ←↩
i s mandatory \ n " ;
73 e x i t 0 ;
74 }
75
76
77 i f (@connhost) {
78 i f ($connhost [ 0 ] eq ' a l l ' ) {
79 @connhost= keys %HOST;
80 } e l s e {
81 f o r e a c h $connhost (@connhost) {
82 u n l e s s ($HOST{$connhost} ) {
83 p r i n t " no u r i w i th a l i a s e s : $ c o n n h o s t \ n " ;
84 l isthosts (%HOST) ;
85 }
86 }
87 }
88 } e l s e {
89 $connhost [ 0 ] = ' l o c a l ' ;
90 }
91
92 $connhost= $connhost [ 0 ] ;
93 $CONNECT_URI = $HOST{$connhost } ;
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94 i f ($CONNECT_URI =~ / ^ . + \ / . * \ / ( . * ) \ / . * $ / ) {
95 $connip=$1 ;
96 i f ($connip ) {
97 $full_user_name [ 0 ] =" s s h $USER" . '@ ' . $connip ;
98 $full_user_name [ 1 ] =" scp $USER" . '@ ' . $connip . ' : ' ;
99 } e l s e {
100 @full_user_name= ' ' ;
101 }
102 }
103
104
105 $SOURCE_URI =$HOST{$connhost } ;
106 u n l e s s ($SOURCE_URI) {
107 p r i n t " no u r i w i th a l i a s e s : $ c o n n h o s t \ n " ;
108 l isthosts (%HOST) ;
109 }
110
111 i f ( $desthost ) {
112 $DESTINATION_URI =$HOST{$desthost } ;
113 u n l e s s ($DESTINATION_URI) {
114 p r i n t " no h o s t w i th \ ' $ d e s t h o s t \ ' name \ n " ;
115 l isthosts (%HOST) ;
116 }
117 } e l s e {
118 $desthost= ' l o c a l ' ;
119 $DESTINATION_URI =$HOST{$desthost } ;
120 }
121
122
123 $DIRECTORY = $DIRECTORY . ' / ' u n l e s s ($DIRECTORY =~ / \ / $ / ) ;
124 $XML = $XML . ' / ' u n l e s s ($XML =~ / \ / $ / ) ;
125 $step=" @step " i f (@step) ;
126 chomp $step ;
127 chomp $SOURCE_URI;
128 chomp $DESTINATION_URI;
129
130 # Type−Checker
131 i f ( $info ) {
132 Sub_Information ( ) ;
133 } e l s i f ( $action eq ' rename ' ) {
134 Sub_Rename( ) ;
135 } e l s i f ( $action eq ' c l o n e ' ) {
136 Sub_Clone ( ) ;
137 } e l s i f ( $action eq ' m i g r a t e ' ) {
138 Sub_Migrate ( ) ;
139 } e l s i f ( $action eq ' s ave ' ) {
140 Sub_Save ( ) ;
141 } e l s i f ( $action eq ' r e s t o r e ' ) {
142 Sub_Restore ( ) ;
143 } e l s i f ( $action eq ' u n d e f i n e ' ) {
144 Sub_Undefine ( ) ;
145 } e l s i f (any { $_ eq $action} @UPDATE_ACTION) {
146 Sub_Updat_Action ( ) ;
147 } e l s i f (any { $_ eq $action} @EVENT_ACTION) {
148 Sub_Event_Action ( ) ;
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149 } e l s i f ( $action ) {
150 # p r i n g usage
151 p r i n t "−−a c t i o n v a l u e s a r e :− \ n " ;
152 p r i n t "@EVENT_ACTION\ n " ;
153 p r i n t "@UPDATE_ACTION\ n " ;
154 e x i t 0 ;
155 } e l s i f (@device) {
156 Sub_Device_Action ( ) ;
157
158 } e l s i f (@plugin) {
159 Sub_Plugin ( ) ;
160
161 } e l s e {
162 p r i n t " unknown e r r o r \ n " ;
163 usage ;
164 e x i t 0 ;
165 }
166
167
168
169 # I n f o r m a t i o n C o l l e c t o r
170 sub Sub_Information{
171 my @lines ;
172 my $command;
173 my @templines ;
174 # G a t h e r i n g t h e s t a t u s o f VMs l i k e runn ing , i d l e , c r a s h e d , . . . . , and a l l
175 i f (any { $_ eq $info} @STATE) {
176
177 f o r e a c h $connhost (@connhost) {
178 @full_user_name=Sub_ssh_user ($connhost ) ; # a d j u s t f o r s s h ←↩
c o n n e c t o n
179 # g a t h e r i n g i n f o r m a t i o n wi th o u t VMs
180 i f ( $info eq ' a l l ' ) {
181 $command = ' v i r s h −−c o n n e c t ' . "$CONNECT_URI l i s t −−a l l←↩
" ;
182 open (MYFILE, " $command | " ) or d i e " $command , $ ! " ;
183 @lines = <MYFILE>;
184 s p l i c e @lines , 0 , 2 ;
185 } e l s e {
186 $command = ' v i r s h −−c o n n e c t ' . "$CONNECT_URI l i s t −−a l l←↩
| g r ep $ i n f o " ;
187 open (MYFILE, " $command | " ) ;
188 @lines = <MYFILE>;
189 }
190 # Ga th e r i n f o r m a t i o n f o r t h e g i v e n VMs
191 i f ( $step ) {
192 my @templines ;
193 @vms=vm_syntax_filter ( $step ) ; # c a l l VMs name g e n e r a t o r
194 f o r e a c h $line (@lines ) {
195 f o r e a c h $vm(@vms) {
196 i f ( $line =~ /$vm/ ) {
197 push @templines , $line ;
198 }
199 }
200 }
201 @lines=@templines ;
202 }
203 @lines = uniq @lines ;
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204 @lines = @lines [0 . . $count − 1] i f ($count > 0 and $count < ←↩
@lines ) ;
205 p r i n t " @l ines \ n " ;
206 }
207 } e l s i f (any { $_ eq $info} @INFO) {
208 # G a t h e r i n g d e t a i l i n f o r m a t i o n a b o u t VMs
209 p r i n t "−−vm i s mandatory \ n " and e x i t 0 u n l e s s (@step) ;
210 # a d j u s t i n g s s h c o n n e c t i o n f o r h o s t s
211 f o r e a c h $connhost (@connhost) {
212 @full_user_name=Sub_ssh_user ($connhost ) ; # a d j u s t f o r s s h ←↩
c o n n e c t o n
213 @vms=vm_syntax_filter ( $step ) ; # c a l l VMs name g e n e r a t o r
214 @vms = @vms[0 . . $count − 1] i f ($count > 0 and $count < @vms) ;
215 chomp ( $action ) ;
216 f o r e a c h my $vm(@vms) {
217 chomp ($vm) ;
218 p r i n t "$vm . . . \ n " ;
219 $command= ' v i r s h −−c o n n e c t ' . "$CONNECT_URI $ i n f o $vm" ←↩
;
220 i f ( $simulate ) {
221 p r i n t " $command \ n " ;
222 } e l s e {
223 sys tem ( " $command " ) ;
224 }
225 }
226 }
227 } e l s e {
228 # p r i n t a v a i l a b l e i n f o r m a t i o n v a l u e s
229 p r i n t " o p t i o n −−s t a t e v a l u e s a r e :− \ n " ;
230 p r i n t "@STATE\ n " ;
231 p r i n t "@INFO\ n " ;
232 e x i t 0 ;
233 }
234 }
235 # Chaning V i r t u a l Machines ' name
236
237 sub Sub_Rename{
238 p r i n t "−−vm i s mandatory \ n " and e x i t 0 u n l e s s (@step) ;
239 i f ($name[ 0 ] ) {
240 $name[ 0 ] =~ s / [ ^ a−zA−Z_0−9\−] / /g ;
241 $name[ 1 ] =~ s / [ ^ a−zA−Z_0−9\−] / /g ;
242 p r i n t " r e p l a c i n g \ ' $name [ 0 ] \ ' w i th \ ' $name [ 1 ] \ ' on v i r t u a l ←↩
machine names \ n " ;
243 } e l s e {
244 p r i n t "−−change <old−name−p a r t > <new−name−p a r t > i s n o t g i v e n ←↩
p o r e p e r l y \ n " ;
245 e x i t 0 ;
246 }
247
248 f o r e a c h $connhost (@connhost) {
249 @full_user_name=Sub_ssh_user ($connhost ) ; # a d j u s t f o r s s h ←↩
c o n n e c t i o n
250 @vms=vm_syntax_filter ( $step ) ; # c a l l VMs name g e n e r a t o r
251 @vms = @vms[0 . . $count − 1] i f ($count > 0 and $count < @vms) ;
252 my $temp_modefied_vm_xml =" tempmodefiedvm . xml " ;
253 f o r e a c h my $vm(@vms) {
254
255 $new_vm_name = $vm;
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256 $new_vm_name =~ s /$name [ 0 ] /$name [ 1 ] / ;
257 n e x t i f ($vm eq $new_vm_name) ;
258 p r i n t " renaming $vm t o $new_vm_name . . . \ n " ;
259 $command = " v i r s h −−c o n n e c t $CONNECT_URI dumpxml $vm" ;
260 my @old_xml_file= `$command` ;
261 e x i t 0 u n l e s s (@old_xml_file ) ;
262
263 my @old_file_path = grep ( / source f i l e = / , @old_xml_file ) ;
264 i f ( $old_file_path [ 0 ] =~ / \ ' ( . * ) ' / ) {
265 $old_file_path=$1 ;
266 } e l s e {
267 p r i n t " $ o l d _ f i l e _ p a t h \ n " ;
268 p r i n t " l i b v i r t v i r s i o n problem \ n " ;
269 e x i t 0 ;
270 }
271
272 i f ( $old_file_path =~ / ( . * \ / ) ( . * ) ( \ . . * ) / g ) {
273 $new_file_path = $1 . $new_vm_name . $3 ;
274
275 $old_xml_path = $XML . $vm . ' . xml ' ;
276 $new_xml_path = $XML . $new_vm_name . ' . xml ' ;
277
278
279 open (NEW_XML, "> $temp_modefied_vm_xml " ) or d i e " Unable ←↩
t o open t e m p o r a r y f i l e , may be p r i v i l e g e problem \ ' ←↩
: $ ! \ n " ;
280 f o r e a c h my $var (@old_xml_file ) {
281 i f ($var =~ / <name>$vm< \ /name> / ) {
282 $var=" <name>$new_vm_name </ name >\ n " ;
283 p r i n t "XML change on : $va r " i f ( $simulate ) ;
284 } e l s i f ($var =~ / <source f i l e = . * \ / > / ) {
285 $var=" < s o u r c e f i l e = ' $ n e w _ f i l e _ p a t h ' / > \ n " ;
286 p r i n t "XML change on : $va r " i f ( $simulate ) ;
287 }
288 u n l e s s ( $simulate ) {
289 p r i n t NEW_XML " $va r " ;
290 }
291 }
292 c l o s e (NEW_XML) ;
293
294 $command= " $ f u l l _ u s e r _ n a m e [ 0 ] mv $ o l d _ f i l e _ p a t h ←↩
$ n e w _ f i l e _ p a t h " ;
295 $command1= " scp $temp_modefied_vm_xml $ f u l l _ u s e r _ n a m e [ 1 ]←↩
$new_xml_path " ;
296 $command2= " $ f u l l _ u s e r _ n a m e [ 0 ] rm $o ld_xml_pa th " ;
297 i f ( $simulate ) {
298 p r i n t " $command \ n " ;
299 p r i n t " $command1 \ n " ;
300 p r i n t " $command2 \ n \ n " ;
301 } e l s e {
302 sys tem ( " $command " ) ;
303 sys tem ( " $command1 " ) ;
304 sys tem ( " $command2 " ) ;
305 }
306 }
307 }
308
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309 $command3= " $ f u l l _ u s e r _ n a m e [ 0 ] s t o p l i b v i r t −b i n " ;
310 $command4= " $ f u l l _ u s e r _ n a m e [ 0 ] s t a r t l i b v i r t −b i n " ;
311
312 i f ( $simulate ) {
313 p r i n t " $command3 \ n " ;
314 p r i n t " $command4 \ n " ;
315 } e l s e {
316 sys tem ( " $command3 " ) ;
317 sys tem ( " $command4 " ) ;
318 }
319
320 }
321 }
322
323
324
325
326 # Clon ing Automat ion
327 sub Sub_Clone{
328 p r i n t "−−vm i s mandatory \ n " and e x i t 0 u n l e s s (@step) ;
329
330 %templateVM ;
331 $templateString=$step ;
332 p r i n t " from : $ c o n n h o s t ($CONNECT_URI) \ n " ;
333
334 # I d e n t i f y i n g t h e g i v e n t e m p l a t e VMs from −−vm v a l u e
335 i f ( $step =~ / : / ) {
336 my $template ;
337 my $group ;
338
339 w h i l e ( 1 ) {
340 i f ( $templateString =~ / ( [ a−zA−Z_0−9−]+) \ s * : \ s * ( [ a−zA−Z_0←↩
−9−]+) / ) {
341 $group=$1 ;
342 $template=$2 ;
343 chomp $group ;
344 chomp $template ;
345 $templateVM{$group} [ 0 ] = $template ;
346 chomp $2 ;
347 $command = " v i r s h −−c o n n e c t $CONNECT_URI dumpxml ←↩
$ t e m p l a t e | g r ep ' < s o u r c e f i l e = ' | awk −F \ \ ' ' {←↩
p r i n t \ $2 } ' " ;
348 $file_path= `$command` ;
349 chomp $file_path ;
350
351 u n l e s s ( $file_path ) {
352 p r i n t " f a i l d t o g e t t e m p l a t e \ ' $ t e m p l a t e \ ' . \ n " ;
353 e x i t 0 ;
354 }
355
356 $command=" $ f u l l _ u s e r _ n a m e [ 0 ] du $ f i l e _ p a t h | awk \ ' { p r i n t←↩
\ $1 } \ ' " ;
357 my $temp_size= ` $command` ;
358 chomp $temp_size ;
359
360 u n l e s s ( $temp_size =~ / \ d+ / ) {
361 p r i n t " no image f i l e f o r \ ' $ t e m p l a t e \ ' t e m p l a t e . \ n " ;
362 e x i t 0 ;
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363 }
364
365 $templateVM{$group} [ 1 ] = $temp_size ;
366 $templateString=~ s /$group : $template / / ;
367 } e l s e {
368 l a s t ;
369 }
370
371 }
372 $step =~ s / \ s * : \ s * [a−zA−Z_0−9−]+//g ;
373 i f ( $step =~ / : / ) {
374 p r i n t " Wrong t e m p l a t e VM naming or i m p r o p e r use o f ' : ' , s e e ←↩
−−vm v a l u e \ n " ;
375 e x i t 0 ;
376 }
377 } e l s e {
378 p r i n t "No t e m p l a t e VM i s g i v e n \ n " ;
379 e x i t 0 ;
380 }
381
382
383
384 # Chacking t h e a v a i l a b l e s t o r a g e medias from t h e g i v n e h o s t
385 $command=" $ f u l l _ u s e r _ n a m e [ 0 ] d f | awk \ ' { p r i n t \ $6 \ " , \ " \ $4 } \ ' " ;
386 @free_space= `$command` ;
387 f o r e a c h $line (@free_space ) {
388 ($path , $freeKB) = s p l i t ( ' , ' , $line ) ;
389 chomp $path ;
390 chomp $freeKB ;
391 $df_result{$path}= $freeKB ;
392 }
393
394 # Checking where t h i s f i l e s y s t e m s s t o r a g e media i s
395 @temp_arr= ( ) ;
396 $i =0;
397 f o r e a c h $file_dir (@FILE_DIR_LIST) {
398 i f ( $file_dir ) {
399 $file_dir = $file_dir . ' / ' u n l e s s ( $file_dir =~ / \ / $ / ) ;
400 $temp_arr [ $i ] = $file_dir ;
401 $i ++;
402 }
403 }
404 @FILE_DIR_LIST=@temp_arr;
405
406
407 f o r e a c h $file_dir (@FILE_DIR_LIST) {
408 $file_dir_is { $file_dir }= ' / ' ;
409 f o r e a c h $path ( keys %df_result ) {
410 my $x = $path ;
411 $x =~ s / \ / / \ \ \ / / g ;
412 i f ( $file_dir =~ / $x \ / / ) {
413 i f ( l e n g t h ($path ) > l e n g t h ( $file_dir_is { $file_dir } ) ) {
414 $file_dir_is { $file_dir }=$path ;
415 }
416 }
417 }
418 }
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419
420 %filter_dir = ( ) ;
421 f o r e a c h $file_dir ( keys %file_dir_is ) {
422 @{ $filter_dir { $file_dir_is { $file_dir }}}= ( $file_dir , $df_result{←↩
$file_dir_is { $file_dir } } ) ;
423 }
424
425 # I n f o r m i n g t h e u s e r t h a t where VMs a r e go ing t o be s t o r e d from t h e ←↩
g i v e n s t o r a g e f i l e s and which VMs w i l l n o t be c r e a t e d b e c a u s e o f←↩
no f r e e s p a c e
426 @vms=vm_syntax_filter ( $step ) ; # c a l l VMs name g e n e r a t o r
427 my $size =0; # i n c r e m e n t o f s t o r a g e s i z e o f each VM
428 my $count=0; # c o u n t i n g VMs
429 my @cross= ( keys %templateVM) ;
430 my $group= j o i n ( ' | ' ,@cross) ;
431 my @groupedVMs = grep / ( $group ) / , @vms;
432 @vms= @groupedVMs;
433
434 f o r e a c h $path ( keys %filter_dir ) {
435 $size =0;
436 $full =0;
437 my @thispathvms ;
438 w h i l e ($count <= $#vms) {
439 f o r e a c h $group ( keys %templateVM) {
440 i f ( ($vms[$count ] =~ / . * $group . * / ) and $group ) {
441 i f ( $filter_dir {$path } [ 1 ] > ( $size + $templateVM{←↩
$group} [ 1 ] ) ) {
442 push @thispathvms , $vms[$count ] ;
443 $size= $size + $templateVM{$group } [ 1 ] ;
444 l a s t ;
445 } e l s e {
446 $full =1;
447 l a s t ;
448 }
449 }
450 }
451 l a s t i f ( $full ) ;
452 $count++;
453 }
454 my $i=@thispathvms ;
455 p r i n t " \ nThe f o l l o w i n g $ i VMs f i l e w i l l be s t o r e d i n $ f i l t e r _ d i r {←↩
$ p a t h } [ 0 ] \ n " ;
456 @{$stack{ $filter_dir {$path} [ 0 ] } } =@thispathvms ;
457 p r i n t " @thispa thvms \ n " ;
458 }
459 i f ($count <= $#vms) {
460 my $i= @vms − $count ;
461 p r i n t " \nWARNING no f r e e s p a c e f o r t h e f o l l o w i n g $ i VMs ! ! ! \ n " ;
462 p r i n t "@vms[ $co un t . . $#vms ] \ n \ n " ;
463 }
464
465 # C r e a t i n g VMs
466 p r i n t " i f you a g r e e t y p e y : " ;
467 my $check=<>;
468 chomp $check ;
469
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470
471 i f ($check eq ' y ' ) {
472 f o r e a c h $path ( keys %stack ) {
473 sys tem ( " $ f u l l _ u s e r _ n a m e [ 0 ] t e s t −d $ p a t h " ) ;
474 my $rc = $? >> 8 ;
475 i f ( $rc ) {
476 p r i n t " c r e a t i n g new d i r e c t o r y : $ p a t h \ n " ;
477 sys tem ( " $ f u l l _ u s e r _ n a m e [ 0 ] mkdir −p $ p a t h " ) ;
478 sys tem ( " $ f u l l _ u s e r _ n a m e [ 0 ] chmod 777 $ p a t h " ) ;
479 }
480 f o r e a c h my $vm(@{$stack{$path} } ) {
481 $file_path=" $ p a t h " . $vm . ' . img ' ;
482 my $original ;
483 f o r e a c h $group ( keys %templateVM) {
484 i f ( ($vm =~ / . * $group . * / ) and $group ) {
485 $original=$templateVM{$group } [ 0 ] ;
486 l a s t ;
487 }
488 }
489 my $command= ' v i r t−c l o n e −−c o n n e c t ' . "$CONNECT_URI −−←↩
o r i g i n a l $ o r i g i n a l −−name $vm −− f i l e $ f i l e _ p a t h " ;
490 i f ( $simulate ) {
491 p r i n t " $command \ n " ;
492 } e l s e {
493 sys tem ( " $command " ) ;
494 }
495 }
496 }
497 e x i t 0 ;
498 } e l s e {
499 p r i n t " p r o c e s s a b o r t e d \ n " ;
500 e x i t 0 ;
501 }
502 }
503
504 # M i g r a t i n g Ac t io n
505 sub Sub_Migrate{
506 p r i n t "−−vm i s mandatory \ n " and e x i t 0 u n l e s s (@step) ;
507 i f ($SOURCE_URI eq $DESTINATION_URI) {
508 p r i n t " m i g r a t i o n : w i th t h e same s o u r c e(−−c o n n e c t ) and −−←↩
d e s t i n a t i o n n o t p o s s i b l e \ n " ;
509 e x i t 0 ;
510 }
511 @vms=vm_syntax_filter ( $step ) ; # c a l l VMs name g e n e r a t o r
512 @vms = @vms[0 . . $count − 1] i f ($count > 0 and $count < @vms) ;
513 f o r e a c h my $vm(@vms) {
514 i f ( $live ) {
515 $command = " v i r s h m i g r a t e −− l i v e " . "$vm $DESTINATION_URI ←↩
$SOURCE_URI" ;
516 } e l s e {
517 $command = " v i r s h m i g r a t e −−suspend " . "$vm $DESTINATION_URI←↩
$SOURCE_URI" ;
518 }
519 i f ( $simulate ) {
520 p r i n t " $command \ n " ;
521 } e l s e {
522 sys tem ( " $command " ) ;
523 }
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524 }
525 e x i t 0 ;
526 }
527
528 # Sav ing Ac t io n ( t a k e s s n a p s h o t o f r u n n i n g VMs)
529 sub Sub_Save{
530 p r i n t "−−vm i s mandatory \ n " and e x i t 0 u n l e s s (@step) ;
531 f o r e a c h $connhost (@connhost) {
532 @full_user_name=Sub_ssh_user ($connhost ) ; # a d j u s t f o r s s h ←↩
c o n n e c t o n
533 sys tem ( " $ f u l l _ u s e r _ n a m e [ 0 ] t e s t −d $DIRECTORY" ) ;
534 my $rc = $? >> 8 ;
535 i f ( $rc ) {
536 p r i n t " c r e a t i n g new d i r e c t o r y : $DIRECTORY \ n " ;
537 sys tem ( " $ f u l l _ u s e r _ n a m e [ 0 ] mkdir −p $DIRECTORY" ) ;
538 }
539
540
541 @vms=vm_syntax_filter ( $step ) ; # c a l l VMs name g e n e r a t o r
542 @vms = @vms[0 . . $count − 1] i f ($count > 0 and $count < @vms) ;
543 f o r e a c h my $vm(@vms) {
544 $s="$DIRECTORY" . "$vm" ;
545 my $command = ' v i r s h −−c o n n e c t ' . "$CONNECT_URI save $vm $s←↩
" ;
546 i f ( $simulate ) {
547 p r i n t " $command \ n " ;
548 } e l s e {
549 sys tem ( " $command " ) ;
550 }
551 }
552 }
553 e x i t 0 ;
554 }
555
556 # R e s t o r i n g Ac t io n ( run VMs from t h e i r p r e v i o u s s n a p s h o t
557 sub Sub_Restore{
558 p r i n t "−−vm i s mandatory \ n " and e x i t 0 u n l e s s (@step) ;
559 # a d j u s t i n g s s h c o n n e c t i o n t o h o s t s
560 f o r e a c h $connhost (@connhost) {
561 @full_user_name=Sub_ssh_user ($connhost ) ; # a d j u s t f o r s s h ←↩
c o n n e c t o n
562 sys tem ( " $ f u l l _ u s e r _ n a m e [ 0 ] t e s t −d $DIRECTORY" ) ;
563 my $rc = $? >> 8 ;
564 i f ( $rc ) {
565 p r i n t " i n c o r r e c t −−s t o r d i r p a t h : $DIRECTORY \ n " ;
566 e x i t 0 ;
567 }
568
569 @vms=vm_syntax_filter ( $step ) ; # c a l l VMs name g e n e r a t o r
570 @vms = @vms[0 . . $count − 1] i f ($count > 0 and $count < @vms) ;
571 f o r e a c h my $vm(@vms) {
572 $s="$DIRECTORY" . "$vm" ;
573
574 sys tem ( " $ f u l l _ u s e r _ n a m e [ 0 ] t e s t −d $vm" ) ;
575 my $rc = $? >> 8 ;
576 i f ( $rc ) {
577 p r i n t "$vm n o t a l r e a d y saved \ n " ;
578 n e x t ;
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579 }
580
581 my $command = ' v i r s h −−c o n n e c t ' . "$CONNECT_URI r e s t o r e $s "←↩
;
582 i f ( $simulate ) {
583 p r i n t " $command \ n " ;
584 } e l s e {
585 sys tem ( " $command " ) ;
586 }
587 }
588 }
589 e x i t 0 ;
590 }
591
592 # U n d e f i n i n g VMs and removng t h e i r image f i l e
593 sub Sub_Undefine{
594 p r i n t "−−vm i s mandatory \ n " and e x i t 0 u n l e s s (@step) ;
595 # a d j u s t i n g s s h c o n n e c t i o n t o h o s t s
596 f o r e a c h $connhost (@connhost) {
597 @full_user_name=Sub_ssh_user ($connhost ) ; # a d j u s t f o r s s h ←↩
c o n n e c t o n
598 @vms=vm_syntax_filter ( $step ) ; # c a l l VMs name g e n e r a t o r
599 @vms = @vms[0 . . $count − 1] i f ($count > 0 and $count < @vms) ;
600 chomp ( $action ) ;
601 # u n d e f i n e VMs
602 f o r e a c h my $vm(@vms) {
603 chomp ($vm) ;
604
605 i f ($vm) {
606 p r i n t " . . . $vm:− " ;
607 $command= ' v i r s h −−c o n n e c t ' . "$CONNECT_URI u n d e f i n e ←↩
$vm" ;
608 i f ( $simulate ) {
609 p r i n t " $command \ n " ;
610 } e l s e {
611 i f ($remove_vms_image) {
612 p r i n t " removing image f i l e . . . . \ n " ;
613 $command1 = " v i r s h −−c o n n e c t $CONNECT_URI ←↩
dumpxml $vm | g rep ' < s o u r c e f i l e = ' | awk −F←↩
\ \ ' ' { p r i n t \ $2 } ' " ;
614 $file_path= `$command1` ;
615 chomp $file_path ;
616 p r i n t " . . . . . . . . . . . . $ f i l e _ p a t h \ n " ;
617 sys tem ( " $ f u l l _ u s e r _ n a m e [ 0 ] rm −r $ f i l e _ p a t h " ) ;
618 }
619
620 sys tem ( " $command " ) ;
621 }
622 }
623 }
624 }
625 e x i t 0 ;
626 }
627
628
629 # o t h e r common a c t i o n s t h a t run wi th t h e same command l i k e s t a r t , d e s t r o y←↩
, s u spend . . .
630 sub Sub_Event_Action{
631 # same command t y p e a c t i o n s
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632 # i f ( any { $_ eq $ a c t i o n } @EVENT_ACTION) {
633 p r i n t "−−vm i s mandatory \ n " and e x i t 0 u n l e s s (@step) ;
634 # a d j u s t i n g s s h c o n n e c t i o n f o r h o s t s
635 f o r e a c h $connhost (@connhost) {
636 @full_user_name=Sub_ssh_user ($connhost ) ; # a d j u s t f o r s s h ←↩
c o n n e c t o n
637 @vms=vm_syntax_filter ( $step ) ; # c a l l VMs name g e n e r a t o r
638 @vms = @vms[0 . . $count − 1] i f ($count > 0 and $count < @vms) ;
639 chomp ( $action ) ;
640 # g e n e r a t e command and t a k e a c t i o n
641 f o r e a c h my $vm(@vms) {
642 chomp ($vm) ;
643 i f ($vm) {
644 p r i n t " . . . $vm:− " ;
645 $command= ' v i r s h −−c o n n e c t ' . "$CONNECT_URI $ a c t i o n $vm←↩
" ;
646 i f ( $simulate ) {
647 p r i n t " $command \ n " ;
648 } e l s e {
649 sys tem ( " $command " ) ;
650 }
651 }
652 $vm= ' ' ;
653 }
654 }
655 }
656
657
658
659 # Update CPU and memory on t h e f l y
660 sub Sub_Updat_Action{
661 p r i n t "−−vm i s mandatory \ n " and e x i t 0 u n l e s s (@step) ;
662 p r i n t "−−c o u n t : number o f cpu i s needed \ n " and e x i t 0 u n l e s s ($count )←↩
;
663 # a d j u s t i n g s s h c o n n e c t i o n t o h o s t s
664 f o r e a c h $connhost (@connhost) {
665 @full_user_name=Sub_ssh_user ($connhost ) ; # a d j u s t f o r s s h ←↩
c o n n e c t o n
666 @vms=vm_syntax_filter ( $step ) ; # c a l l VMs name g e n e r a t o r
667 # u p d a t i n g a c t i o n
668 f o r e a c h my $vm(@vms) {
669 my $command = ' v i r s h −−c o n n e c t ' . "$CONNECT_URI $ a c t i o n $vm←↩
$c ou n t " ;
670 i f ( $simulate ) {
671 p r i n t " $command \ n " ;
672 } e l s e {
673 sys tem ( " $command " ) ;
674 }
675 }
676 }
677 e x i t 0 ;
678 }
679
680
681
682
683 # A t t a c h and D e t a c h i n g d e v i c e s f o r VMs
684 sub Sub_Device_Action{
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685 p r i n t "−−vm i s mandatory \ n " and e x i t 0 u n l e s s (@step) ;
686 # check d e v i c e a c t i o n t y p e
687 i f (any { $_ eq " $ d e v i c e [ 0 ] " } @DEVICE_ACTION) {
688 # a d j u s t s s h c o n n e c t i o n f o r h o s t
689 f o r e a c h $connhost (@connhost) {
690 @full_user_name=Sub_ssh_user ($connhost ) ; # a d j u s t f o r s s h ←↩
c o n n e c t o n
691 @vms=vm_syntax_filter ( $step ) ; # c a l l VMs name g e n e r a t o r
692 @vms = @vms[0 . . $count − 1] i f ($count > 0 and $count < @vms) ;
693 s p l i c e @device , 1 , 0 , vm;
694 # g e n e r a t e v i r s h command and t a k e d e v i c e a c t i o n
695 f o r e a c h my $vm(@vms) {
696 chomp ($vm) ;
697 s p l i c e @device , 1 , 1 , $vm;
698 # s p l i c e @device , 1 , 0 , $vm ;
699 $device=" @device " ;
700 $command= ' v i r s h −−c o n n e c t ' . "$CONNECT_URI $ d e v i c e " ;
701 i f ( $simulate ) {
702 p r i n t " $command \ n " ;
703 } e l s e {
704 sys tem ( " $command " ) ;
705 }
706 }
707 }
708 } e l s e {
709 # p r i n t d e v i c e usage f o r u s e r
710 p r i n t "−−d e v i c e needs a l l manda tory v a l u e s e x c e p t VM name as ←↩
f o l l o w s : \ n " ;
711 p r i n t " a t t a c h−d e v i c e [XML−of−the−d e v i c e ] \ n " ;
712 p r i n t " de t ach−d e v i c e [ FILE ] \ n " ;
713 p r i n t " a t t a c h−d i s k [SOURCE−f i l e−a c c e s s−p a t h ] [TARGET−dev i ce←↩
−a c c e s s−p a t h ] \ n " ;
714 p r i n t " a t t a c h−d i s k [TARGET−of−the−d e v i c e ] \ n " ;
715 p r i n t " a t t a c h−i n t e r f a c e [TYPE−network−or−b r i d g e ] [SOURCE−←↩
d e v i c e ] \ n " ;
716 p r i n t " de t ach−i n t e r f a c e [TYPE−network−or−b r i d g e ] \ n " ;
717 p r i n t " s e e v i r s h manual o r t h i s document f o r d e t a i l ←↩
u n d e r s t a n d i n g \ n " ;
718 e x i t 0 ;
719 }
720
721 }
722
723
724
725
726 # P l u g i n code g e n e r a t o r , g e n e r a t e s on t h e f l y s c r i p t f o r t h e p l u g i n
727
728 sub Sub_Plugin{
729 @property=( ' c o u n t ' , ' r u n n i n g ' , ' b l o c k e d ' , ' paused ' , ' shutdown ' , '←↩
s h u t o f f ' , ' c r a s h e d ' , ' a c t i v e ' , ' i n a c t i v e ' , ' noofcpu ' , ' cpuusage '←↩
, ' phys ica lmemory ' , ' guestmemory ' ) ;
730 @stat=(mean,median , mode, percentile , range , min, max) ;
731 ($PLUGIN_NAME, $RULE_FILE) = (@plugin) ;
732 $RULE_FILE= ' / e t c / buna / buna . r u l e s ' u n l e s s ($RULE_FILE) ;
733 $PLUGIN_NAME =~ s / [ ^ a−zA−Z_0−9\−] / /g ;
734
735 # a s s i g n i n g d e f a u l t v a l u e s
736 $SampleSize= " 4 0 ; " ;
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737 $Interval= " 6 0 ; " ;
738 $Percent= " 8 0 ; " ;
739 $LineCount=1;
740 # V a l i d a t i n g r u l e s , f i l t e r i n g names o f used h o s t s and d e f i n e d ←↩
v a r i a b l e s ' v a l u e s
741 my %RuleHost ;
742 my @CancelledRules ;
743 open (MYFILE, "$RULE_FILE" ) or d i e " Unable t o open \ ' $RULE_FILE \ ' : $←↩
! \ n " ;
744 w h i l e ( $line=<MYFILE>) {
745 chomp $line ;
746 # r e a d i n g v a r i a b l e v a l u e t o u p d a t e t h e d e f a u l t
747 $SampleSize= " $1 ; " i f ( $line =~ / ^ \ s * \$SampleSize \ s * \ = \ s * ( \d+) \ s←↩
* ; / ) ;
748 $Interval= " $1 ; " i f ( $line =~ / ^ \ s * \ $Interval \ s * \ = \ s * ( \d+) \ s * ; / ) ;
749 $Percent= " $1 ; " i f ( $line =~ / ^ \ s * \ $Percent \ s * \ = \ s * ( \d+) \ s * ; / ) ;
750
751 # check t h e s y n t a x o f r u l e s ( hos t , p r o p e r t y and s t a t i s t i c s ←↩
keywords )
752 i f ( $line =~ / ^ \ s * \ $rule \ ( \ s * ( . + ) \ s * \ ) / ) {
753 my @rule= s p l i t ( ' ; ' , $1 ) ;
754
755 w h i l e ( $rule [ 0 ] =~ / ( \w+) \ . ( \w+) \ . ( \w+) / ) {
756
757 i f ($HOST{$1} ) {
758 i f (any { $_ eq $2} @property and any { $_ eq $3} ←↩
@stat ) {
759
760 $RuleHost{$1}=$HOST{$1} ;
761 } e l s e {
762 p r i n t "WARNING! ! ! p r o p e r t y / s t a t i s t i c s problem −> ←↩
$2 , $3 \ n " ;
763 p r i n t " $ l i n e \ n " ;
764 push @CancelledRules , $line ;
765 }
766 } e l s e {
767
768 p r i n t "WARNING! ! ! h o s t problem−>$1 , s e e t h e f o l l o w i n g←↩
r u l e \ n " ;
769 p r i n t " $ l i n e \ n " ;
770 push @CancelledRules , $line ;
771 }
772 $rule [ 0 ] =~ s / ( \w+) \ . ( \w+) \ . ( \w+) / / ;
773 }
774 $LineCount++;
775 }
776 }
777 c l o s e (MYFILE) ;
778 i f (@CancelledRules ) {
779 p r i n t " i f you need t o c o n t i n u e , t y p e y : " ;
780 my $check=<>;
781 chomp $check ;
782 i f ($check ne ' y ' ) {
783 p r i n t " \ n \ n \ n p r o c e s s a b o r t e d ! ! ! \ n \ n \ n " ;
784 e x i t 0 ;
785 }
786 }
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787
788
789 $hostlist= ' ' ;
790 f o r e a c h $cur ( keys %RuleHost ) {
791 my $key = ' \ ' ' . $cur . ' \ ' , ' ;
792 my $value = ' \ ' ' . $HOST{$cur} . ' \ ' , ' ;
793 $hostlist = $hostlist . $key . $value ;
794 }
795 $hostlist =~ s / \ , $ / / ;
796
797 # Taking t h e s k e l e t o n program t o t h e new p l u g i n s c r i p t
798 open (SKELETON, "$SKELETON_PROGRAM" ) or d i e " Unable t o open \ ' ←↩
$SKELETON_PROGRAM \ ' : $ ! \ n " ;
799 @SKELETON_PROGRAM=<SKELETON>;
800 c l o s e (SKELETON) ;
801 # W r i t i n g t h e new p l u g i n s c r i p t
802 open (PLUGIN, ">$PLUGIN_NAME" ) or d i e " Unable t o open \ ' $PLUGIN_NAME \ '←↩
: $ ! \ n " ;
803 f o r e a c h $SKELETON_PROGRAM(@SKELETON_PROGRAM) {
804 p r i n t PLUGIN "$SKELETON_PROGRAM" ;
805
806 # V a r i a b l e s p a c e h e r e
807 i f ($SKELETON_PROGRAM =~ / ^ \ # B e g i n _ V a r i a b l e \ # / ) {
808 p r i n t PLUGIN " \ $SampleSize = $SampleSize \ n " ;
809 p r i n t PLUGIN " \ $ I n t e r v a l = $ I n t e r v a l \ n " ;
810 p r i n t PLUGIN " \ $ P e r c e n t = $ P e r c e n t \ n " ;
811 p r i n t PLUGIN " \% h o s t l i s t \ = \ ( $ h o s t l i s t \ ) ; \ n " ;
812 }
813 i f ($SKELETON_PROGRAM =~ / \ # Begin_Rule \ # / ) {
814 $LineCount=0;
815 $rulecount=0;
816
817 # Changing each r u l e t o a code
818 open (MYFILE, "$RULE_FILE" ) or d i e " Unable t o open \ '←↩
$RULE_FILE \ ' : $ ! \ n " ;
819 w h i l e ( $line=<MYFILE>) {
820 # r u l e s p a c e h e r e
821 chomp $line ;
822 i f (any { $_ eq $line} @CancelledRules ) {
823 n e x t ;
824 }
825 @onetime ;
826
827
828 i f ( $line =~ / ^ \ s * \ $rule \ ( \ s * ( . + ) \ s * \ ) / ) {
829 $rulecount++;
830 @rule= s p l i t ( ' ; ' , $1 ) ;
831 $rule [ 0 ] =~ s / ( \w+) \ . ( \w+) \ . ( \w+) / \ $statistics \ {$1←↩
\ } \ { $2 \ } \ { $3 \ } / g ;
832 p r i n t PLUGIN " i f ( $ r u l e [ 0 ] ) { \ n " ;
833 @order= s p l i t ( ' , ' , $rule [ 1 ] ) ;
834
835 p r i n t PLUGIN " u n l e s s ( \ $ o n e t i m e $ r u l e c o u n t eq ' yes ' ) { \ n←↩
" i f ( $rule [ 2 ] ) ;
836 f o r e a c h $order (@order) {
837 $command= ' sys tem ( ' . " \ " $ o r d e r \ " ) ; " i f ($order ) ;
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838 p r i n t PLUGIN " $command \ n " ;
839 }
840 p r i n t PLUGIN " \ $ o n e t i m e $ r u l e c o u n t = ' yes ' ; \ n " i f ( $rule←↩
[ 2 ] ) ;
841 p r i n t PLUGIN " } \ n " i f ( $rule [ 2 ] ) ;
842 p r i n t PLUGIN " } \ n " ;
843 }
844 i f ( $line =~ / ^ \ s * \$LoadBalance \ ( \ s * ( . + ) \ s * \ ) / ) {
845 ($h1 , $h2 , $balancetype , $tolerate ) = s p l i t ( ' ; ' , $1 ) ;
846 p r i n t PLUGIN " LoadBalance ( $h1 , $h2 , $ b a l a n c e t y p e , ←↩
$ t o l e r a t e ) ; "
847 }
848 $LineCount++;
849 }
850 c l o s e (MYFILE) ;
851 }
852 }
853 c l o s e (PLUGIN) ;
854
855 # S t a r t r u n n i n g t h e new p l u g i n
856 sys tem ( " chmod 777 $PLUGIN_NAME" ) ;
857 sys tem ( " p e r l $PLUGIN_NAME &" ) ;
858 e x i t 0 ;
859 }
860
861 # Clon ing Ac t io n
862
863
864 # VMs name g e n e r a t o r ( e x t r a c t t h e e x a c t and f u l l name of VMs u s i n g −−vm ←↩
v a l u e )
865
866 sub vm_syntax_filter{
867 # s e p a r a t e c r o s s p r o d u c t l i m i t
868 my @vms_all ;
869 my @cross= s p l i t ( ' } ' , $_ [ 0 ] ) ;
870 f o r e a c h my $cross (@cross) {
871 n e x t i f ( $cross eq " " ) ;
872 my @vms_cross=1;
873 # s e p a r a t e s e t s i n a c r o s s p r o d u c t r a n g e
874 my @sets= s p l i t ( ' { ' , $cross ) ;
875 f o r e a c h my $set (@sets ) {
876 chomp $set ;
877 n e x t i f ( $set eq " " ) ;
878 # e x t r a c t i n g s e q u e n c i a l numbers
879 w h i l e ( 1 ) {
880 i f ( $set =~ / ( [ ^ { } : \ s ] * ? ) ( \ d+) ( \ . ) { 2 , } ( \d+) ( [ ^ { } : \ s ] * ) / ) ←↩
{
881
882 my $pre = $1 ;
883 my $min=$2 ;
884
885 my $max=$4 ;
886 my $post = $5 ;
887 # i f ( $p re =~ / ( . * ) ( \ d +) / ) {
888
889 i f ($min>=$max) {
890 my $t=$min ;
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891 $min=$max;
892 $max=$t ;
893 }
894 my $text ;
895 f o r e a c h my $i ($min . .$max) {
896 $text=" $ t e x t " . $pre . $i . $post ;
897 }
898
899 $set =~ s / ( [ ^ { } : \ s ] * ? ) ( \ d+) ( \ . ) { 2 , } ( \d+) ( [ ^ { } : \ s ] * ) /←↩
$text / ;
900
901 } e l s e {
902 l a s t ;
903 }
904 }
905 @set_expand = s p l i t ( ' \ s ' , $set ) ;
906 @temp=@vms_cross ;
907 @vms_cross= ( ) ;
908 # c r o s s p r o d u c t be tween s e t s t o g e t f u l l name
909 f o r e a c h my $temp(@temp) {
910 i f ($temp) {
911 i f ($temp =~ / \ . $ / ) {
912 push @vms_cross, $temp ;
913 } e l s e {
914 f o r e a c h my $set_expand (@set_expand) {
915 i f ($set_expand ) {
916 my $string=$temp . $set_expand ;
917 push @vms_cross, $string ;
918 }
919 }
920 }
921 }
922 }
923 }
924 push @vms_all , @vms_cross ;
925 }
926
927
928 my @semi_final ;
929 i f ( $action eq ' c l o n e ' ) {
930 # removing a l l non−a l p h a n u m e r i c c h a r a c t e r s i n s i d e t h e name
931 my $i = 0 ;
932 f o r e a c h my $vm(@vms_all) {
933 $vm =~ s / [ ^ a−zA−Z_0−9\−] / /g ;
934 $vm =~ s / ^ \ d / / ;
935 i f ($vm) {
936 $semi_final [ $i ] = $vm;
937 $i ++;
938 }
939 }
940
941 } e l s e {
942 # removing non−a l p h a n u m e r i c c h a r a c t e r s i n s i d e t h e name e x c e p t *
943 my $i = 0 ;
944 f o r e a c h my $vm (@vms_all) {
945 $vm =~ s / [ ^ a−zA−Z_0−9 \− \ * ] / /g ;
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946 $vm =~ s / ^ \ d / / ;
947 i f ($vm) {
948 $semi_final [ $i ] = $vm;
949 $i ++;
950 }
951 }
952 }
953
954 @semi_final= uniq @semi_final ;
955
956 i f (@semi_final == 0) {
957 # p r i n t usage t o t h e u s e r
958 p r i n t " \ n \ nVMs have t o f o l l o w t h e r u l e : Group_Name : t e m p l a t e−vm−←↩
name \ { vm1 vm2 vm3 \ n " ;
959 p r i n t " t h e s i m p l e s t r u l e t o c r e a t e a vm c a l l e d vm1 : t e m p l a t e−vm−←↩
name \ n " ;
960 p r i n t " t o c r e a t number o f vms t h a t have vm a t t h e b e g i n n i n g vm :←↩
t e m p l a t e \ { admin 1 . . 1 0 \ n " ;
961 p r i n t " more complex vms Common1 : t e m p l a t e 1 . . . CommonN : t empla t eN←↩
\{− semi−Common1 −semi−Common2\{−admin −vm10 . . 2 5 \ } Group3−:←↩
t e m p l a t e 3 \ { john p i t e r 1 . . 1 0 \ n \ n " ;
962 p r i n t " t o r e f e r e x i s t i n g vms use * , ex −−vm Group* or −−vm *vm* \ n←↩
" ;
963 p r i n t " r e a d t h e manual f o r d e t a i l u n d e r s t a n d i n g \ n " ;
964 e x i t 0 ;
965 }
966 i f ( $action eq ' c l o n e ' ) {
967 r e t u r n @semi_final ;
968 } e l s e {
969 my $actinact =" @semi_f ina l " ;
970 # f i l t e r e x i s t i n g VMs based on a c t i v e and i n a c t i v e c a s e s , and ←↩
e x t r a c t e d names
971 i f (any { $_ eq $actinact} @ACT_INACT) {
972 i f ( $semi_final [ 0 ] eq ' a c t i v e ' ) {
973 $command = ' v i r s h −−c o n n e c t ' . "$CONNECT_URI " . ' l i s t←↩
| awk \ ' { p r i n t $2 } \ ' ' ;
974 } e l s i f ( $semi_final [ 0 ] eq ' i n a c t i v e ' ) {
975 $command = ' v i r s h −−c o n n e c t ' . "$CONNECT_URI " . ' l i s t ←↩
−− i n a c t i v e | awk \ ' { p r i n t $2 } \ ' ' ;
976 } e l s i f ( $semi_final [ 0 ] eq ' a l l ' ) {
977 $command = ' v i r s h −−c o n n e c t ' . "$CONNECT_URI " . ' l i s t ←↩
−−a l l | awk \ ' { p r i n t $2 } \ ' ' ;
978 }
979 open (MYFILE, " $command | " ) ;
980 @lines = <MYFILE>;
981 c l o s e (MYFILE) ;
982 s p l i c e @lines , 0 , 2 ;
983 f o r e a c h $line (@lines ) {
984 chomp ( $line ) ;
985 push @vms, $line i f ( $line ) ;
986 }
987 @vms = uniq @vms;
988 my $j = 0 ;
989 my @remove_empity ;
990 f o r e a c h my $vm (@vms) {
991 chomp $vm;
992 i f ($vm) {
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993 $remove_empity [ $j ] = $vm;
994 $j ++;
995 }
996 }
997 @vms=@remove_empity ;
998 p r i n t "No VM wi th \ ' $ a c t i n a c t \ ' s t a t e \ n " and e x i t 0 i f (←↩
@vms == 0) ;
999 r e t u r n @vms;
1000 }
1001
1002 # f i l t e r e x i s t i n g VMs based on e x t r a c t e d names
1003
1004 $command = ' v i r s h −−c o n n e c t ' . "$CONNECT_URI l i s t −−a l l " ;
1005 open (MYFILE, " $command | " ) ;
1006 @lines = <MYFILE>;
1007 c l o s e (MYFILE) ;
1008 f o r e a c h $semi_final (@semi_final ) {
1009 $semi_final =~ s / \ * / \ [ a\−zA\−Z\ _0 \ −9 \ \ − \ ] * /g ;
1010 f o r e a c h $line (@lines )
1011 {
1012 chomp ( $line ) ;
1013 i f ( $line =~ / ^ . + \ s +( $semi_final ) \ s + / i ) {
1014 push @vms, $1 i f ($1 ) ;
1015 }
1016
1017 }
1018
1019 }
1020 @vms = uniq @vms;
1021
1022 my $j = 0 ;
1023 my @remove_empity ;
1024 f o r e a c h my $vm (@vms) {
1025 chomp $vm;
1026 i f ($vm) {
1027 $remove_empity [ $j ] = $vm;
1028 $j ++;
1029 }
1030 }
1031 @vms=@remove_empity ;
1032 p r i n t "No VM wi th \ ' $ s t e p \ ' name \ n " and e x i t 0 i f (@vms == 0) ;
1033 r e t u r n @vms;
1034
1035
1036 }
1037
1038 }
1039
1040
1041 # L i s t A v a i l a b l e Hos t s
1042 sub l isthosts {
1043 my %host=@_;
1044 p r i n t " \ n e x i s t i n g h o s t s a r e : \ n " ;
1045 f o r e a c h my $key ( keys %host ) {
1046 p r i n t " \ ' $key \ ' −−> \ ' $ h o s t { $key } \ ' \ n " ;
1047 }
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1048 p r i n t " i f i t i s new h o s t name add i t i n c o n f i g u r a t i o n f i l e \ '←↩
$CONFIG_FILE \ ' \ n \ n " ;
1049 e x i t 0 ;
1050 }
1051
1052 # P r e p a r i n g f o r s s h c o n n e c t i o n s
1053 sub Sub_ssh_user{
1054 my $connhost=$_ [ 0 ] ;
1055 @full_user_name= ' ' ;
1056 $CONNECT_URI = $HOST{$connhost } ;
1057 i f ($CONNECT_URI =~ / ^ . + \ / . * \ / ( . * ) \ / . * $ / ) {
1058 $connip=$1 ;
1059 i f ($connip ) {
1060 $full_user_name [ 0 ] =" s s h $USER" . '@ ' . $connip ;
1061 $full_user_name [ 1 ] ="$USER" . '@ ' . $connip . ' : ' ;
1062 } e l s e {
1063 @full_user_name= ' ' ;
1064 }
1065 }
1066 p r i n t " From : $ c o n n h o s t ($CONNECT_URI) \ n " ;
1067 r e t u r n @full_user_name ;
1068 }
1069
1070 # Check and r e a t e f i l e o r d i r e c t o r y
1071 sub FileDirCheck{
1072 my $command = $_ [ 0 ] ;
1073 my $type=$_ [ 1 ] ;
1074 my $path = $_ [ 2 ] ;
1075 sys tem $command, " $ t y p e " , $path ;
1076 my $rc = $? >> 8 ;
1077 i f ( $rc ) {
1078 p r i n t " f i l e $ f i l e doesn ' t e x i s t on $ h o s t \ n " ;
1079 } e l s e {
1080 p r i n t " f i l e $ f i l e e x i s t s on $ h o s t \ n " ;
1081 }
1082 e x i t 0 ;
1083 }
1084
1085
1086
1087 # Usage o f t h i s t o o l
1088
1089 sub usage{
1090 p r i n t " \ n \ t buna [−−c o n n e c t <Host−l i s t > ] ] \ t \ \ \ \ \ n " ;
1091 p r i n t " \ t \ t [−−< i n f o r m a t i o n | a c t i o n | d e v i c e | p l u g i n > <command > ] \ t←↩
\ \ \ \ \ n " ;
1092 p r i n t " \ t \ t [−−vm <VM−name−l i s t > ] \ t \ \ \ \ \ n " ;
1093 p r i n t " \ t \ t [−− d e s t i n a t i o n < d e s t−hos t > ] \ t \ \ \ \ \ n " ;
1094 p r i n t " \ t \ t [−−d i r e c t o r y < f u l l−pa th > ] \ t \ \ \ \ \ n " ;
1095 p r i n t " \ t \ t [−−c o u n t [ <memory−s i z e | number−of−cpu | nmber−of−VMs ] \ t←↩
\ \ \ \ \ n " ;
1096 p r i n t " \ t \ t [−−< l i v e | remove | he lp > ] ] \ n \ n \ n \ n " ;
1097
1098
1099 p r i n t " t o p r i n t t h i s usage : \ t b u n a −−h e l p \ n \ n " ;
1100 p r i n t "−−s i m u l a t e (−s ) : i s used t o s i m u l a t e a c t i o n s \ n \ n " ;
1101 p r i n t " t o run t h e p l u g i n : \ n " ;
1102 p r i n t " \ t b u n a −−p l u g i n <PLUGIN−NAME RULE−FILE >\ n \ n " ;
1103
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1104 p r i n t " t o g e t i n f o r m a t i o n : \ n " ;
1105 p r i n t " \ t b u n a −−i n f o r m a t i o n <INFO−VALUES>\ t \ \ \ \ \ n " ;
1106 p r i n t " \ t \ t [−−c o n n e c t <LIST−OF−HOSTS> ] \ t \ \ \ \ \ n " ;
1107 p r i n t " \ t \ t [−−vm <VMs−name > ] \ t \ \ \ \ \ n " ;
1108 p r i n t " \ t \ t [− c o u n t <number−of−VMs | memory−s i z e−in−KB | number−of−←↩
CPUs > ] \ n \ n " ;
1109
1110 p r i n t " t o t a k e a c t o n : \ n " ;
1111 p r i n t " \ t b u n a −−a c t i o n <ACTION−VALUES>\ t \ \ \ \ \ n " ;
1112 p r i n t " \ t \ t [−−c o n n e c t <LIST−OF−HOSTS> ] \ t \ \ \ \ \ n " ;
1113 p r i n t " \ t \ t−−vm <VMs−name >\ t \ \ \ \ \ n " ;
1114 p r i n t " \ t \ t−−change <The−Old−S t r i n g−From−VMs−Name> <A−New−S t r i n g−For←↩
−VMs−Name>\ t \ \ \ \ \ n " ;
1115 p r i n t " \ t \ t [−−c o u n t <number−of−VMs | memory−s i z e−in−KB | number−of−←↩
CPUs > ] \ n \ n " ;
1116
1117 p r i n t " t o a t t a c h / d e t a c h d e v i c e : \ n " ;
1118 p r i n t " \ t b u n a −−d e v i c e <DEVICE−VALUES>\ t \ \ \ \ \ n " ;
1119 p r i n t " \ t \ t [−−c o n n e c t <LIST−OF−HOSTS> ] \ t \ \ \ \ \ n " ;
1120 p r i n t " \ t \ t−−vm <VMs−name >\ n \ n \ n " ;
1121
1122
1123 p r i n t "VALUES : \ n \ n " ;
1124
1125 p r i n t "−−p l u g i n <PLUGIN−NAME RULE−FILE >\ n " ;
1126 p r i n t " \ tPLUGIN−NAME : t h e name of t h e p l u g i n s c r i p t when i t r u n s as ←↩
a daemon \ n " ;
1127 p r i n t " \ tRULE−FILE : f u l l p a t h o f r u l e f i l e , d e f a u l t i s ' / e t c / buna /←↩
buna . r u l e s ' \ n " ;
1128
1129 p r i n t " INFO−VALUES : \ n " ;
1130 p r i n t " \ t r u n n i n g i d l e paused down o f f c r a s h e d dy ing a l l \ n " ;
1131 p r i n t " \ t d o m in f o domuuid domid v c p u i n f o t t y c o n s o l e v n c d i s p l a y \ n \ n " ;
1132
1133 p r i n t "ACTION−VALUES : \ n " ;
1134 p r i n t " \ t s t a r t d e s t r o y suspend resume r e b o o t shutdown u n d e f i n e \ n " ;
1135 p r i n t " \ tse tmem setmaxmem s e t v c p u s \ n " ;
1136 p r i n t " \ t c l o n e m i g r a t e save r e s t o r e \ n " ;
1137 p r i n t " \ t \ t ' c l o n e ' needs t h e o r i g i n a l ( t e m p l a t e VM name ) t o be added ←↩
on −−vm o p t i o n u s i n g ' : ' \ n " ;
1138 p r i n t " \ t \ t ' m i g r a t e ' needs a d d i t i o n a l o p t i o n : \ n " ;
1139 p r i n t " \ t \ t \ t−−d e s t i n a t i o n <HOST> , where VMs a r e go ing t o m i g r a t e \ n " ;
1140 p r i n t " \ t \ t \ t−−l i v e : used f o r l i v e m i g r a t i o n ( d e f a u l t i s paused ) \ n " ;
1141
1142 p r i n t " \ t \ t u n d e f i n e o p t i o n a l o p t i o n '−−remove ' : \ n " ;
1143 p r i n t " \ t \ t u s e d t o d e l e t e t h e i r image f i l e a l s o \ n " ;
1144 p r i n t " \ t \ t ' s ave ' and ' r e s t o r e ' have o p t i o n a l o p t i o n : \ n " ;
1145 p r i n t " \ t \ t−−d i r e c t o r y <VMs−mem−s n a p s h o o t−pa th > \ n " ;
1146 p r i n t " \ t \ t \ t i t can a l s o be a s s i g n e d i n ' / e t c / buna / buna . con f ' \ n " ;
1147 p r i n t " \ t \ t \ t d e f a u l t v a l u e i s : ' / v a r / l i b / l i b v i r t / s t o r e / ' \ n \ n " ;
1148
1149 p r i n t "DEVICE−VALUES: a r e a l l mandatory v a l u e s t h a t ' v i r s h ' command ←↩
t ook e x c e p t VM name \ n " ;
1150 p r i n t " \ t a t t a c h−d e v i c e [XML−of−the−d e v i c e ] \ n " ;
1151 p r i n t " \ t d e t a c h−d e v i c e [ FILE ] \ n " ;
1152 p r i n t " \ t a t t a c h−d i s k [SOURCE−f i l e−a c c e s s−p a t h ] [TARGET−dev i ce−←↩
a c c e s s−p a t h ] \ n " ;
1153 p r i n t " \ t a t t a c h−d i s k [TARGET−of−the−d e v i c e ] \ n " ;
1154 p r i n t " \ t a t t a c h−i n t e r f a c e [TYPE−network−or−b r i d g e ] [SOURCE−d e v i c e ] \ n "←↩
;
1155 p r i n t " \ t d e t a c h−i n t e r f a c e [TYPE−network−or−b r i d g e ] \ n " ;
1156 p r i n t " \ t s e e v i r s h manual f o r d e t a i l u n d e r s t a n d i n g \ n \ n " ;
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1157
1158
1159 p r i n t "−−c o n n e c t <LIST−OF−HOSTS>: : l i s t o f t a r g e t e d h o s t s \ n " ;
1160 p r i n t " \ t−−c o n n e c t a l l : t o a p p l y on a l l h o s t s \ n " ;
1161 p r i n t " \ t \ t d e f a u l t v a l u e i s ' l o c a l−h o s t qemu ' \ n \ n " ;
1162
1163 p r i n t "−−vm <VMs−name > : go ing t o be managed , s p a c e i s used as ←↩
e l e m e n t s e p a r a t o r : \ n " ;
1164 p r i n t " \ t \ t−−vm [ \ { common1 : t e m p l a t e 1 . . . commonN \ { subcommon1 . . . ←↩
subcommonM : t e m p l a t e 2 \ { p r e f i x 1 . . 1 0 p o s t f i x p o s t f i x 1 p o s t f i x 2 . . . ←↩
p o s t f i x N \ } . . . new−group ing−c o n t i n u e−h e r e . . . ] \ n " ;
1165 p r i n t " \ t \ t−−vm < a l l | a c t i v e | i n a c t i v e > : i s used t o r e f e r a l l , ←↩
working or n o t working VMs\ n " ;
1166 p r i n t " \ t \ t u s e ' * ' t o p r e s e n t any s u b s t r i n g \ n " ;
1167 p r i n t " \ t \ t \ t p e r i o d s ( . . ) can be used f o r c o n t i n u o u s number ing \ n \ n " ;
1168
1169 p r i n t " *** s e e buna documenta ion f o r d e t a i l u n d e r s t a n d i n g *** \ n " ;
1170 p r i n t " *** s e e v i r s h and v i r t−c l o n e *** \ n " ;
1171 }
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F skeleton.pl
This is the skeleton program that will be copied and modified based using rules
file, when buna runs as a plugin.
Listing A.4: skeleton.pl
1 # ! / u s r / b i n / p e r l
2 ## The S k e l e t o n Program : t h a t w i l l go ing t o be c o p i e d and m o d i f i e d by ←↩
buna when i t r u n s wi th o p t i o n '−−p l u g i n g <Daemon−Name> <Rules−F i l e←↩
> ' , i t has t h r e e b l o c k a r e a s c a l l e d V a r i a b l e−Block , S t a t i s t i c s −Block←↩
& Rules−Block . Th i s program w i l l n o t work u n l e s s Rules−Block i s ←↩
f i l l e d wi th I f−C o n d i t i o n−Ac t i on codes , t h o s e a r e g e n e r a t e d from ←↩
Rules−F i l e . buan P lug in−P r o c e s s w i l l do a l l m o d i f i c a t i o n on t h i s ←↩
f i l e ( n o t u s e r s ) . Use r s a r e a l l o w e d t o w r i t e r u l e s i n any f i l e u s i n g←↩
buan−r u l e s−s y n t a x f e e d t o buna t h r o u g h t h e o p t i o n s t a t e d above .
3
4 # Used p a c k a g e s
5 use Getopt : :Long ;
6 use List : : MoreUtils qw{ any } ;
7 use List : : MoreUtils qw / uniq / ;
8 use List : : MoreUtils ;
9 use Statistics : : Descriptive ;
10
11 # G lo ba l V a r i a b l e s
12 @head=( ' c o u n t ' , ' r u n n i n g ' , ' b l o c k e d ' , ' paused ' , ' shutdown ' , ' s h u t o f f ' , '←↩
c r a s h e d ' , ' a c t i v e ' , ' i n a c t i v e ' , ' noofcpu ' , ' cpuusage ' , '←↩
phys ica lmemory ' , ' guestmemory ' ) ;
13
14 # v a r i a b l e s l i k e h o s t name s t o r a g e , sample−s i z e , t ime i n t e r v a l w i l l be ←↩
f i l l e d h e r e
15 # B e g i n _ V a r i a b l e #
16
17
18
19 # E n d _ V a r i a b l e #
20
21
22
23
24 $SampleSize++;
25
26 # Blocked , Paused , Shutdown , S h u t o f f , Crashed , Ac t ive , I n a c t i v e ,%CPU, T o t a l ←↩
memory (KB) , T o t a l g u e s t memory (KB) , T o t a l CPU t ime ( ns )
27 w h i l e ( 1 ) {
28 @childs ;
29 $count=0;
30 %data = ( ) ;
31 %stat is t ics = ( ) ;
32 @lines = ( ) ;
33 @columens= ( ) ;
34 @statf = ( ) ;
35
36 f o r e a c h $host ( keys %hostlist ) {
37 $pid = f o r k ( ) ;
38 i f ($pid ) {
39 # p a r e n t
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40 $childs [$count]=$pid ;
41 } e l s i f ( $pid == 0) {
42 # c h i l d a r e a s
43 $datafile=" v i r t t o p " . " $ h o s t " ;
44 $command= " v i r t−t o p −−c o n n e c t \ ' $ h o s t l i s t { $ h o s t } \ ' −n ←↩
$SampleSize −d $ I n t e r v a l −−s c r i p t −−csv $ d a t a f i l e " ;
45 sys tem ( " $command " ) ;
46 e x i t 0 ;
47 } e l s e {
48 d i e " cou ld n ' t f o r k e : $ ! \ n " ;
49 }
50 $count++;
51 }
52
53 f o r e a c h (@childs ) {
54 $tmp = w a i t p i d ($_ , 0 ) ;
55
56
57 }
58
59 f o r e a c h $host ( keys %hostlist ) {
60 $datafile=" v i r t t o p " . " $ h o s t " ;
61 open (MYFILE, " $ d a t a f i l e " ) or d i e " co u l dn ' t open t h e f i l e \ n " ;
62 @lines = <MYFILE>;
63 c l o s e (MYFILE) ;
64 # sys tem ( ' k i l l a l l −9 v i r t−t o p ' ) ;
65 s p l i c e @lines , 0 , 2 ;
66 $i =0;
67 f o r e a c h $line (@lines ) {
68 @columens= s p l i t ( ' , ' , $line ) ;
69 $data{$host}{noofcpu} [ $i ]= $columens [ 3 ] ;
70 $data{$host}{count} [ $i ]= $columens [ 4 ] ;
71 $data{$host}{running} [ $i ]= $columens [ 5 ] ;
72 $data{$host}{blocked} [ $i ]= $columens [ 6 ] ;
73 $data{$host}{paused} [ $i ]= $columens [ 7 ] ;
74 $data{$host}{ ' shutdown ' } [ $i ]= $columens [ 8 ] ;
75 $data{$host}{shutoff } [ $i ]= $columens [ 9 ] ;
76 $data{$host}{crashed} [ $i ]= $columens [ 1 0 ] ;
77 $data{$host}{ active } [ $i ]= $columens [ 1 1 ] ;
78 $data{$host}{ inactive } [ $i ]= $columens [ 1 2 ] ;
79 $data{$host}{cpuusage} [ $i ]= $columens [ 1 3 ] ;
80 $data{$host}{physicalmemory} [ $i ]= $columens [ 1 4 ] ;
81 $data{$host}{guestmemory} [ $i ]= $columens [ 1 6 ] ;
82
83 $i ++;
84 }
85
86 f o r e a c h $type (@head) {
87 @statf=analyze (@{$data{$host}{$type} } ) ;
88 $statistics {$host}{$type}{mean}=$statf [ 0 ] ;
89 $statistics {$host}{$type}{median}=$statf [ 1 ] ;
90 $statistics {$host}{$type}{mode}=$statf [ 2 ] ;
91 $statistics {$host}{$type}{ percentile}=$statf [ 3 ] ;
92 $statistics {$host}{$type}{range}=$statf [ 4 ] ;
93 $statistics {$host}{$type}{min}=$statf [ 5 ] ;
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94 $statistics {$host}{$type}{max}=$statf [ 6 ] ;
95 }
96 }
97
98 # Begin_Rule #
99
100
101 # End_Rule #
102
103
104
105 }
106
107
108 ### Buna b u i l t i n f u n c t o n s f o r Load b a l a n c e s e r v i c e
109
110 sub LoadBalance{
111 # ( h o s t name 1 , h o s t name 2 , memory / cpu / both , p e r c e n t f o r t o l e r a t e ←↩
n o t t o b a l a n c e )
112 $cpubalanced = ' no ' ;
113 $memorybalanced = ' no ' ;
114 $cs= $ms= $cd= $md= $ct= $mt= ' ' ;
115 $h1=$_ [ 0 ] ;
116 $h2=$_ [ 1 ] ;
117 $balancetype=$_ [ 2 ] ;
118 $tolerate=$_ [ 3 ] ;
119 $N1= $statistics {$h1}{ active }{ percentile } ;
120 $N2= $statistics {$h2}{ active }{ percentile } ;
121
122 i f ( $balancetype eq ' cpu ' or $balancetype eq ' a l l ' ) {
123 $c1= $statistics {$h1}{cpuusage}{ percentile } ;
124 $c2= $statistics {$h2}{cpuusage}{ percentile } ;
125 $tolerate=95 u n l e s s ( $tolerate ) ;
126 i f ( $tolerate >= $c1 and $tolerate >= $c2 ) {
127 $cpubalanced= ' yes ' ;
128
129 } e l s e {
130 $nm1 = ($N1 / ( 4 * $c1 ) ) * ($c1 − $c2 ) ;
131 $nm1 =~ s / \ . . * / / ;
132 $nm2 = ($N2 / ( 4 * $c2 ) ) * ($c2 − $c1 ) ;
133 $nm2 =~ s / \ . . * / / ;
134 i f ($nm1 > 0) {
135 ( $cs , $cd , $ct ) =($h1 , $h2 , $nm1) ;
136 i f ( $balancetype eq ' cpu ' ) {
137 $command=" buna −−a c t i o n m i g r a t e −−vmg a c t i v e −−amount←↩
$ c t −−s o u r c e $ h o s t l i s t { $cs } −−d e s t i n a t i o n ←↩
$ h o s t l i s t { $cd } " ;
138 sys tem ( " $command " ) ;
139 r e t u r n ;
140 }
141 } e l s i f ($nm2 > 0) {
142 ( $cs , $cd , $ct ) =($h2 , $h1 , $nm2) ;
143 i f ( $balancetype eq ' cpu ' ) {
144 $command=" buna −−a c t i o n m i g r a t e −−vmg a c t i v e −−amount←↩
$ c t −−s o u r c e $ h o s t l i s t { $cs } −−d e s t i n a t i o n ←↩
$ h o s t l i s t { $cd } " ;
145 sys tem ( " $command " ) ;
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146 r e t u r n ;
147 }
148 } e l s e {
149 $cpubalanced= ' yes ' ;
150 }
151 }
152 }
153
154
155 i f ( $balancetype eq ' memory ' or $balancetype eq ' a l l ' ) {
156
157 $M1= $statistics {$h1}{physicalmemory}{ percentile } ;
158 $M2= $statistics {$h2}{physicalmemory}{ percentile } ;
159 $m1=$statistics {$h1}{guestmemory}{ percentile } ;
160 $m2=$statistics {$h2}{guestmemory}{ percentile } ;
161
162 $m1=1 u n l e s s ($m1) ;
163 $m2=1 u n l e s s ($m2) ;
164 r e t u r n u n l e s s ($M1 or $M2) ;
165 $Rm1=($m1/$M1) * 100 ;
166 $Rm2=($m2/$M2) * 100 ;
167
168 i f ( $tolerate >= $Rm1 and $tolerate >= $Rm2) {
169 $memorybalanced= ' yes ' ;
170 } e l s e {
171 $nm1 = ( ($N1 * $M1) / ( 4 * $m1) ) * ( ($m1/$M1)− ($m2/$M2) ) ;
172 $nm1 =~ s / \ . . * / / ;
173 $nm2 = ( ($N2 * $M2) / ( 4 * $m2) ) * ( ($m2/$M2)− ($m1/$M1) ) ;
174 $nm2 =~ s / \ . . * / / ;
175 i f ($nm1 > 0 ) {
176 ($ms,$md,$mt) =($h1 , $h2 , $nm1) ;
177 i f ( $balancetype eq ' memory ' ) {
178 $command=" buna −−a c t i o n m i g r a t e −−vmg a c t i v e −−amount←↩
$mt −−s o u r c e $ h o s t l i s t {$ms} −−d e s t i n a t i o n ←↩
$ h o s t l i s t {$md} " ;
179 sys tem ( " $command " ) ;
180 r e t u r n ;
181 }
182 } e l s i f ($nm2 > 0) {
183 ($ms,$md,$mt) =($h2 , $h1 , $nm2) ;
184 i f ( $balancetype eq ' memory ' ) {
185 $command=" buna −−a c t i o n m i g r a t e −−vmg a c t i v e −−amount←↩
$mt −−s o u r c e $ h o s t l i s t {$ms} −−d e s t i n a t i o n ←↩
$ h o s t l i s t {$md} " ;
186 sys tem ( " $command " ) ;
187 r e t u r n ;
188 }
189 } e l s e {
190 $memorybalanced= ' yes ' ;
191 }
192 }
193 }
194 i f ( $balancetype eq ' a l l ' ) {
195 p r i n t " $ c p u b a l a n c e d −−−− $memorybalanced \ n " ;
196 p r i n t " $h1 $h2 $ b a l a n c e t y p e $ t o l e r a t e $N1 $N2 \ n " ;
197 p r i n t " cpu $c1 $c2 \ n " ;
198 p r i n t " memory $M1 $M2 $m1 $m2 \ n " ;
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199 p r i n t " a l l −−−− e q u a l \ n " and r e t u r n i f ($cpubalanced eq ' yes ' and ←↩
$memorybalanced eq ' yes ' ) ;
200
201 i f ($cpubalanced eq ' no ' and $memorybalanced eq ' yes ' ) {
202 $command=" buna −−a c t i o n m i g r a t e −−vmg a c t i v e −−amount $ c t −−←↩
s o u r c e $ h o s t l i s t { $cs } −−d e s t i n a t i o n $ h o s t l i s t { $cd } " ;
203 sys tem ( " $command " ) ;
204 r e t u r n ;
205 }
206
207 i f ($cpubalanced eq ' yes ' and $memorybalanced eq ' no ' ) {
208 $command=" buna −−a c t i o n m i g r a t e −−vmg a c t i v e −−amount $mt −−←↩
s o u r c e $ h o s t l i s t {$ms} −−d e s t i n a t i o n $ h o s t l i s t {$md} " ;
209 sys tem ( " $command " ) ;
210 r e t u r n ;
211 }
212
213 i f ($cpubalanced eq ' no ' and $memorybalanced eq ' no ' ) {
214 i f ( " $cs " eq " $ms " ) {
215 i f ( $ct <= $mt ) {
216 $command=" buna −−a c t i o n m i g r a t e −−vmg a c t i v e −−←↩
amount $ c t −−s o u r c e $ h o s t l i s t { $cs } −−←↩
d e s t i n a t i o n $ h o s t l i s t { $cd } " ;
217 sys tem ( " $command " ) ;
218 r e t u r n ;
219 } e l s e {
220 $command=" buna −−a c t i o n m i g r a t e −−vmg a c t i v e −−←↩
amount $mt −−s o u r c e $ h o s t l i s t {$ms} −−←↩
d e s t i n a t i o n $ h o s t l i s t {$md} " ;
221 sys tem ( " $command " ) ;
222 r e t u r n ;
223 }
224 } e l s e {
225 r e t u r n ;
226 }
227 }
228 }
229 }
230
231
232
233
234 sub analyze {
235 my @array = @_;
236 # p r i n t " @array \ n " ;
237 # my $ P e r c e n t = " $_ [ 1 ] " ;
238 my $stat = Statistics : : Descriptive : : Full−>new( ) ;
239 $stat−>add_data (@array) ;
240 my $mean = s p r i n t f ( " %.2 f " , $stat−>mean( ) ) ;
241 my $median = s p r i n t f ( " %.2 f " , $stat−>median ( ) ) ;
242 my $mode = s p r i n t f ( " %.2 f " , $stat−>mode( ) ) ;
243 my $percentile = s p r i n t f ( " %.2 f " , $stat−>percentile ( $Percent ) ) ;
244 my $min = s p r i n t f ( " %.2 f " , $stat−>min ( ) ) ;
245 my $max = s p r i n t f ( " %.2 f " , $stat−>max( ) ) ;
246 my $range = s p r i n t f ( " %.2 f " , $stat−>sample_range ( ) ) ;
247 r e t u r n ($mean, $median , $mode, $percentile , $range , $min, $max) ;
248 }
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